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What a wonderful experience to greet, meet, and make new friends around the same interest -Positive Disintegration in Human Development: Transformation! Many thanks to Dabrowski . . .
There is a great deal of thanks to be given:




Our presenters were magnificent and thorough
Michele Kane and Cheryl Ackerman, as coordinators, planned a great two days for
everyone involved
The Sponsors were gratefully appreciated:
o Centre for Gifted Education
o Ministry of Education
o University of Calgary - Education

Be sure to note:

10th International Dabrowski Conference
July 19th to July 21st, 2012

Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of Advanced Development
Theme: From Conflict to Peace: Globally and Personally
Registration now open!
http://www.gifteddevelopment.com/Dabrowski/index.html

The Ninth International Congress of the Institute for
Positive Disintegration in Human Development

An interdisciplinary conference on Dabrowski’s theory of Positive Disintegration
drawing from education, psychology, religion, philosophy, counseling, spirituality…

July 22-24, 2010
Pheasant Run Resort, St. Charles, IL

Support gratefully acknowledged from

to the Ninth International Congress of the Institute for Positive
Disintegration in Human Development. It is exciting that the legacy of Kazimierz
Dabrowski lives on through the continued efforts of many caring volunteers whose
efforts have converged to make this conference a reality.
The passion that surrounds the continuing exploration of Dabrowski’s Theory of
Positive Disintegration (TPD) and related works has been of immense interest
to those from varied backgrounds. We are delighted in having you join us and share
in conversation and dialogue as we move from theory to practice and back again in
these next few days.
The theme of this conference centers on Transformation. Sessions will revolve
around this focus and take us from the transformation of self to the transformation
of the universe. It seems apropos of these changing times that we examine how
transformation is affecting us personally within the contexts of our environments.
Our conference is transforming as we become more global. We have representations
from Asia, Europe, the Middle East, North America, and possibly Africa . . .
we are becoming an ever increasing international community that is growing in size
and scope.
Many of us are working with TPD regularly. By sharing these ideas we transform
not only individuals but also the ideas of those in classrooms, the workplace, research
venues, and therapeutic settings. We provide opportunities for others to have an
alternative framework for understanding themselves and their interactions with others.
Your participation at this conference is critical to the understanding and development
of Dabrowski’s ideas. We appreciate your involvement whether you have come to
listen, to discuss, to make a presentation, or to be involved at every level. It is our
intention that you leave with a deeper richness of spirit, possibly transformed. Let
us know if we can help with that process in any way.
Warm regards

R

Michele & Cheryl

The propensity for changing one's internal environment and the ability to influence positively
the external environment indicate the capacity of the individual to develop.
Dabrowski, 1964 (Positive Disintegration, p. 112)

As you will see throughout the program, presentations have been put into one of four strands:
theory, overexcitability, development, and gifted. These were the main themes we identified
among presentations selected for the conference. With such a diverse group of participants,
we thought providing this structure would help you identify sessions of potential interest. While
strand names describe an important aspect of a presentation, many sessions address more than
one strand topic, so be sure to look closer at the abstracts. There is much to explore here at
the conference. Enjoy!

Introduction to the Theory of Positive Disintegration
If you are a relative newcomer to Dabrowski’s work or would like a refresher experience, this
pre-conference workshop will be a helpful precursor to the more in-depth and diverse work to be
discussed during the conference. The Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) is a developmental personality theory that helps us understand differences in social and emotional needs and
development. TPD reframes individual characteristics and experiences by giving people alternative views of intensities and difficult times as potential for growth. During the preconference,
the major theoretical elements and how they are interconnected will be presented: the five levels
of development, developmental dynamisms, overexcitabilities, and other foundational aspects of the
theory will be discussed. Participants will have ample opportunity to ask questions and interact
with workshop content through reflection and practical integration activities. Drs. Ackerman
and Silverman will work with participants to address their theoretical and practical interests.

1:30 5:00 pm
Picasso
Theory

Cheryl M. Ackerman, Ph.D. R cma@udel.edu
Cheryl Ackerman has been involved in the field of gifted studies for 20 years. She presents locally,
nationally, and internationally on Dabrowski’s theory and other social and emotional topics, and recently
guest-edited a special issue of Roeper Review on Dabrowski’s theory. She is a former chair of the
Conceptual Foundations Network of NAGC and president of Supporting Emotional Needs of the
Gifted (SENG). Cheryl works at the University of Delaware, where she conducts program evaluations
in several areas.

Linda Kreger Silverman, Ph.D. R gifted@gifteddevelopment.com
Linda Kreger Silverman is a licensed psychologist and director of the Gifted Development Center/Institute
for the Study of Advanced Development (ISAD) (www.gifteddevelopment.com). For nine years, she
served on the faculty of the University of Denver, where she co-sponsored the Dabrowski Study Group.
She has contributed 300 publications, including Counseling the Gifted & Talented. She founded the only
journal on adult giftedness, Advanced Development, which has increased awareness of the Theory of Positive
Disintegration.
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Join us for the opening after-dinner reception to kick-off the conference officially!
Meet participants and presenters, while enjoying some sweets and snacks, before and
6:30 - after Michael M. Piechowski’s invited presentation. A cash bar will be available, too.

9:30 pm

Marsalis
Ballroom
I & II
Theory

Rethinking Dabrowski’s Theory
Since Dabrowski's theory was introduced to gifted education 30 years ago, little effort was
spent examining the concepts of developmental potential, integration versus disintegration, levels,
dynamisms, multilevel vs. unilevel process, alternative developmental pathways, etc. Is it a theory of
emotional development or personality? Although the theory defines five levels, they are not stepwise progression. Can Level I be the start? Does Level II represent development in Dabrowski's
sense? What is the nature of developmental potential for different types of development? These
and other questions are examined within the logic of the theory, case studies, and research.
spirgif@earthlink.net R Michael M. Piechowski, Ph.D.
Michael M. Piechowski is the author of Mellow Out, They Say. If I Only Could: Intensities and Sensitivities
of the Young and Bright,of Living with Intensity with Susan Daniels, and of contributions to the International
Handbook on Giftedness. As one of the designers of Yunasa, a summer camp for highly gifted youth, he takes
part in it every summer.

8:30 am

Michele Kane, Ed.D.

Welcome

R Cheryl M. Ackerman, Ph.D.

Gauguin

Gifted and Traumatized: A15-Year Case Study
of Transformation
8:45 am
Gauguin
Gifted
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This unusual session, focused on the intersection of giftedness and trauma and the subjective
experience of positive disintegration, will be presented by both the researcher and the subject of a
longitudinal case study. Not only did the phenomenological study illuminate the asset-burden
paradox of giftedness, but also important factors of resilience. The study followed the subject’s
social and emotional development from age 14 through age 29, opening a window into how the
disintegrating and reintegrating power of emotions influences personality development. In this case,
all areas of development were affected. Dabrowski’s theory offers a framework for understanding various responses and experiences. The subject epitomized basic tenets of the theory:
self-education, self-correction, deliberately selecting higher values, developing responsibility for self
and others, developing a strong sense of justice, and connecting to others with empathy.

Jean Sunde Peterson, Ph.D. R jeanp@purdue.edu
Jean Sunde Peterson is professor and director of school counselor preparation at Purdue University.
A former classroom and gifted-education teacher, she is a licensed mental health counselor, with considerable
experience with gifted youth and their families. Her studies of social and emotional development in this
population are reflected in over 80 journal articles, invited chapters, and books, including Gifted At Risk:
Poetic Profiles, Essential Guide for Talking with Gifted Teens, and Models of Counseling Gifted
Children, Adolescents, and Young Adults.

Mariam Razian Willis, M.A. R mariam.willis@gmail.com
Mariam Razian Willis is Director of Forensics and Debate in the Department of Communication Studies
at Appalachian State University. Her interest in critical thinking about social and political issues led her to
create the on-campus Aristotle’s Café, which involves student-led small groups designed to explore complex
questions.

Break

10:00 am

The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious;
It is the source of all true art and science. R Einstein

Gallery

Hall Foyer

Emergences of Creativity and the Teaching Profession
Comparison of the process of creativity with the process of emergence of the teaching profession 10:15 am
is analyzed in this presentation. As both physicists and educators, we apply the concepts of chaos
theory and the ideas of theory of positive disintegration to examine the professional development Chagall
of an individual and compare it to creativity. Creativity and the teaching profession could be
referred to as “self-organizing dissipative structures” originating spontaneously in far-from- Developequilibrium conditions. Applying the concepts of Dabrowski’s theory, the emergence of teaching
ment
profession goes through the process of self-awareness accompanied by strong emotional instabilities
and self-reflection. Then, as a result of awareness connected with the third factor (will and
choices), one reaches the state of self-affirmation, which brings one to self-education that is
characterized by moments of withdrawal from the daily routine in order to re-charge oneself with
new energy and new solutions.

Bogusia Jankowska-Gierus, B.Sc., B. Ed. R bogusia@gierus.ca
Bogusia Jankowska-Gierus completed her Bachelor of Science degree in physics and mathematics at the
University of Calgary, followed by a Bachelor of Education. She has been a teacher of math and science in
many different environments and districts across Canada. She has recently returned to McGill University
to do a Masters in Educational Psychology. Bogusia is also the creator of a popular math puzzle: Hexa-Trex
- The First Book of Hexa-Trex Puzzles (2007). She also runs an educational website:
www.nucleuslearning.com.

Krystyna Laycraft, M.Sc. R www.KrystynaArt.com or krystyna@platinum.ca
Krystyna Laycraft finished her study at the University of Warsaw as a theoretical physicist. After
moving to Canada, she continued her graduate study and worked as a scientist at the University of Calgary.
Currently, she runs the Center for Chaos Studies and gives lectures on an application of Chaos Theory in
creativity, psychology, and education. She has recently returned to the University of Calgary to do Ph.D.
in Educational Research. She is a member of the Society for Chaos Theory in Psychology and Life
Sciences and an active member of the Federation of Canadian Artists.
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Upgrade Your Life: Transformation at Puberty
Based on Dabrowski
10:15 am Transformation is defined as change of inner psychic milieu. Dabrowski considers puberty as a
period of risk for crises. In order to acknowledge being different and to enhance self-knowledge,
Gauguin we developed lessons for gifted aged 10-15 years, titled: “What Every Gifted Child should
Know about Dabrowski”. Topics are: coping with depressive feelings, overexcitabilities, problems
Gifted with making friends, leadership and motivation. We aim at transformation of concepts as the self,
motivation, happiness, learning, autonomy, heroes and role-models, truth, knowledge, meaning, ideals
and perfection. Reports of try-outs with students will be presented.
truusvanderkaaij@introweb.nl R Truus van der Kaaij
Truus van der Kaaij is an English teacher and specialist in Gifted Education (ECHA). She co-authored
Thinking about Thinking (TaT) enrichment materials. She is a teacher trainer, conducts parent courses,
counsels G&T, and introduced Dabrowski in The Netherlands. She has extensive experience in special needs
education in international school (European School Bergen). She initiated the association How to
Philosophize.

www.everyoneweb.com/TaT or f.b.demink@gmail.com R Frank de Mink, M.Sc., M.Ed.
Frank de Mink started as a physics teacher and teacher trainer. He continued as a trainer and consultant in
Higher Education. In 1995, he began working in gifted education and has focused fulltime on gifted
education since 2006. He is the co-author of Thinking about Thinking enrichment for secondary schools based
on psychology, philosophy, creative thinking, meta-cognition, and spirituality (age 10 to15 yrs). He has
introduced SENG and Dabrowski courses in The Netherlands.

A Comparison of Overexcitabilities of
Artistically Gifted and Non-Gifted Middle
and High School Students in Korea

10:15 am The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of giftedness, gender, and grade level on
OEs for middle and high school students in Korea. The subjects of this study were second-year
Picasso middle and high school students who are gifted or non-gifted artistically. A three-way
ANOVA utilizing giftedness, gender, and grade level revealed that gifted students significantly
showed higher degrees of sensual, intellectual, and emotional OEs than non-gifted students. There
OEs
was no difference of OEs between genders. Regarding grade level, high school students showed
a significantly higher degree of sensual, intellectual, and emotional OEs than middle school
students. There were not only significant interaction in the sensual OE between giftedness and
gender but also significant interaction in emotional OE between grade and gender.

hoyayoungah88@hanmail.net R Young-Ah Kim. Ph.D.
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Young-Ah Kim is a research professor, Honors Program at Hanyang University in Seoul, Korea. She
received Ph.D. from Sookmyung Women’s University in 2008. The title of her dissertation: A Study on
the Validation and Application of the Dabrowskian Overexcitability Questionnaire-II (OEQ II). Young-Ah
Kim worked as a researcher at the National Research Center for Gifted and Talented Education
(NRCGTE), Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI). She is a counselor certified from the
Korean Psychological Association and has counseling experiences at several counseling centers. Her research
interests are counseling for the gifted, creativity, and gifted education.

Conversation Cafe

Opportunities for informal
discussion around themes.

11:15 am
Gauguin

Examining the Relationships between Ego Development,
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration, and
Behavioral Characteristics of Gifted Adolescents
This research study explored the relationships between ego development, Dabrowski’s theory of 12:00 pm
positive disintegration (TPD), and the social, emotional, and behavioral characteristics of gifted
adolescents. Literature exploring the experiences of gifted individuals has often focused on Gauguin
asynchronous development, particularly during childhood and adolescence. Also discussed in the
literature are the unique social, emotional, and behavioral characteristics innate to the gifted
population. However, there is still an unclear picture concerning the implications of this work as Gifted
related to the specific counseling needs of gifted students, and little empirical support is provided.
This study seeks to build, through a developmental lens, a more comprehensive base from which to
conceptualize counseling and teaching approaches with gifted students. Results of the study will be
provided, and attendees will engage in discussion regarding the implications of the study for
future research and counseling practice.

Carrie Lynn Bailey, Ph.D., LPC, LPSC, NCC R cbailey@georgiasouthern.edu
Carrie Lynn Bailey, an Assistant Professor in Counselor Education at Georgia Southern University, is
also a licensed professional counselor with clinical experience in both school and family counseling settings.
Grounded in a humanistic worldview, Bailey strives to facilitate growth in both her students and clients through
providing an environment in which meaningful, self-directed learning can flourish. Current research interests
include exploring the developmental counseling needs of gifted individuals, and application of humanistic counseling
and educational approaches.

Towards a Theory of Positive Organizational
Disintegration: A Generative Dialog
This session will involve members of the Congress learning community in a facilitated process to 12:00 pm
actively imagine the Theory of Positive Disintegration applied to organizational development and
transformation. In so doing, members will begin to articulate a Theory of Positive Organiza- Chagall
tional Disintegration (T-POD). Organizations have complex meta-personalities, often referred
to as corporate or organizational cultures, which are constructed and develop over time. Each Developorganization’s unique culture or meta-level “personality of personalities,” reflects the personalities
ment
of its founders, leaders, boards, employees, clients, and others. A theory of adult development
that addresses the underlying processes (in addition to stages) of adult development could (a)
lead to deeper understanding of the dynamics of organizational change and transformation, (b)
inform more effective approaches for catalyzing deep organizational change, and (c) advance
organizational development practice. Action research methodologies derived from social construc7
tion and Appreciative Inquiry will be employed to guide dialog and inquiry.

jodyjacobson@sbcglobal.net R Jody Jacobson, M.S., MSBA
Jody Jacobson is an organizational consultant and educator with 20 years experience in education,
technology, and non-profit settings. She enjoys creating synergies across disciplines. Jody is a doctoral candidate
in organizational development at Tilburg University (Netherlands). She has an Appreciative Inquiry
Certificate from Case Western University, an M.S. in organizational theory from Bucknell University, and
an M.S. in health sciences from the University of Maryland. She is currently President at Aerial View
Consulting LLC and Board-President-elect of MAQIN-Madison Area Quality & Innovation Network.

Theory of Positive Disintegration and I Ching:
The Philosophical Similarities
12:00 pm Similarities of two philosophies, I Ching and Theory of Positive Disintegration, will be presented.
I Ching (or Book of Changes) is the oldest and greatest Chinese classic. It became the
foundation
of the Taoist and Confucian philosophies. Theory of Positive Disintegration is a
Picasso
complex and comprehensive theory of human development, described by K. Dabrowski as the
Theory philosophy of “existence through essence.” I Ching and Theory of Positive Disintegration
treat the human being as a complex, nonlinear, dynamic system. Both philosophies provide detailed
analyses on human nature, encompassing emotions, internal and external conflicts, motivations,
thoughts, creativity, and positive and negative tendencies within any given situation. Both stress the
idea that conflicts, crises, or challenging experiences become opportunities for the human growth.
Both philosophies present a comprehensive view of the variety of human experiences, enabling him/
her to shape his/her life by his/her own will and choices (third factor) into an organic whole (the
personality).
krystyna@platinum.ca R Krystyna Laycraft, M.Sc.
Krystyna was born in Poland. She finished her study at the University of Warsaw as a theoretical physicist.
After moving to Canada, she continued her graduate study and worked as a scientist at the University of
Calgary. Currently, Krystyna shares her time between art, science, and teaching. She is a member of the
Society for Chaos Theory in Psychology and Life Sciences, she runs the Center for Chaos Studies, and
she is an active member of Federation of Canadian Artists.

1:00 pm
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Lunch

Your choice.

Take Nami Do literally means bamboo, wave, way. It is a metaphor of the relationship between the
elements. The bamboo bends, is flexible. In the face of strong forces it yields but does not succumb.
This is because it does not resist the force and so by not resisting, it is strong. The wave, in turn,
uses its great force to overpower whatever stands in its way, and by sheer brute force is also powerful. Psychologically, the bamboo means to yield, to not resist inwardly. If one insults you, that insult is
listened to, understood and gone beyond. There is no need to react to the insult. Therefore one is
free, beyond the conflict of reaction. Psychologically, the wave represents that insult, that anger,
that need to hurt another. Physically, the bamboo is the block, the wave is the... strike, punch or
kick. In order to bring about an intelligent practice one must have the right relationship between
these elements, to create a way that is balanced, whole.
R Martial Arts Sensei

Lifespan Intensity and Giftedness in Adults:
Advantages and Challenges
The multifaceted aspects of intensity as described by Dabrowski’s theory manifest themselves 2:15 pm
throughout an individual’s lifespan. Gifted adults are criticized for their intensity and sensitivity
throughout their lifespan and typically cannot understand why others don’t understand who they
are, how they think, and how they feel. Adults whose intensity permeates their very being may Picasso
live lives enhanced by peak experiences, great satisfaction, and joy. However, the lows in their
lives are generally more intense as well. This session will focus on both the advantages and the Gifted
challenges to a lifetime filled with intensity, looking at intensity in adults specifically from the
perspective of Dabrowski’s theory. Its paradoxical nature also will be viewed through several
other lenses: Erikson’s theory of psychosocial development, Streznewski’s exploration of the lives
of gifted grownups, Sheehy’s views regarding the cycles (and crises) of adult life, and
Jacobsen’s concept of everyday geniuses. Participant interaction will be encouraged.

Ellen D. Fiedler, Ph.D. R ellenfiedler@comcast.net
Ellen D. Fiedler, Professor Emerita, Masters of Arts in Gifted Education, Chicago’s Northeastern
Illinois University, has been a Gifted Program Coordinator and a State Consultant for Gifted. She
regularly provides consultation services for school districts, presents at state, national, and international
conferences, and conducts professional development for teachers and presentations for parents. Her Ph.D.
was in Counseling and Guidance from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She is President of the
Michigan Alliance for Gifted Education.

The Function of Transcendent Experiences in
Personality Development
This presentation will examine the role of transcendent experiences in personality development. 2:15 pm
By transcendent experiences, I mean visions, auditions, near death experiences, mystical
encounters with a source of knowledge and energy that seem to have their source outside of
normal consciousness, etc. These experiences vary in intensity, extent, and duration, and while Chagall
often understood to be religious in nature, they are not always so understood. I suggest that such
experiences have a double function in terms of promoting personality development as described in Developthe theory of positive disintegration. On the one hand, the experiences can make one aware of
ment
developmental dynamisms that are part of the structure of the next developmental level; and on
the other hand, such experiences can serve to deautomatize habitual patterns of perceiving,
thinking, imagining, feeling, or acting associated with the current level of personality, and thus
make possible a shift from one level to another.

Laurence F. Nixon, Ph.D. R nixon3694@yahoo.com
Laurence F. Nixon is the Chair of the Religion Department at Dawson College, Montreal, Quebec. His
research interests range from religion and art to contemporary expressions of religion in Canada, but his
primary area of investigation is the psychological analysis of mystical lives on which subject he has published a
number of articles.
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Advanced Topics: Going Deeper into the Theory
2:15 pm This session is an opportunity to move past introductory levels of understanding the Theory of
Positive Disintegration to delve into the intricacies of the theory and its applications. The actual
Gauguin content will be developed based on participant questions. Participants may send their questions in
advance of the conference to: spirgif@earthlink.net.
Theory

spirgif@earthlink.net R Michael M. Piechowski, Ph.D.
Michael M. Piechowski is the author of Mellow Out, They Say. If I Only Could: Intensities and Sensitivities
of the Young and Bright,of Living with Intensity with Susan Daniels, and of contributions to the International
Handbook on Giftedness. As one of the designers of Yunasa, a summer camp for highly gifted youth, he takes
part in it every summer.

3:15 pm
Gallery

Hall Foyer

A ship is safe in harbor, but that's not what ships are for.
R

William Sheck

Break

The Third Factor and the Reality of Value Hierarchy
3:30 pm Dabrowski defines the Third Factor as a synthesis of all autonomous and authentic factors
needed for self development that is fashioned according to the “value hierarchy.” However, he
Gauguin seems more reluctant to go farther with a more precise description leaving a space for “the
presence of a mystery in the creation of internal autonomy” (Dabrowski, 1972).
Theory Contemporary scientific naturalism in the various forms of evolutionary psychology, behavioral
neuroscience, or cognitive neuropsychology challenges the idea of transformation guided by “higher
values and meanings” as objective and genuine reality, therefore, they are rather more or less
artificial phenomena subjugated to and determined by biological, intrinsic factors. If so, the core
idea of TPD, namely the development of personality towards a certain ideal “I” more or less
intuitively directed by the Third Factor, is placed in danger by scientific reductionism. Maynard
Adams argues that value and meaning are dimensions of reality and that we can gain knowledge
about those dimensions.
ww4p@uvawise.edu R Witold P. Wolny, Ph.D.
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Witold P. Wolny is the Associate Professor of Comparative Religions at the University of Virginia’s
College at Wise in Wise, VA. Previously, Wolny was the professor of the Phenomenology of Religion at
the CEU College in Seville, Spain. He studied theology and philosophy at universities in Poland, Spain, and
Sweden. Born in Poland, Wolny graduated from The University of Salamanca and received his doctoral
degree in Philosophy from the University of Seville, Spain. He is the author of various articles and editor of
books on contemporary culture and religion.

Readings

Dinner

The only real prison is fear, and the only real freedom is freedom
from fear R Daw Aung San Suu Kyi

4:45 pm
Gauguin

6:30 pm
Marsalis

(pre-registration required)

Ballroom
I & II

Opening
Cheryl M. Ackerman R Michele Kane

8:30 am

Gauguin

Panel Discussion: The Theory of Positive
Disintegration’s Family Tree
This panel discussion will explore Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration from its 8:45 am
foundations, through its development, applications, and research, trying to capture the major
branches of TPD’s family tree. Many questions will be considered as the impetus for panel Gauguin
member comments. For instance: What theories underlie Dabrowski’s theory? Who have
been the major voices working with the theory across different disciplines? What areas of Theory
research have been explored? Where does the theory currently stand in terms of its
development, application, and research? Where is it headed in the coming generations?
What possibilities exist for exploring the theory further? Participants will be encouraged to
help develop the family tree as it expands. Where are the broken branches, if any? What
branches do we know little about? Hopefully, a diagram will emerge from the group process.

R. Frank Falk R Krystyna Laycraft R Sal Mendaglio

Elizabeth Mika R Nancy B. Miller R Linda K. Silverman
Moderator: Cheryl M. Ackerman
See individual session listings for the biographies of the other panel participants.

Elizabeth Mika, M.A., LCPC R elamika@yahoo.com
Elizabeth Mika, of Gifted Resources in Northern Illinois (in the Chicago area), specializes in assessment of
gifted children and counseling for gifted adults. Her professional interests include creativity, learning
differences and learning styles, multiple exceptionalities, moral and emotional giftedness, Dabrowski’s Theory of
Positive Disintegration, and mental health and socio-emotional development of gifted children and adults.
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10:00 am
Gallery
Hall Foyer

Religions are different reads converging to the same point. What does it
matter that we take different roads so long as we reach the same goal.
In reality, there are as many different religions as there are individuals.
R

Break

Gandhi

The Little Mermaid: Dabrowski’s Model Lived
in Fairy Tale & Life
10:15 am In The Little Mermaid, there is a yearning of the most beautiful voice to rise from the depths
of the sea. There is also a lie told -- that soul can only be gleaned through marriage to The
Prince. As she attempts to make her way onto land, her loss of voice and painful steps are
Chagall emblematic of the “tragic gift” many gifted voices experience. Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive
Disintegration comes alive through the story of The Little Mermaid, and the parallel
Develop- transformative journey of a woman psychologist who, amidst a profession increasingly devoid of
ment
soul, attempts to reconcile within herself the love of psyche and the sterility of pathology. As the
tension builds between heart and mind in the darkest night, a crucifixion occurs. The tertium non
datur/transcendent function leads to disintegration. Surrender “costing not less than everything”
brings, for both, a new dawn, soul, and Secondary Integration.
drsandraburke@gmail.com R Sandra L. Burke, Ph.D.
Informed by decades of using metaphor in teaching, Sandra Burke combines religion, psychology, and mythology
in understanding human development. Trained in Los Angeles at The Jung Institute and The Wright
Institute, she also studied at The Jung Institute in Zurich. Burke has a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology from
Pacifica Graduate Institute, and an M.A. in Culture & Spirituality from The Sophia Program at Holy
Names University. The ocean’s breath is her sanctuary.

Be Greeted Psychoneurotics
Java Shoppe Interview
10:15 am In this session, participants will view two film that feature footage with Dr. Kazimierz Dabrowski,
author of the theory of Positive Disintegration and the reason you are at this conference. The
Picasso first, Be Greeted Psychoneurotics, shows several interactions between Dabrowski and his
patients. You will see him administer some of the tests he used to identify overexcitabilities as
Theory well. The second film, Java Shoppe Interview, shows Dabrowski being interviewed by a colleague
at a local café. He responds to questions about his theory in an informal setting.
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Deal or No Deal: The Validity of Overexcitability
Theoretically, constructs are concepts thought to represent real world phenomena. In the 10:15 am
social and behavioral sciences, constructs are usually not directly observable. Their validity, or
soundness, is established by creating propositions and hypotheses about their relationship to other
constructs. For example, one might hypothesize that intellectual overexcitability will lead to Gauguin
academic achievement or that students involved in a number of extra-curricular activities will
OEs
score higher on psychomotor overexcitability than a comparison group. The results of testing such
relationships establish what is known as the nomological network, or set of interconnected, law-like
associations. In this presentation, we will show how some of the recent empirical findings contribute
to the validity of the concept of overexcitability. We will discuss various forms of measurements
used in these studies, as well as their known characteristics. We argue, regardless of the specific
form of measurement, construct validity continues to accrue for the concept of overexcitability.

R. Frank Falk, Ph.D. R rfalk@uakron.edu
R. Frank Falk serves as Director of Research for The Institute for the Study of Advanced
Development. Falk received his Ph.D. in sociology from the University of Minnesota and for many years
taught and served as an administrator at both the University of Denver and the University of Akron. He
has authored numerous books, monographs, chapters, peer-reviewed journal articles, and presentations at
professional meetings including the NAGC, SENG, and the World Conference on Gifted.

Nancy B. Miller, Ph.D. R nmiller@uakron.edu
Nancy B. Miller holds degrees in psychology and sociology and has received advanced training in family
processes and children’s psychological adjustment. She is currently editor of Advanced Development, a journal
on adult giftedness. From 2002-2006, she served as Executive Officer for Sociologists for Women in
Society. Her publications focus on emotional development, gender and giftedness, and women’s social support
and adjustment.

Conversation Cafe

Opportunities for informal
discussion around themes.

11:15 am
Gauguin

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond
measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. We ask ourselves, who am I to be
brilliant, gorgeous, talented, and fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God.
Your playing small doesn't serve the world. There's nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other
people won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. We are born to make
manifest the glory of God that is within us. It's not just in some of us, it's in everyone. And as we let
our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same. As we are liberated
from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.
R Marianne Williamson
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Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration:
Perception of Parents of Gifted Children
12:00 pm Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) has been introduced to many parents of
gifted children through articles, books, and presentations. Many aspects of the theory have
Chagall particularly resonated for these parents. Some experts in the field (Daniels, 2009;
Silverman, 2009) have acknowledged this phenomenon; yet, there has been little data collected
Gifted specifically from parents regarding their perceptions of Dabrowski’s TPD. This qualitative
study provides the results of interviews with parents of gifted children and extends the work of
Daniels (2009). The observations of these parents regarding how the theory has affected
their parenting and their relationships with their children will be discussed. The results of these
interviews are analyzed for common threads and themes that emerge as well as the differences. In
particular, the transformative aspects of how parents approach their role both before and after
learning about TPD are examined for any significant changes. The aspects of TPD that
validate the qualitatively different experiences of parenting gifted children will also be provided.
michelekane1@aol.com R Michele Kane, Ed.D.
Michele Kane is an Assistant Professor and Coordinator of the Master of Arts in Gifted Education
Program at Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago. Michele is currently the President of the Illinois
Association for Gifted Children and the Chair of the Global Awareness Network of the National
Association for Gifted Children. She has been involved with Dabrowski’s theory since 1982 when she heard
a presentation by Linda Silverman. It was a life-changing event.

Imaginational Overexcitability, Everyday Creativity,
and Personal Transformation
12:00 pm “Creativity is the ability for, and realization of, new and original approaches to reality…The
individual who shows personality development always has… some creativity.” (Dabrowski, 1964,
Picasso p. 114, emphasis added) This presentation will explore the ways by which imaginational
overexcitability, everyday creativity, and the third agent — combined — may create the right
Develop- combination of intrapsychic elements to take us beyond what is — to what might be — in a classic
Dabrowskian sense, including the potential for enhanced creative development and personal
ment
transformation.
dr.sdaniels@yahoo.com R Susan Daniels, Ph.D.
Susan Daniels is an Associate Professor of Educational Psychology and Counseling at California State
University, San Bernardino, where she also serves as Coordinator of the Gifted and Talented Education
Certificate Program. She is co-editor, along with Dr. Michael Piechowski, and co-author of several chapters
in Living With Intensity: Understanding the Sensitivity, Excitability, and Emotional Development of Gifted
Children, Adolescents, and Adults, published in 2009 by Great Potential Press. Her areas of expertise
include Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration, gifted education, creativity, and adolescent development.
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Philosophical Discussion of K. Dabrowski’s Normative
Moral Psychology
The theory of positive disintegration is a normative theory, and just like Maslow, Dabrowski 12:00 pm
crosses the fact-value distinction so prominent in philosophy. His arguments seem Spencerian:
higher stages in personality development rely on evolutionarily newer parts of the brain. But Gauguin
Spencer's interpretation has been abandoned since not all evolutionary newer areas are higher in
axiological sense or evolutionarily beneficial. Dabrowski also refers to higher emotions in justifying
the axiological aspect of his hierarchy but what emotions are higher is part of that very Theory
argument; finally he makes some broadly spiritual points. Dabrowski argues that the highest
stages have lower survival value than the lower ones (especially one and three). The paper
analyzes potential tension between Dabrowski's claims that advanced dynamisms rely on evolutionarily newer parts of the brain and that such dynamisms may decrease evolutionary fitness. This
leads to a philosophical examination of the personality ideal presumed in Dabrowski's theory.

Piotr Boltuc, Ph.D. R pbolt1@uis.edu
Piotr Boltuc, Associate Professor of Philosophy, University of Illinois, Springfield, has published over 50
articles and given over 100 presentations on topics ranging from moral theory to machine consciousness. A
former Fulbright scholar at Princeton and SCR member at St.John's Oxford, he is one of the pioneers
of online learning in philosophy and was perhaps the youngest disciple of Dabrowski, frequenting his dacha with
Bialkowski, Swiatek, Kobierzyski, and others. He has also lectured on normative moral psychology at Warsaw
University and the University of Illinois.

Lunch

Your choice.

1:00 pm

Portrait of an Inspirational Teacher of the Gifted
The purpose of this interpretive inquiry was to examine and depict the lived experience and 2:15 pm
essence of one inspirational teacher of gifted learners and to apply Dabrowski’s Theory of
Positive Disintegration to further understand the phenomenon. There has been no previous
research that explores the application of Positive Disintegration to the personality structure Gauguin
of teachers of gifted students. The findings in this study indicate the strength of the theory and
its application to the inspirational teacher of gifted students exists in its provision of a context Theory
within which to understand multilevel emotional and moral development, personal growth, inner
transformation, and the creative personality.
Janneke Frank, Ph.D. R jannekefrank@shaw.ca
Janneke Frank has doctorate in Gifted Education from the University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
She holds extensive experience as a teacher and administrator in Kindergarten to Grade 12 schools that
offer the Gifted and Talented Education (GATE) program. Her passionate advocacy for gifted students
inspires her work as a private consultant and former director of the Centre for Gifted Education at the
University of Calgary.
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Negative Development Potential:
Understanding the Absence of Transformation
2:15 pm Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) explains various forms of human
experiences ranging from what may be described as egocentric-automatic, to authentic-altruistic.
Chagall Specifically, TPD concerns itself with the entire range of ways of being from the lowest level
driven by self-preservation instinct to the pinnacle achievement of personality. Developmental
Theory potential is essential in the transformative process by which individuals transcend biological drives
and need for social approval. This positive outcome of developmental potential is often described
by Dabrowskian scholars in gifted education. However, Dabrowski differentiated between
positive developmental potential and negative developmental potential. The former leads to
development, the latter does not. This session contrasts positive and negative developmental
potential, with particular focus on the outcomes of negative developmental potential.
mendagli@ucalgary.ca R Sal Mendaglio, Ph.D.
Sal Mendaglio is a professor with the Faculty of Education, University of Calgary, Canada. He teaches
graduate courses in gifted education and undergraduate courses in teacher education. His interests include the
theory of positive disintegration, models of counselling gifted individuals, and social-emotional aspects of giftedness.
Mendaglio is a licensed psychologist with many years of experience counselling gifted individuals of all ages.

Developing Arabised Image of the Overexcitabilities
Questionnaire (OEQII)(based on Dabrowski’s theory)
and Measuring Effectiveness in Identifying Gifted
Students in Middle Stage of Kuwait
2:15 pm This study aims to develop Arabised images of the Overexcitabilities Questionnaire (OEQII)
and to measure its effectiveness in identifying male and female gifted students in the Middle
Picasso Stage of Kuwait. It explores the relationship among the OEQII with traditional measures of
giftedness (IQ test & academic achievement). Findings favoring gifted middle stage students
over average students were significant in intellectual OE and achievement. In light of the
OEs
outcomes of the research findings, the researcher provides recommendations for future educational
applications in the field of Arab gifted education, especially in the areas of identification and
guidance.
rakad677@hotmail.com R Thamer Fahed Almutairi , Ph.D.
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Thamer Fahed Almutairi has been involved in the Dabrowski community for the past 5 years. His working
interests focus on meeting the socio-emotional needs of gifted and talent students. Almiutairi has received a
Bachelor’s of Islamic and Social Studies from Kuwait University, a Master’s in Gifted Education from the
Arabian Gulf University, Bahrain, and his Doctor of Philosophy (Specialization in Gifted Education) from
Amman Arab University for Graduate Studies, Jordan. He works for the Kuwait Ministry of Education.

Break
It’s life’s illusions I recall. I really don’t know life at all.

R Judy

3:15 pm

Collins

Gallery
Hall Foyer

Perfectionism as a Vehicle for Transformation
As a personality trait, perfectionism has been deeply maligned in the field of psychology.
Through the lens of Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration, different aspects of 3:30 pm
perfectionism are revealed at each level of development. At Level I, perfectionism is narcissistic:
others are expected to live up to the person’s expectations. At Level II, the individual feels Gauguin
unable to live up to his or her own expectations or the perceived expectations of others. At
Level III, perfectionism fuels the drive for self-perfection. At Level IV, there is an appreciation Developof the inherent perfection in all of life. At Level V, the personality is perfected and there is no
ment
inner conflict. Most of the bad press associated with perfectionism describes its manifestations
at lower levels of development. In the rich inner milieu of those with multilevel development,
perfectionism becomes the driving force to attain the personality ideal.

Linda Kreger Silverman, Ph.D. R gifted@gifteddevelopment.com
Linda Kreger Silverman is a licensed psychologist and director of the Gifted Development Center/Institute
for the Study of Advanced Development (ISAD) (www.gifteddevelopment.com). For nine years, she
served on the faculty of the University of Denver, where she co-sponsored the Dabrowski Study Group.
She has contributed 300 publications, including Counseling the Gifted & Talented. She founded the only
journal on adult giftedness, Advanced Development, which has increased awareness of the Theory of Positive
Disintegration.

Closing Conversations & Future Plans
Michele Kane R Cheryl M. Ackerman

4:455:30 pm
Gauguin

Nothing Can Be Changed Here
(a play by K. Dabrowski)

This play by Kazimierz Dabrowski presents an alternative framework to understand his work
and offers the opportunity to integrate something artistic into the conference. Nothing Can
Be Changed Here is a mystery play, an allegory striving to dramatize spiritual truth. It was
written in 1973 under the impact of a series of events in Dabrowski’s experience with the
treatment for neurotics and psychoneurotics, and it reveals a lot of his thinking and experiences
at the time: the historical setting. In this informal session, participants will be asked to take on
roles and read sections of the play for the whole group. Before starting, there will be a brief
discussion of the play touching on its story and three levels of meaning: eternity compared to
actual reality, the dramatic level, and the “Real” level of meaning (the problems of mental
health, psychoneuroses, TPD, and personality development).
Truus van der Kaaij R Frank de Mink

6:30 pm
Gauguin
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Bill Tillier has assembled a DVD of Dabrowski materials that is available by mail.
R
R
R
R
R
R

Highlights of the DVD:
Contains all of Dabrowski's published works in English (about 2000 pages).
10 of Dabrowski's Polish books.
Many of the papers by others that have been published relating to his work.
Conference materials including the proceedings from previous conferences.
The two Filmwest movies of Dabrowski.
Photographs of Dabrowski.
Contact: bill@positivedisintegration.com
R

Website: http://positivedisintegration.com

R Many thanks to D&M Collaborations for program design & production. R
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Topic of article:
THEORY OF POSITIVE DISINTEGRATION INTERPRETED

BY POLISH

SCHOOL OF MENTAL HYGIENE

ABSTRACT
The theory of positive disintegration promulgated by Kazimierz Dabrowski is a sign-post
for scientists assembled in Polish School of Mental Hygiene. The sign-post shows that change
and transformation in society, where we live is possible to propagate important values
individual and social only when we are capable of working on our own development.
Polish

scientists

gathered

with

Polish

School

of Mental

Hygiene

such as:

K. Dąbrowski, M. Grzywak – Kaczyńska, M. Grzegorzewska, J. Aleksandrowicz, present
some univocal values which have an important meaning in the 21st century, they help to
maintain and strengthen mental health of both individual and whole societies. These are
individual values, among others, ideals and their hierarchy, internal development of the
human, feeling of bonds with the humanity, empathy, perfectionism, acceptance of onself, and
social and politycal values such as: holism (ecology), pacifism, profession models,
social and political reforms designs.
KEY WORDS: positive disintegration, transformation, mental hygiene, mental health,
values
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THEORY OF POSITIVE DISINTEGRATION INTERPRETED

BY POLISH

SCHOOL OF MENTAL HYGIENE

Human is in the center of the researches of all kinds of sciences and it can be surely said that
there is no such science which object will not be him . The researches, concerning the questions

who the human is and what is his place and point of the existence in the word of the nature
and the society, do not cease.
In the opinion of Dąbrowski, the doctor of psychiatry and the philosopher, the value of
philosophy remains in the strict relation with the degree of its impact on the explanation of the
human enigma [1]. Each facet of classification of the human being, whether it is on the base
of the natural, biological, social, cultural, medical, psychological or even economical science,
includes some knowledge of the human [2]. As far as, the views of Dąbrowski or M. Grzywak
– Kaczyńska are concerned, human is constantly changing, developing and evolving. Because
of this, it is extremely hard to inclose his essence which is permanently slipping from
definition. According to Dąbrowski, we can speak about the human only acknowledging his
evaluation and characterising its following stages [3].
During his development and creation of the world, human noticed that the world is not as
he expected it to be. Fratricidal wars, terrorism, the deaths of thousands of innocent people,
famine affecting the major part of the Earth’s inhabitants – this is the image of the modern
inhuman civilization.
The creators of Polish School of Mental Hygiene such as Kazimierz Dąbrowski, Maria
Grzywak – Kaczyńska, Maria Grzegorzewska, Julian Aleksandrowicz, and others who refer
to this school like ks. Włodzimierz Sedlak, Tadeusz Kielanowski, Henryk Skolimowski, Jerzy
Grotowski make an afford to change the surrounding world to more human one.
The beginning of mental hygiene in Poland falls to 1930. The main creator of the mental
hygiene in Poland is Kazimierz Dąbrowski. Mental hygiene is the science about the
individuals’ and social groups’ mental health which is considered as the ability of the broad
development including the development of the feelings sphere. It is the science about the
mental heath but understood as an ability to develop to higher values [4,5]. Mental hygiene is
a disciplinary science and possesses the status of theoretical as well as practical studies.
Theoretical studies because it considers the conditions of the individuals’ and social groups’
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mental health and practical because of the practical abilities to apply the instructions, bases
on these conditions, among the individuals and groups [6].
Mental hygiene, as well as the others scientific branches, uses the tests and achievements of
the related sciences. These include: psychiatry, medicine, psychology, pediatrics,
anthropology and sociology [7]. Mental hygiene connects two fundamental points of view
medical and causal, educational and teleological. The goal of the doctor is to find the cause of
the illness and cure the human body. Pedagogue points towards the achievement of the higher
and higher development level [8]. Mental hygiene is distinguished by variety. The unilateral
depiction of the individual and human groups is inadmissible in the science. Mental hygiene
treats human being in the multifarious and multi-horizontal way (all phenomena are
understood and experienced on many levels in the hierarchic way. It goes fundamentally
beyond biological knowledge [9].
Mental hygiene does not only come down to the contemplation about the mental disorders.
It also engages the intensified analysis of the individuals’ and communities’ social life and
health conditions. The science assumes not only issue broader than preventing the functioning
disorders of the human psyche and its protection [10]. In many cases, the undisputable cause
of disorders and mental health deviations is the influence of the faulty organization of the
social environment. Many of mental disorders could be avoided if the negative aspects of this
organization were detected and the society was properly modified, as far as, the mental needs
of the human being are concerned. Therefore, it is needed to perceive and understand the
needs of mental health, mostly, by the administrators of the social life and all who act as
administrative and are responsible for forming, the adequate for the development of mental
health, conditions of everyday life [11]. Therapists, working on mental hygiene, stress that
human is a psychosomatic unity and he is given a potential ability to develop oneself
[12,13,14]. Popularizing rational rules of mental health of the individuals and communities,
mental hygiene actively takes part in humanizing interpersonal relations and is useful in all
kinds of development difficulties of the individual [15, 16,17].
The creators of the mental hygiene pointed at important individual vales like: ideals and
their hierarchy, internal development, the sense of bond with the humanity, empathy,
perfectionism, acceptance of oneself, social and political values like: holism, pacifism,
profession models, projects of social and political reforms which have a huge meaning in
21stC.
To social values can be rate inter alia the ability of holistic perception of the world, so,
as a whole. Holism (gr. holos – whole) is an exploratory outlook which encloses the world as
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an integrated whole ( an ecological paradigm). One of the creators of mental hygiene Julian
Aleksandrowicz created a holistic idea of human and stressed the inseparable bond of the
human with biosphere. Pollution and progressive degradation of the natural environment is
coming back (feedback effect, boomerang effect) in the form of many physical illnesses and
binding with them mental illnesses, because of the fact that human is the psychosomatic unity
[18].
From holistic point of view there is no strict relation in notions ‘illness’ and ‘health’.
Because of the total understanding of the patient’s personality and his physical and social
environment, the conclusion draws, that the mental disorders are as real as the physical
illnesses. Mental disorder symptoms are the sign of body’s attempts which wants to cure itself
by accomplishing the higher level of integration. However, a modern resultant psychiatric
practice counteracts a spontaneous process of curing using medications which suppress
symptoms. In the opinion of Dąbrowski, the booster of holistic psychiatric treatment, complex
treatment would depend on making the recovery easier by creating the emotionally friendly
for patient sphere, which would lead to the absolute understanding of oneself and sensible
integration [19].
A meaningful individual value in the present world is shaping ideals because they
nominate the directions and shape human fundamentals. Humanity inside the human being
reveals in his aspiration to ideals so, to higher values. Reference of their lives to chosen ideals
does not permit to close oneself in the circle of egoistic and private businesses but brings the
human on the direction of the higher (common) values which link him with other people.
Moreover, the sense of the meaning of life links precisely with participation in the world of
social values. The climate of 20thC impoverished the human and took people’s sensitivity for
the spiritual heritage. Regular directing human to earthly goals caused his distance from
higher ideals such as love, compassion, wisdom or internal tranquility [20]. The necessity of
implementation of higher values and assurance of arisen in the 20thC axiological vacuum is an
issue which links all representatives of the Polish School of Mental Hygiene.
Another important individual value, which has modernly vital meaning is an inner
development. In the conditions of the constant rush and inner dispersal, in the conditions of
the exorbitant affection to the consumer’s goods we center on comprehensive, authentic and
individual spiritual development few and far between. The fact that modern educational
system is mainly focused on shaping intelligence, almost absolutely omitting the concern
about the inner development of the individual, shaping character and emotional responses to
the world and constant stiffening of the human honesty, brings anxiety. In this way, immature
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personality come into being, the inability to develop their gifts. Therefore, as Grzywak –
Kaczyńska states, the behaviors which come of emotional immaturity (character) are more
dangerous for all mankind than the ones which come of intellectual immaturity [21].
According to Dąbrowski the future of education, moreover, the future of all mankind should
be based on the development of the higher feelings, so serve the empathy and head towards
altruism. The influence of the higher feelings connected with the high intellectual level,
creating multifarious and multi-horizontal system, is the modern aim of the mankind, standard
of the development and human hope.
The next very important value, from the point of view of mental hygiene, is the sense of
the human bond with the all mankind. The individual’s mental health and the health of the
society, for their existence and harmonic development, require profound interpersonal bonds.
Making an effort to rebuild broken interpersonal bonds become an essential issue. A
successful attempt on the basis of art was undertaken by Jerzy Grotowski – the creator of
Laboratory Theater, who set up the Laboratory of Mental Hygiene in Warsaw together with
Dąbrowski, which aim was to help people in development of higher honestly and sensitivity.
The Laboratory action was mostly against depersonalization of the interpersonal relations,
objectification of the human being – in consequence against the personality degradation [22].
Laboratory Theater was a therapeutic group which fulfilled therapeutic functions, to the
people of modern civilization.
A very important value, in everyday interpersonal relations, is empathy which seems to be
most vital than mutual toleration. The basic of toleration includes the belief about the private
rightness. Therefore, tolerance initiates the division between individual and foreign views.
Empathy, however, is an expression of a special understanding of someone, so, it is
something more than kindness and sympathy. However, as scientists creating mental hygiene
esteem, it is almost absent in our society. Nevertheless, empathy, so identifying with foreign
mental position, is some kind of the individual socialization measure [23]. From the social
point of view, an important value is pacifism, especially in the face of the development of the
mass destruction means and terrorism intensification. Pacifism, as actions disapproving all
wars, regardless to their character and reasons, is differently conceived. The creators of
mental hygiene believe, that pacifism can be narrowly or widely understood. The last
constitutes an interdisciplinary problem because the demanding to abolish the death penalty
and obligatory military service, obeying violence can constitute pacifistic attitude. Ecological
and peaceful movements are an essential antimilitary phenomenon. They recall to central
values related to ecology and peace. These propagate a holistic perception of the world, so the
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world as a whole, what excludes undertaking military actions because the consequences of the
wars return to human as physical and mental illnesses [24]. The last individual modern value
is the acceptance of oneself. It is implied as inter alia a positive attitude towards oneself, a
healthy sense of one’s value (not an egoistic self-love) and also the loyalty and harmony with
oneself and the individual inner truth. The acceptance of oneself is sometimes a long and
significant process because it constitutes the last stage of getting to the top of mental maturity.
So, if the human wants to know who he really is, he must accept oneself – because only
through the acceptance he can find himself [25]. However, the acceding to one’s and foreign
‘becoming’ is the opposite to the position of impassivity. It is the expression of engagement to
individual and foreign existence from which a disagreement, to everything what restrict,
compel and hold the process of moral and emotional human development, follows.
The issue of the acceptance unites with the holistic perception of the world, because in
order to be in agreement with the personal inner true, human, through various social
interactions, contributes to disseminating mental health.
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Workshop Schedule
1:30
1:45

Welcome and introduction
History and foundations of the theory

2:15
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:15
4:45

Reflection activity
Levels of Development and dynamisms
Break
Awareness and integration activities
Overexcitabilities
Break
Small group discussions (activity or interest)
Reflection activity and closing
2
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The growth and evolution of civilization
and culture creates more complex
problems which can only be handled by
people with a correspondingly advanced
level of psychic complexity.
Kazimierz Dabrowski

4

History
 Dabrowski the man
 Polish
 Psychiatry and psychology

 Several institutes of mental health

 Development of the theory
 Influenced by WWI and WWII experience
 Work with psychiatric patients, artists, & gifted

students
 Published extensively in Polish, Spanish, French,
and English.
5

Positive Disintegration
 The process by which a person’s current
personality structure comes apart, i.e.

disintegrates, and reintegrates at a higher level.
 It is disintegrative because the personality comes

apart, and positive because it contributes to
personality development.
 The theory of emotional development
6

Personality
 The goal of positive disintegration: The transformed and

developed self through the process of positive
disintegration.

 NOT: personality as character, which is the common

psychological definition indicative of inborn traits and
those acquired through socialization. We all have
character, but only some will grow and develop
personality.
7

Roots of the Theory
 Jackson - The most complex processes are the least
automatic
 Mazukiewicz - Emotions as directing forces, and
“Own” forces
 Piaget - Progressive unfolding in the process of
development

8

Key Characteristics and Assumptions
 Nonontogenetic – unrelated to physical
maturation
 Role of Emotion – “the emotional sphere at
every level of development is the decisive factor

that determines and controls human activity”
(Dabrowski, 1970, p. 112)

9

Empathy is a handicap in a
world that is blind to cruelty
and apathetic to injustice.

10

More characteristics and assumptions
 View of Psychoneurosis – disturbances, such as
nervousness, anxiety, depression, and paranoia are
necessary for further development

 Values are NOT Relativistic – not all value
systems are equally right, they are different for those
with more primitive mental functions and those that
are more refined

11

Factors Influencing Development
 Factor 1 – hereditary/constitutional
 Factor 2 – environmental/social
 Factor 3 – self-directed/autonomous

12

Factor 1: Heredity
 Genetic endowment, psychical changes in

constitution which may occur during
pregnancy, birth, or soon after
 Observable in children as young as one-

year-old
13

Factor 2: Environmental
 Social influences of individuals and

groups of people
 Positive environmental conditions are not

free of distress
 These interact with factor 1 influences

14

Relationship Between
Heredity and Environment
 Weak developmental potential
 Decisive environmental influence
 Indistinct developmental potential
 Important environmental influence
 Distinct developmental potential
 Less important environmental influence
15

Factor 3: Autonomous
 Independent, conscious, self-determined
 “The third set of factors represents those autonomous

processes which a person brings into [his]
development, such as inner conflict, self-awareness,
choice and decision in relation to personal growth,
[and] conscious inner psychic transformation
[emphasis added]” (Dabrowski, 1996, p. 14).

 Not present in all individuals

 Shaped by factors 1 and 2, but not solely derived
from them
16

Developmental Potential (DP)
 “The constitutional endowment which determines

the character and extent of mental growth
possible for a given individual” (Dabrowski, 1972,
p. 293)

DP
OE
5 forms

Factor 3

Talents and
abilities

17

Three types of development
 “Normal” – little DP, statistical norm, fulfillment of

biological and social imperatives, no attempts at conscious selftransformation; underdevelopment of emotional functions.

 One-sided – one strong skill, talent or set of skills; only
some emotional and intellectual potentials develop very well
while the rest remain undeveloped.

 Global (universal) and accelerated – strong

DP, all cognitive AND emotional functions develop with equal
intensity, self-aware and conscious direction of one’s own
development, positive disintegration
Mika, 2010
18

Questions for Reflection
 How does this theory change your

understanding of the people with
whom you work and live?
 Why teach this theory to students,

teachers, parents, counselors…?
19

Levels of Development
 Level 1 – Primary Integration
 Level 2 – Unilevel Disintegration
 Level 3 – Spontaneous Multilevel

Disintegration
 Level 4 – Directed Multilevel Disintegration
 Level 5 – Secondary Integration
20

Multilevel Personality Structure
 Behavior, thought, and emotion have qualitatively

different expressions at different levels of development
and are a reflection of individual or group values
 Unilevel personality structure
 lower, heteronomous, unconscious, lacking a

hierarchy of values , influenced by biological and
environmental forces
 Multilevel personality structure
 higher, conscious, authentic, development of a

hierarchy of values, influenced by autonomous forces
21

Issues on Levels and Development
 5 Levels of development
 Not a stage theory
 Can start higher than level 1
 Can regress to earlier stages under certain

conditions

 Generally not exclusively in one level

22

Category Coding System Diagram
(Miller & Silverman, 1987, p. 223)

Level 5

Feelings
toward self
Peace and
harmony

Feelings toward
others

Feelings
toward values

Communionistic

Transcendent

Level 4

Self-direction

Democratic

Universal

Level 3

Inner conflict

Interdependent

Individual

Level 2

Ambivalence

Adaptive

Stereotypical

Level 1

Egocentricity

Superficial

Self-serving
23

Developmental Dynamisms
 “Biological or mental forces controlling

behavior and its development. Instincts,
drives, and intellectual processes
combined with emotions” (Dabrowski,
1972, p. 294)
 Different forces are active at different

levels of development – some overlap
24

Primary Integration
(Level 1: Unilevel and integrated)

 Cohesive and integrated due to lack of inner

conflict and self-reflection
 Self interest is primary motivation – egocentric, no
empathy
 Both average person and psychopath – depending
on how they fit into the social system

 No active dynamisms
25

Unilevel Disintegration
(Level 2: Unilevel and disintegrated)

 Unilevel – one horizontal plane of values
 Equal competing values, susceptibility to

social opinion
 Vague feelings of disquietude, lots of

vacillation
 Beginnings of a weak hierarchy
26

Level 2 Dynamisms
 Ambivalences - inconsistent thoughts and

feelings
 Ambitendencies – inconsistent behaviors

and actions

27

Spontaneous Multilevel Disintegration
(Level 3: Multilevel and disintegrated)

 Happens to you (life event, critical period)

 Development of authentic hierarchy of values –
vertical
 Assertion of self over heredity and environment
 Dawning of the 3rd Factor
 Intense internal conflict between higher and lower
values and inclinations
28

Level 3 Dynamisms
 Hierarchization - connected to multilevelness
 Positive maladjustment – adjusted to what is

higher, but not to the socially accepted ill societal
norms
 Dissatisfaction with oneself, Inferiority toward

oneself, Disquietude with oneself, Astonishment
with oneself
 Shame, Guilt
 Personality ideal – the highest image of your self
29

Directed Multilevel Disintegration
(Level 4: Multilevel and disintegrated)

 Self-awareness & self-direction prominent
 More sure of what personality ideal should be
 Inner conflicts weaken as development continues

30

Level 4 Dynamisms
 Hierarchization
 Subject-object in oneself – the ability to view
yourself objectively and to view others from their
own perspective
 Inner psychic transformation – qualitative changes

becoming more in line with personality ideal
 Self-awareness is pervasive, Self-control, Education
of oneself, Self-perfection, Autopsychotherapy

 3rd Factor – autonomous influence on your own
development
31

Secondary Integration
(Level 5: Multilevel and integrated)

 “What is” equals “what ought to be” for the

individual
 Lack of internal conflict
 No regression
 Service to humanity
 Altruistic

32

Level 5 Dynamisms
 Responsibility – for self and others

 Pervasive authentism – you behave in a manner
consistent with your beliefs and values
 Autonomy – independence from genetic and

societal influences
 Personality ideal – your highest self is achieved
33

34

Awareness & Integration Activity
 How does this play out in your life (yourself, family,

work)?
 What is beneficial (or difficult) about people at the

same or different levels of development? Example?
 Think of a difficult interaction. How might

understanding levels and dynamisms help you
understand the problem better?
 How might you change what you do in similar

situations?
35

Cognitive complexity, emotional
sensitivity, heightened imagination, and
magnified sensations combine to create
“a different quality of experiencing:
vivid, absorbing, penetrating,
encompassing, complex, commanding—a
way of being quiveringly alive”
(Piechowski, 1992, p. 181)
36

Background for Overexcitabilities
 Observations that people consistently responded
with extreme intensity to internal and external

stimuli
 Superstimulatability – intense surplus of energy

 Increased intensity, frequency, & duration
 Factor 1 component (original equipment), part of

DP
37

Background continued
 Identified 5 forms- can have none, some, or all to
different degrees
 Usually a dominant form for each person
 Independent areas of functioning (with exception)
 Research supports more among GT groups,
especially creative individuals, some gender
differences, consistency across nationalities

38

5 Forms of Overexcitability
 Psychomotor (P): love of motion, surplus of
neuromuscular energy
 Sensual (S): sensory sensitivity (good and bad),
appreciation of balance and aesthetics
 Imaginational (M): free play of the imagination,

capacity for fantasy
 Intellectual (T): intensified activity of the mind,
questioning, reflective thought
 Emotional (E): intense and complex feelings,
strong attachments, somatic expressions
39

Peak experiences and
devastating lows
often come with the
territory

Psychomotor OE
 Surplus of energy
rapid speech
 marked excitation
 intense physical activity
 pressure for action
 marked competitiveness
41

Psychomotor OE
 Psychomotor expression of emotional tension
compulsive talking

 impulsive actions
 nervous habits

 workaholism
 acting out
 drive
42

Sensual OE
 Enhanced sensory pleasure
 seeing, tasting, touching, hearing, smelling, and

sex
 delight in beautiful objects
 delight in sounds of words, music
 delight in form, color, balance

43

Sensual OE
 Sensual expression of emotional tension


overeating

 sexual overindulgence
 buying sprees
 wanting to be in the limelight

44

Imaginational OE
 Free play of the imagination
 frequent use of metaphor and image, facility for

invention, fantasy
 detailed visualization
 poetic and dramatic perception, animistic and
magical thinking

 Capacity for living in a world of fantasy
 predilection for magic and fairy tales
 creation of private worlds, imaginary companions
 dramatization
45

Imaginational OE
 Spontaneous imagery as an expression of

emotional tension
 animistic imagery
 mixing of truth and fiction

 elaborate dreams, illusions

 Low tolerance for boredom
46

Intellectual OE
Intensified activity of the mind
Curiosity, concentration, capacity for sustained
intellectual effort, avid reading
keen observation, detailed visual recall, detailed
planning

Penchant for probing questions & problem solving
 search for truth and understanding

 forming new concepts
 tenacity in problem solving
47

Intellectual OE
Reflective thought
thinking about thinking, love of theory and
analysis, preoccupation with logic
moral thinking

introspection (without self-judgment)
conceptual and intuitive integration

independence of thought (may be critical)
48

A young child who has heightened emotions coupled with
dvanced cognitive awareness of the suffering and perils
of the world feels helpless and afraid.

Emotional OE
• Feelings and emotions intensified
 positive and negative feelings
 extremes of emotion
 complex emotions and feelings; awareness of a
range of feelings
 identification with others’ feelings
• Strong somatic expressions
 tense stomach
 sinking heart, pounding heart
 blushing, flushing
 sweaty palms
50

Emotional OE
 Strong affective expressions
 inhibition, enthusiasm, ecstasy, euphoria, pride
 strong affective memory
 feelings of unreality
 fears and anxieties, guilt, shame
 concern with death, depressive and suicidal
moods
 Well differentiated feelings toward self
 Inner dialogue with self-judgment
51

Emotional OE
• Capacity for strong attachments and deep
relationships

• strong emotional ties to people, places, things,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

animals
difficulty adjusting to new environments
compassion
responsiveness to others
sensitivity in relationships
Loneliness
intense desire to offer love
conflicts over depth of relationship
52

The overexcitabilities can be thought
of as an abundance of physical,
sensual, creative, intellectual and
emotional energy which cause inner
turmoil, but can result in creative
endeavors as well as advanced
emotional and ethical development
in adulthood.

53

Awareness & Integration Activity
Person

P

S

M

T

E

Self
Spouse, child, parent…
Student, boss, friend…

 Rate your OE intensities (1 = not at all – 7 = Extreme)
 Rate important people in your life (family, students…)
 How does this explain some of your interactions?

 Think about your own OEs. What would you want

someone to understand about them that would help
you?

54

Developmental importance of OEs
 The conflict and dissonance that having one or
several forms of OE brings on is necessary for

development
 Psychomotor and sensual have limited

developmental influence by themselves – they can
not break down the structure of primary
integration without the other forms of OE that
control and transform them
55

Developmental importance continued
 Imaginational, intellectual, and emotional are
essential for higher level development to occur
 OEs are essential for the “development of
dynamisms, their tension, their seeking for

channels leading ‘upward’, their positive
maladjustment and transformation not only of the
inner milieu but also of the external
milieu”(Dabrowski, 1996, p.74).
56

OEs at Different Levels
 OEs are isolated at low levels and integrated at
high levels
 OE expressions reflect a person’s level of
development, and therefore look very different at

different levels
 Different OEs at the same level look more similar
than a single OE at different levels – there is such a
qualitative difference in expression
57

58

Question for Reflection
 How does this theory change your

understanding of the people with
whom you work and live?

59

More Information
 Dabrowski Newlsetter – Looking for a new editor
 Dabrowski Website – Bill Tillier
 http://positivedisintegration.com/
 Papers on TPD
 CD of Original texts & two videos of Dabrowski
 Conference information

 Listserve
60
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Michael M. Piechowski: Rethinking Dabrowski’s Theory

Session 2 and Session 13: Michael has submitted this paper to Roeper Review for
publication. Presently, there is no reference to print. Be looking for this article in a future
issue (2012 or later) of Roeper Review. Michael has given permission to include the Abstract
in the proceeding from the 9th International Congress.

Rethinking Dabrowski’s Theory: Primary Integration Not So Primary
Michael M. Piechowski
Institute for Educational Advancement
spirgif@earthlink.net
Abstract
This presentation examines certain key terms in Dabrowski’s theory and
proposes a distinction between the construct of level and the concepts of
disintegration and integration. The concept of primary integration as a starting
point for inner growth is untenable in light of research on child development.
The term needs to be replaced with the designation of Level I as a type of
development that is constrained by social pressures and the effort to succeed
in life. Furthermore, Milgram’s studies of obedience, and Bandura’s of the
ways of circumventing one’s conscience are sufficient to explain how the
Level I type of integration can take hold of a person. Further reflection leads
to the conclusion that the descriptive term of disintegration is too extreme and
too limiting to enclose the diversity of processes in each level that also include
partial integration. Common errors that have crept into the usage of the theory
are also discussed and corrected.

TPD	
  or	
  not	
  TPD	
  –	
  is	
  this	
  the	
  question?	
  
By	
  Elizabeth	
  Mika	
  	
  
	
  
I’ve	
  just	
  returned	
  from	
  the	
  Ninth	
  International	
  TPD	
  Congress	
  in	
  St.	
  Charles,	
  IL	
  –	
  a	
  
wonderful	
  gathering	
  of	
  Dabrowskians	
  old	
  and	
  new.	
  There	
  were	
  many	
  stimulating	
  
presentations	
  and	
  discussions	
  during	
  and	
  between	
  them,	
  good	
  food	
  –	
  thanks	
  to	
  
spectacular	
  organizational	
  efforts	
  by	
  Cheryl	
  Ackerman	
  and	
  Michele	
  Kane,	
  and	
  an	
  
overall	
  atmosphere	
  of	
  camaraderie	
  that	
  grows	
  from	
  common	
  interests	
  and	
  
passions.	
  If	
  you	
  weren’t	
  there,	
  quite	
  possibly	
  we	
  missed	
  you	
  –	
  but,	
  in	
  any	
  case,	
  
your	
  loss.	
  Try	
  to	
  be	
  there	
  next	
  time,	
  in	
  two	
  years,	
  gods	
  willing.	
  
	
  
After	
  I	
  came	
  back,	
  my	
  thoughts	
  shifted	
  to	
  a	
  problem	
  that	
  arose	
  at	
  this	
  conference	
  
again	
  and	
  one	
  that	
  has	
  been	
  creeping	
  into	
  almost	
  any	
  TPD-‐related	
  discussion:	
  
what	
  exactly	
  is	
  the	
  so-‐called	
  integrity	
  of	
  TPD	
  and	
  should	
  we	
  even	
  bother?	
  
	
  
During	
  our	
  panel	
  discussion	
  on	
  Friday,	
  in	
  which	
  I	
  had	
  the	
  privilege	
  of	
  participating,	
  
this	
  issue	
  was	
  brought	
  up	
  again,	
  in	
  several	
  ways	
  which	
  I	
  found	
  interesting,	
  
although	
  perhaps	
  not	
  fully	
  satisfying.	
  
	
  
Some	
  people	
  made	
  the	
  point	
  –	
  and	
  please	
  correct	
  me	
  if	
  you	
  feel	
  I	
  misrepresent	
  it	
  
here	
  –	
  that	
  we	
  should	
  move	
  forward	
  in	
  exploring	
  the	
  theory,	
  leaving	
  the	
  “old”	
  
discussions	
  about	
  what	
  it	
  “really”	
  means,	
  including	
  discussions	
  about	
  the	
  
minutiae,	
  behind.	
  
	
  
Others	
  pointed	
  out	
  that	
  we	
  should	
  keep	
  in	
  mind	
  the	
  totality	
  of	
  the	
  theory	
  and	
  
adhere	
  to	
  its	
  basics	
  whenever	
  we	
  attempt	
  to	
  move	
  forward	
  (again,	
  jump	
  in	
  to	
  

1	
  
	
  

correct/add	
  anything	
  you	
  think	
  may	
  be	
  missing	
  from	
  my	
  very	
  general	
  synopsis	
  
here).	
  
	
  
I	
  read	
  aloud	
  Dabrowski’s	
  own	
  words	
  from	
  “W	
  poszukiwaniu	
  zdrowia	
  
psychicznego”	
  (PWN,	
  1996)	
  	
  as	
  directed	
  to	
  and	
  quoted	
  by	
  Andrew	
  Kawczak,	
  
whom	
  Dabrowski,	
  before	
  his	
  death,	
  asked	
  to	
  guard	
  the	
  integrity	
  of	
  TPD,	
  because	
  
“it’s	
  awful	
  what	
  some	
  can	
  do	
  with	
  my	
  theory.”	
  (p.	
  XVIII,	
  1996).	
  
	
  
Because	
  time	
  was	
  scarce	
  that	
  morning	
  (or	
  maybe	
  because	
  I’m	
  so	
  obsessive),	
  I	
  felt	
  
we	
  left	
  the	
  issue	
  unresolved.	
  Perhaps	
  it	
  is	
  unresolvable	
  as	
  well	
  –	
  in	
  that	
  case,	
  I	
  
also	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  better	
  understand	
  why	
  –	
  and	
  so	
  far	
  I	
  don’t.	
  
	
  
My	
  personal	
  stance	
  on	
  it,	
  informed	
  by	
  my	
  experiences	
  with	
  TPD	
  in	
  Poland	
  and	
  
America,	
  mirrors,	
  probably	
  not	
  surprisingly,	
  that	
  of	
  Dabrowski’s	
  himself.	
  In	
  the	
  US,	
  
TPD	
  has	
  naturally	
  and	
  justly	
  found	
  a	
  fine	
  home	
  in	
  the	
  gifted	
  education	
  field	
  and	
  it	
  
has	
  its	
  many	
  worthy	
  proponents	
  in	
  it;	
  in	
  fact,	
  it	
  is	
  impossible	
  to	
  find	
  a	
  reference	
  to	
  
the	
  theory	
  in	
  non-‐gifted	
  related	
  publications.	
  
	
  
Yet	
  this	
  generous	
  hospitality	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  fraught	
  with	
  occasional	
  faux	
  pas,	
  
relationships	
  being	
  messy	
  as	
  they	
  are:	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  more	
  glaring	
  omissions	
  in	
  the	
  
gifted	
  literature	
  –	
  but	
  one,	
  I	
  think,	
  that	
  may	
  be	
  slowly	
  rectified	
  –	
  is	
  a	
  puzzling	
  
absence	
  of	
  disintegration	
  from	
  TPD-‐related	
  work.	
  Even	
  when	
  the	
  five	
  levels	
  of	
  
development	
  are	
  discussed,	
  the	
  issue	
  and	
  process	
  of	
  disintegration,	
  which,	
  after	
  
all,	
  is	
  crucial	
  to	
  this	
  development	
  and	
  the	
  theory	
  in	
  general,	
  is	
  often	
  glossed	
  over	
  
or	
  underplayed.	
  Sometimes	
  this	
  lessened	
  focus	
  is	
  justified	
  by	
  the	
  specific	
  work’s	
  
topic,	
  sometimes	
  it	
  is	
  not.	
  Unfortunately,	
  more	
  often	
  than	
  not,	
  the	
  omission	
  
suggests	
  only	
  a	
  very	
  cursory	
  and	
  superficial	
  understanding	
  of	
  TPD.	
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My	
  own	
  views	
  are	
  as	
  follow:	
  
 In	
  order	
  to	
  move	
  forward	
  with	
  exploring	
  different	
  facets	
  of	
  the	
  theory	
  and	
  
branching	
  out,	
  we	
  must	
  have	
  its	
  basics	
  down.	
  It	
  is	
  my	
  opinion	
  that	
  one	
  
cannot	
  build	
  a	
  house	
  on	
  shaky	
  foundations	
  –	
  yes,	
  one	
  may	
  try,	
  but	
  such	
  
efforts	
  will	
  be	
  soon	
  thwarted	
  by	
  reality.	
  It	
  is	
  imperative,	
  in	
  my	
  judgment,	
  
that	
  people	
  who	
  work	
  with	
  the	
  theory	
  in	
  any	
  capacity,	
  but	
  especially	
  in	
  its	
  
research	
  and	
  development	
  “department,”	
  should	
  use	
  the	
  common	
  
terminology	
  and	
  have	
  similar	
  understanding	
  of	
  its	
  meaning.	
  Of	
  course	
  there	
  
will	
  be	
  differences	
  in	
  interpretation	
  of	
  various	
  terms	
  and	
  perhaps	
  the	
  whole	
  
theory	
  in	
  general	
  –	
  after	
  all,	
  each	
  of	
  us	
  brings	
  a	
  unique	
  understanding	
  of	
  
assorted	
  TPD-‐related	
  issues	
  to	
  any	
  discussion.	
  But	
  when	
  these	
  differences	
  
go	
  beyond	
  reasonable	
  shades	
  of	
  interpretation,	
  we	
  risk	
  missing	
  each	
  
other’s	
  points	
  by	
  a	
  mile	
  and,	
  quite	
  likely,	
  we	
  do	
  not	
  even	
  talk	
  the	
  same	
  
basic	
  language.	
  This	
  does	
  not	
  help	
  in	
  moving	
  forward.	
  	
  
	
  
To	
  describe	
  his	
  views	
  on	
  the	
  future	
  of	
  the	
  theory,	
  Frank	
  Falk	
  used	
  a	
  lovely	
  
metaphor	
  of	
  a	
  ship	
  sailing	
  forward	
  without	
  a	
  constant	
  need	
  to	
  turn	
  back	
  to	
  
its	
  port	
  (Frank,	
  I	
  apologize	
  if	
  I	
  mangled	
  your	
  metaphor	
  in	
  any	
  way).	
  I	
  like	
  it	
  
and	
  agree	
  with	
  it.	
  I	
  also	
  think,	
  however,	
  that	
  the	
  ship	
  has	
  to	
  have	
  a	
  solid	
  
construction	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  leave	
  the	
  port	
  with	
  a	
  reasonable	
  expectation	
  of	
  a	
  
relatively	
  successful	
  voyage.	
  Otherwise,	
  those	
  many	
  recurring	
  returns	
  to	
  
the	
  port	
  	
  will	
  be	
  necessary	
  to	
  make	
  repeated	
  repairs	
  so	
  as	
  to	
  keep	
  the	
  ship	
  
still	
  looking	
  and	
  working	
  like	
  a	
  ship,	
  instead	
  of,	
  say,	
  turning	
  it	
  into	
  a	
  car.	
  The	
  
latter,	
  obviously,	
  would	
  make	
  any	
  seaward	
  journey	
  rather	
  difficult.	
  
	
  
 If	
  we	
  insist	
  in	
  turning	
  our	
  ship	
  into	
  a	
  car	
  (to	
  stick	
  with	
  the	
  already	
  mangled	
  
metaphor),	
  I	
  think	
  it	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  realize	
  that	
  this	
  is	
  what	
  we	
  are	
  doing	
  
and	
  know	
  why.	
  Again,	
  this	
  is	
  impossible	
  if	
  we	
  do	
  not	
  understand	
  the	
  
principles	
  of	
  and	
  rationales	
  for	
  ship	
  construction,	
  and	
  the	
  difference	
  
between	
  water	
  and	
  land	
  vehicles.	
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Retiring	
  the	
  abused	
  metaphor	
  for	
  good	
  now,	
  I	
  believe	
  that	
  when	
  we	
  decide	
  
to	
  move	
  forward	
  with	
  the	
  theory	
  in	
  a	
  manner	
  that	
  is	
  not	
  based	
  on	
  its	
  
original	
  meaning,	
  and/or	
  one	
  that	
  quite	
  likely	
  changes	
  its	
  meaning	
  in	
  the	
  
process,	
  we	
  have	
  to	
  be	
  aware	
  of	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  we	
  are	
  doing	
  so	
  and	
  know	
  the	
  
reasons	
  for	
  and	
  implications	
  of	
  such	
  a	
  decision,	
  not	
  in	
  the	
  least	
  so	
  we	
  can	
  
make	
  it	
  understandable	
  to	
  others.	
  To	
  do	
  so,	
  we	
  have	
  to	
  have	
  a	
  good	
  and	
  
shared	
  understanding	
  of	
  the	
  theory’s	
  basics	
  as	
  given	
  by	
  Dabrowski,	
  who,	
  
after	
  all,	
  was	
  its	
  creator.	
  It	
  is	
  also	
  important	
  to	
  state	
  those	
  differences	
  and	
  
reasons	
  for	
  them	
  clearly,	
  so	
  that	
  others	
  may	
  make	
  their	
  own	
  judgments	
  and	
  
know	
  where	
  one	
  is	
  coming	
  from.	
  
	
  
 Dabrowski	
  used	
  the	
  phrase	
  “concepts	
  live	
  and	
  develop”	
  as	
  a	
  title	
  of	
  one	
  of	
  
his	
  Polish	
  books	
  (its	
  English	
  title	
  The	
  Dynamics	
  of	
  Concepts).	
  Useful	
  
theories,	
  based	
  on	
  concepts	
  after	
  all,	
  live	
  (one	
  hopes	
  –	
  or	
  not?)	
  and	
  develop	
  
as	
  well	
  and	
  as	
  it	
  should	
  be.	
  	
  
	
  
But	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  do	
  so	
  in	
  a	
  healthy	
  way,	
  they	
  have	
  to	
  start	
  with	
  solid	
  (as	
  
much	
  as	
  it’s	
  possible)	
  conceptual	
  foundations,	
  which	
  provide	
  the	
  ground	
  for	
  
this	
  growth.	
  When	
  the	
  basic	
  foundations	
  are	
  missing	
  or	
  confused,	
  then	
  
instead	
  of	
  helping	
  our	
  theory	
  grow,	
  we	
  will	
  be	
  forced	
  to	
  continually	
  go	
  back	
  
to	
  straighten	
  out	
  recurring	
  confusions	
  and	
  messes	
  that	
  arise	
  at	
  the	
  very	
  
basics	
  of	
  the	
  theory.	
  
	
  
 There	
  is	
  enough	
  to	
  explore	
  and	
  debate	
  in	
  TPD	
  as	
  it	
  is	
  –	
  the	
  70+	
  hypotheses	
  
in	
  the	
  Mental	
  Growth	
  themselves	
  provide	
  a	
  fertile	
  ground	
  for	
  further	
  
explorations	
  and	
  discussions;	
  and,	
  of	
  course,	
  there	
  are	
  many	
  more,	
  some	
  
not	
  even	
  formulated	
  yet.	
  But	
  again,	
  if	
  we	
  are	
  not	
  clear	
  about	
  the	
  basics,	
  we	
  
cannot	
  effectively	
  test	
  and	
  research	
  hypotheses	
  that	
  are,	
  after	
  all,	
  rooted	
  in	
  
them.	
  
	
  
 Last	
  but	
  not	
  least,	
  my	
  personal	
  and	
  modest,	
  I	
  hope,	
  request:	
  let’s	
  bring	
  
disintegration	
  back	
  to	
  TPD	
  –	
  like	
  it	
  or	
  not,	
  it	
  is	
  the	
  theory	
  of	
  positive	
  
disintegration.	
  	
  Or	
  is	
  it?	
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Does Dabrowski's theory require rethinking?
William Tillier1
Calgary Alberta
The Ninth International Congress of the
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1 Psychologist, Ministry of the Solicitor General and Public Security of Alberta.

Does Dabrowski's theory require rethinking?
No, in my opinion Dabrowski's theory of positive disintegration does not require rethinking at
this stage. Dabrowski's theory presents an integrated model of advanced development that should
be left intact for future generations to study, understand and research. The extensive
philosophical, psychological and neurological basis of the theory is sound and Dabrowski's
observations and hypotheses about development have not yet been put to the test.
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Abstract

At the Ninth International Congress on the Theory of Positive Disintegration in Human
Development in St. Charles, Illinois on July 22-24, 2010, Jean Peterson, Professor at Purdue
University and I presented a session focused on the intersection of giftedness and trauma and the
subjective experience of positive disintegration, all of which emerged in a longitudinal,
qualitative, phenomenological case study. The study followed my social and emotional
development from age 15 through age 30, opening a window into how the disintegrating and
reintegrating power of emotions influences personality development. Dabrowski’s theory of
positive disintegration offers a framework for understanding various responses and experiences.
This first-person, reflective essay illustrates a lived experience and personal understanding of
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) as it relates to giftedness, childhood
trauma, and young-adult development.

Bio:
Mariam Willis, M.A. is adjunct faculty in the Dial Center for Written & Oral Communication at
the University of Florida. Additionally, she works as the Parent Outreach Specialist for the
National Association for Gifted Children. Over the past ten years, she has taught a variety
courses in communication and critical thinking and directed a nationally awarded debate
program. At the time of presentation, she was Co-Director of Forensics & a Lecturer at
Appalachian State University.
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The Lived Experience of Positive Disintegration:
A Reflection on Giftedness, Childhood Trauma, and Young-Adult Development
At the Ninth International Congress on the Theory of Positive Disintegration in Human
Development, Jean Peterson, Professor at Purdue University, and I presented a session focused
on the intersection of giftedness and trauma and the subjective experience of positive
disintegration that was in evidence throughout her 15-year longitudinal case study. I was the
subject of the study, from age 15 through 30. The central phenomenon in her study was that
giftedness was both asset and burden as I responded to multiple traumas. The study illuminated
how the disintegrating and reintegrating power of emotions influences personality development.
All areas of adolescent and young-adult development were affected. Dabrowski’s theory of
positive disintegration offered a framework for understanding my post-trauma experiences, and
she concluded that basic tenets of the theory of positive disintegration (e.g., self-education, selfcorrection, deliberately selecting higher values, developing responsibility for self and others,
developing a strong sense of justice, and connecting to others with empathy) were reflected in
them. This is a first-person, reflective essay meant to illustrate a lived experience and personal
understanding of Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) as it relates to giftedness,
childhood trauma, and young-adult development—essentially what I presented at the conference.
A Childhood of Trauma and a Gifted Child
I met Jean in 1992. I was not quite 15 years old and a freshman in high school. My
primary school gifted-education teacher had recruited me to participate in a demonstration of
small-group affective curriculum at a workshop Jean conducted in my state. In our 2010
presentation in St. Charles, Jean commented that I was poised and insightful during the
discussion demonstration, distinguishing myself from the other group members, who were
juniors and seniors. She wondered how I would experience future development, given my
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significant “presence” in the group. She formally arranged to follow my development from a
distance, through my letters. Eventually, email became the primary mode of communication.
That original purpose remained even when, within a year, I revealed sexual abuse, physical
abuse, intense family conflict, an eating disorder, and depression. Over the next several years,
Jean conducted 130 hours of face-to-face interviews with me, amassing over 1000 pages of data.
Approximately eight years after the study began additional data came from brief interviews with
my mother, a gifted-education teacher, a former employer, my husband, and three university
friends. At that time, my mother gave Jean journals I had written during the most high-stress
years of adolescence (age 14-16), in addition to school essays and projects that reflected my
development, and school records. My mother had saved these when I was disposing of such
reminders of my past.
Emerging Adulthood at the Intersection of Giftedness & Trauma
After living a difficult childhood, I emerged into adulthood feeling trampled. I had
survived a tumultuous family where physical, emotional, and sexual abuse was commonplace.
Despite being identified as gifted in early childhood and experiencing continued academic
success, at age 19, I was struggling with every facet of young-adult life. I reached out to Jean,
whose clear boundaries as a researcher had actually modeled boundary-setting for me and had
also constrained any advice-giving or guidance. She suggested that I read Michael Piechowski
and mentioned Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration. Through interlibrary loan I
obtained both volumes of Dabrowski and Piechowski’s (1977) Theories of Levels of Emotional
Development. I sat in the library reading and sobbing with relief because there was finally a
thoughtful explanation of my life experience and hope for my future.
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What struck me immediately was that from as early as I could remember, I have had an
instinctive urge toward Level V. It seemed I was born “inspired by powerful ideals, such as equal
rights, world peace, universal love and compassion” (Piechowski 2008, p. 66). Growing up
Catholic, I had internalized religious teachings. As a child, I had approached prayer with
devotion, asking my Catholic God to use me for the good of humanity: “Make me a channel for
your peace. Where there is hatred, let me bring love.” Before I understood what wisdom meant,
I prayed with fervor for wisdom. In childhood, I had pondered authenticity and the unique
meaning my Catholic God may be purposing for me.
After reading about positive disintegration at age 19, for the first time in my short but
demanding life, I felt I might be some kind of normal. I understood positive disintegration to be
the necessary tension that existed between my body, which I thought of as the life my god had
purposed me to live, through the body and mind I inhabited and my environment. I recognized
that I was experiencing disintegration that often left my mind and physical body leveled by
illness. That the tension between my body (Dabrowski’s first factor) and my environment
(second factor) would create the chaotic conditions of my mind and body made sense. I knew
that the environment where I existed did not meet the “me” that I had glimpsed in childhood
transcendent experiences. An innate drive (third factor) continued to propel my growth, so that I
might realize my birthright, which I understood to be authentic personality and living in service
to humanity. Finally, I could relax.
The theory of positive disintegration helped me to begin the conscious process of
liberating my feelings of shame and oddness, especially with having experienced the traumas so
intensely. I felt as if someone understood me, and that I could embrace the disintegration that
was/is necessary to my development. TPD affirmed that I did in fact live a richly supported
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intuitive life that provided all I needed, no matter how little external objective support I appeared
to have. I felt empowered to continue on an intuitive path that could propel me into embodying
my highest good—at least it seemed so when I “read between the words.” I left the library that
day both liberated and heartbroken. The relief of this new knowledge had enabled the beginning
of feeling grief, which had been trapped by an environment that demanded so much from a very
young person.
[Insert Table 1 about here.]
Initially the levels of development did not strike me as important to attend to. I could
recognize that my external life was hovering between Level II and III. Intuitively, I felt that if I
did not push on, I would likely live in a permanent state of spontaneous multilevel disintegration,
always knowing there was something more to know, have, or be, but never arriving there. I
consciously resolved to grow and make difficult choices that would change my environment
even if those decisions did not make sense to those around me.
I could see that my intentions in many contexts of life approached Level IV. The
possibility for deliberate growth and organized multilevel disintegration was within my reach,
and I wanted to have a greater sense of control over my experience of life. I noticed that I am
highly sensitive and unusually empathic to the needs of others. However, because of the
degradation I endured as a child, I had learned to view these qualities as pathological. These
qualities would have to be reframed, which would require a considerable amount of self-care and
time before I would be able to honor these as part of my developmental potential rather than as
liabilities.
In my formal education, I had been introduced to Abraham Maslow many times. Prior to
reading Dabrowski and Piechowski, I had read about self-actualization and worked with the
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hierarchy of needs for academic and personal growth. Therefore, it was especially poignant
when reading Dabrowski and Piechowski to perceive that some humans would be required to
move against cultural norms to self-actualize. These humans would see the entire world
differently than those they are surrounded by, and learning to embrace a personal perception is
critical to achieving higher levels of personality development. In 1998, this became especially
relevant to managing the undiagnosed post-traumatic stress disorder. I felt permission to grow
beyond my environment, to take chances, and to change.
Until I began a career as an educator, I never gave much thought to overexcitabilities. I
believe that is because I have excess intellectual overexcitability that usually regulates any others
that may also exist. In my teen years and emerging adulthood, it seems that the intellectual
overexcitability was coordinated with the third factor to move me beyond self-abusing behaviors
and abusive relationships with family, friends, and a partner. I read voraciously during these
years, exclusively non-fiction, pursuing books that I felt would give me the skills to be “normal”
in relationship to my environment and that could enable me to create a life that I wanted to live.
Finding Courage to Be Different
Shortly after I met Jean in 1992, my biological family disintegrated. I had been bulimic
since 1990, age 12. The summer of 1993, I was fearful that I would die because I was vomiting
blood. I tersely expressed to my mother that I needed counseling and that if she refused to help
me, I would likely die, and it would be her fault. She made an appointment with a counselor, and
in the first session the counselor reported my family to local child protection authorities. My
family was then court-ordered to therapy for 18 months. During this time, my parents divorced, I
failed to advance grades my sophomore year, and I dropped out of high school. At age 15, I had
a long list of dis-ease in my body: bulimia, irritable bowel syndrome, duodenal ulcers,
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gynecological problems, depression, suicidal ideation, and chronic illnesses. I struggled to wake
up in the morning. I understand this process now as unilevel disintegration, and my personal
experience as characterized by my developmental potential.
The summer after I dropped out of high school I moved to attend a university
approximately 80 miles from my hometown. My undergraduate experience was ongoing crisis
management. The undiagnosed post-traumatic stress disorder left me hyper-vigilant and anxious
most of the time. I lived with an abusive boyfriend for two years. I had not learned healthy social
skills that would enable me to discern supportive friendships. When reading or writing, I had
difficulty concentrating and felt I was not able to meet my academic potential. I dropped out for
a period of time. Nonetheless, I continued to be assessed as a good student, eventually graduating
with a bachelor degree and a 3.1 GPA.
In 1999, I married a valued college friend and classmate. We have similar intellectual
abilities, and he provided a calm and stable presence in my life. However, despite my desire for
life to move forward normally and traditionally, the third factor continued to drive development
and spontaneous multilevel disintegration. In 2001, at 23, I became pregnant with my first child,
an unplanned yet welcomed event. Consciously intending health and wellness for myself and my
unborn child, I began gaining a feeling of ownership and relationship with my body. I became
acutely aware of how damaging my childhood had been and began seeking resources that would
help me learn how to be a good parent, resources that provided growth and tapped into a
tremendous feeling of loss. Intuitively, I knew that the real work that had to be done was healing
and self-discovery. I had internalized the radical idea that a child could only be as well as the
parent she comes from. Focused on transforming my pain, I obsessively pursued avenues that
could potentially lead me to living a life well.
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Due to complications, I was on bed rest by the fifth month of pregnancy. Fortunately, that
allowed me to spend the remaining months of pregnancy imagining the life I wanted to create
with my child. Her birth was a transcendent experience for me. During delivery I experienced a
collapse of time and space and encountered a sense of the meaning of human experience. Upon
reflection, it seems my daughter’s delivery was the beginning of reintegration.
In the years that followed I experienced profound confirmation of TPD. I experienced
dreams when sleeping that would introduce new concepts and guide me to the next step on my
wellness journey. I lived in a feeling of synchronicity that enabled experiences that would
resolve questions that I had worked hard on since childhood. Additionally, after many years of
researching and applying various strategies to improve my relationships and establish healthy
boundaries with my mom and dad, I decided to discontinue contact with both parents to provide
myself and my new family more space to be well. Through this decision, I was able to grieve for
what was truly lost in my childhood and imagine myself anew.
At 25, I was hired to teach English and literature at an award-winning high school that I
had admired as child. Upon interviewing for the position, I recalled when my family would
travel to visit friends in a neighboring state we would drive by this high school. I would stare
wide-eyed out the window and imagine that this must be where successful, civilized people live.
As a teen, I would attend cheerleading camp, where the cheerleaders from this high school were
always the most awarded and best skilled. Envious, I dreamed of being a cheerleader from this
particular high school. When I reported for work the first week, I was called into the viceprincipal’s office and appointed sponsor of their national championship cheerleading squad, even
though I had not listed cheerleading as part of my skill set on my application. Moreover, before
my first semester of teaching was completed, I was appointed to administer a course-recovery
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program for juniors and seniors that were at risk for drop-out. The parallels to my childhood
dreams and unfinished business were uncanny and deeply confirming. I moved forward from
these experiences accepting and empowered that I could imagine a grand life for myself and that
if I was willing, with time, I would have a grand life indeed.
At 28, my second child, a son, was born. During the first days I cared for him I
experienced identity-shifting moments of self-awareness. Holding a son, I consciously
recognized for the first time that I had felt a deep hatred for and fear of men. I experienced how
perfect a male can be and how vulnerable all men must begin. I could finally forgive the physical
and sexual abuse I had experienced primarily by men. My experience of love expanded and my
hope for life continued to grow.
By 30, I had gained enough of my authentic self that I was able to approach a new
relationship with my mom. After a year of emailing, we began meeting for short visits, and my
children gained a grandmother. During our separation my mother had also experienced
significant growth that enabled her to acknowledge and take responsibility for ways she had
failed the child that I was. She decided to confront my perpetrators for the first time, a move that
cost her valued relationships. Today, she has become a source of tremendous support in my life
and a true friend.
A Gifted Adult with a History of Trauma
As I write, at age 33, reflecting on the first thirty years of my life, I feel awe for where I
was born and who I have had the opportunity to become. However, this is a never-ending story. I
have recently moved to a new town and made a career change. I am aware that I am currently
experiencing a new multilevel positive disintegration at the Level IV experience that I desired at
age 19. I now have an “executive power of choice and decision” in my inner life, as well as an
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“active will in self-regulation and self-determination” (Piechowski, 2008, p. 65). Life has taught
me to stand respectfully at the altar of emotion because emotion matters. Emotion is
physiological and motivates thought. Life has taught me that thought matters. Thinking is
creation and generation. We can only choose within our capacity to think. Thinking well is
choosing well. And, choice matters! We all can and do choose the life we live. The greatest gift
we can give to humanity is to courageously live and fearlessly positively disintegrate.
All is well. May you be well.
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Table 1
Asset-Burden Paradox, as Related to Trauma (as presented by Jean Peterson)
Giftedness as Asset

Giftedness as Burden, Vulnerability
Age 2-11
Idealized by father (foreign-born)
Mother uncomfortable about her giftedness
Identified for gifted program early
Told she’s responsible for mother’s miscarriage
Positive teacher/peer messages related to talent
Existential angst, age 6-7
Serious about religious learnings
Discord at home, strong need for control
Develops self-protection strategies
Strong presence: Family scapegoat, isolated
Age 12-13
Positive messages from school personnel continue
Gets less concern than less able sibling
Reads self-help, philosophy books
Adults hostile to her “knowing so much”
Adult-like, becomes parent confidante, adviser
Her power keeps parents together, blamed later
Age 14-15 (school personnel breach confidentiality)
Learns to find support outside of family
Extreme school involvement for parent approval
Self-aware; recognizes stress; demands counseling Focused on physical, other perfection
Able to describe feelings in writing
Unable to relax, enjoy activities
Student council president
Adults: “deserves (negative) what she gets”
Aware of religion-behavior disconnect in family
Emotional pain, anxiety, withdrawal, suicidal
Driven, effective action, self-advocacy
Age 16-17 (research study established; school vindictive after trauma revealed; drops out)
Hired as cheerleader director after dropping out
Extreme school shift from high to no control
Reads psychology textbooks
Brother gets counseling; she does not
Discovers concept of positive disintegration
Intellect discounted: “beautiful”
Age 18-21
Accepted into college without a diploma
Difficulty finding intellectual female friends
Age 22-23
Insights about father; applies listening skills
Others value her insights, burden her with issues
Leader/Advocate for campus rape victim
Leader/Advocate for rape victim: scapegoat
Age 24-25
Insights about mother
Energy, intellect lead to overload in employment
Wins grievance related to medical leave
Eager to excel, urgent need to control destiny
Age 26-28
Comes to grips with teaching as career path
Emotionally drained by students’ needs
Insights about her childhood via her own parenting School personnel: “too successful” as a teacher
Age 29-30
Recognizes need for cutoff from parents, context
Intense, overeager about opportunities
Conscious choices: contexts, relationships
Perceived by self and others as a problem-solver,
depleting energy and depleting energy and delaying
Consciously “lets go of” impulse to rescue
reflection about the need to set appropriate personal
Self-diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder:
and professional boundaries
high need for control, sense of urgency
Applies cognitive strengths: self-monitoring

Lived Experience of Positive Disintegration
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Emergence of Creativity
&
the Teaching Profession
Bogusia Jankowska-Gierus
McGill University
&
Krystyna Laycraft
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Introduction
• Inspiration  Blog Entry
• Creativity = Professional Growth

• Analysis:
Complexity Theory & Theory of Positive
Disintegration (TPD)

Overview
Part I
Self-Organization & Emergence
Part II
Creativity as a Self-Organizing
Process
Part III
Professional Growth through
Dabrowski’s Theory

Part I
Self-Organization & Emergence

James Yorke

Dynamic
System
theory

System
Theory

Fractal
Geometry

Edward Lorenz

Chaos
Theory

Fritjof Capra
Ecological
System
Theory

Benoit Mandelbrot

Stuart Kauffman
Ilya Prigogine

Complexity
Science

Catastrophes
Theory

SelfOrganization
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&
Adaptation

Emergence

Per Bak

Dynamics
In Systems

Francisco Varela
&
Humberto Maturana

1960’s

1970’s

1980’s

Map of Complexity Science

1990’s

Complex systems
Consist of a variety of heterogeneous
parts interconnected in various
combinations
Display differentiation and integration
simultaneously

Examples of Complex Systems

Feedback
+ Positive feedback pushes to change, to explode
or spiral out of control.

- Negative feedback keeps in check and is
responsible for stability of the system

Self-Organization
The process whereby an open, nonlinear, and
complex system acquires a new internal state
without specific interference from the outside.

Self-Organization
• The control parameters create the necessary
conditions for far-from equilibrium states and
critical fluctuations.
• The rapid flow of energy links their elements
into orderly arrangement

“At equilibrium molecules behave
as essentially independent entities;
they ignore one another.
However, non-equilibrium wakes
them up and introduces a
coherence quite foreign to
equilibrium.”
This is the concept of “order
through fluctuations.”
Prigogine & Stengers, 1984

Ilya Prigogine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbHMc2bO98M

Self-Organization

Such links give rise to positive feedback which
amplify local patterns into macroscopic forms

Self-Organization
• Organization (structure and function)
of the system increases
• Self-organizing systems become more
complex

Self-Organization
• Global reorganizations occur at phase
transitions, points of instability and turbulence
where old patterns break down and new ones
appear.
• New levels of complexity appear
discontinuously (developmental levels)

Emergence
Through the process of self-organization, the
system generates something new, unexpected
structures, patterns, properties known as
emergence.

Examples of Emergence

A tornado – a global pattern of behavior
of the massive aggregation of air and water
molecules which constitute it.

Examples of Emergence

The mind – our mental life consists of an autonomous,
coherent flow of mental states (beliefs, desires, emotions, etc.)

Examples of Emergence

Life – the hierarchy of life
(ecosystems, organisms, organs, cells, molecules)

Part II
Creativity as a Self-Organizing
Process

Definition of Creativity
Creativity is a very paradoxical state of consciousness
and being.
It is action through inaction.
It is allowing something to happen through you.
It is not a doing, it is an allowing.
It is becoming a passage so the whole can flow through
you.
It is becoming a hollow bamboo, just a hollow bamboo.
Osho, 1999

Far-from-Equilibrium
Differentiation
Questioning
Excitement
Interest
Doubt

Tension

Collecting

Researching

Uncertainty

“… I feel like I have a lot of experience … exposed to the
different types of schools”
“… I feel like I have been going around my teaching profession
blind folded… I feel around for clues without really seeing the
big picture”
“… the questions I wanted answered never got answered…”
“… I had to reach deep inside to get ideas, figure out the
plans…”
“…Why did I teach like I did? Why did this work and the
previous thing I tried didn’t? What was I trying to
accomplish? What was the purpose of it all?”
“… The whole picture just wasn’t there.”

“I felt like an explorer in the deep jungle where
there are still no maps. But in fact there are
maps, it’s just that I have not found them yet.”

Complexity
Integration
Far-from Equilibrium
Differentiation
Questioning
Excitement
Interest
Doubt

Tension

Collecting

Researching

Uncertainty
The Unconscious Process

The Unconscious Process

Order
Emergence
Integration

Far-from Equilibrium
Differentiation
Excitement
Interest
Doubt

Questioning

Tension

Collecting

Researching

Uncertainty

The Unconscious Process

New creation

“… I started to blog, to keep my journey as a
teacher on record.”
“ … I mapped my own learning as a teacher…”

“… I was still going about the world as an
individual trying to find my way.”
“… I decided to spend some time away from my
teaching career…”

Process of Creativity
Far-from equilibrium state:
• stimulates the process of creativity
• creates a necessary condition to initiate the process of
self-organization.
Through self-organization the elements (thoughts, ideas,
images, memories)
• interconnect
• create a new organization of an increased order and
complexity in the form of new creation.

Definition of Creativity (again)
Creativity is a very paradoxical state of consciousness
and being.
It is action through inaction.
It is allowing something to happen through you.
It is not a doing, it is an allowing.
It is becoming a passage so the whole can flow through
you.
It is becoming a hollow bamboo, just a hollow bamboo.
Osho, 1999

Part III
Professional Growth through
Dabrowski’s Theory

Personality
Individuals that are fully developed,
coherent and harmonized as a whole:
• possess the capacity for insight into their own self,
their aspirations and aims (self-awareness)
• are convinced that their attitude is right, that their aims
are essential and of lasting value (self-affirmation)
• are conscious that their development is not yet
complete and therefore are working on their
improvement and education (self-education)
(Dabrowski, 1967)

Role of Experiences
Dabrowski (1976) stresses the
importance of authentic experiences
and says that: “without them the whole sense of
life sinks into the sea of senselessness.”

Self-awareness
Experiences, observations,
& self-observations lead to a wider
and more open approach to a professional life
& ability for reflection:
“I feel like I have a lot of experience, and
being exposed to the different types of schools
(public, charter, private). I learn and apply
from one environment to the next.”

Self-awareness
These experiences become a starting point for
mental and emotional changes and bring the
emotional fluctuations in the form of dynamisms:
•
•
•
•

Astonishment with oneself and environment
Disquietude with oneself
Dissatisfaction with oneself
Existential anxiety
“I feel like I have been going around my teaching professional
blind folded. I look for clues without really seeing the big
picture.”

Dynamisms
These dynamisms create states of
• self-observation
• Self-reflection
• Self-awakening
• Self-criticism
• Self-awareness

The third factor
By the awakening of self-awareness,
one is able to make decisions :
“I started to blog to keep my journey as a
teacher on record. I did self-reflection online
so that I could possibly share with other
teachers, and have others comments on my
ideas, my experiences.”

Self-affirmation
The process of growth continues
through self-affirmation. The individuals are
convinced that their choices and decisions are
right and have lasting values:
“I was still going about the world as an
individual trying to find my way.”

Self-education
Characterized by the moments of
withdrawal from daily routine in
order to re-charge oneself with a new energy
and new solutions:
“At this point I decided to spend some time
away from my teaching career and get a few
answers from the “experts” – the researchers,
the learning scientists.”

Self-Affirmation & Self-Education

The period for the reorganization of mental
structures characterized by conscious
transformation of oneself and synthesis that lead
to increasing stabilization and the hierarchy of
values.

Self-Organization

Creativity as a Self-Organizing
Process
Differentiation

Professional Growth based
on Dabrowski’s Theory

Self-awareness

Integration

Emergence

Self-affirmation
Self-education

“…by innumerable experiences,
seemingly of little importance,
which disappear into the
subconscious, wait for new
experience and a new
summation of them, and then, in
moments most suitable for the
developmental of personality,
appear in a more mature form,
“consolidate”, are consciously
included in a more or less
distinct program of selfeducation.”
Dabrowski, 1967
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WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST FOR WOMEN (Form 81)
Abbreviated Form
Date: _______________
Instructions: Complete the following sentences.

1. Raising a family
2. A man’s job
3. The thing I like about myself is
4. What gets me into trouble is
5. When people are helpless
6. A good father
7. When they talked about sex, I
8. I feel sorry
9. Rules are
10. Men are lucky because
11. At times she worried about
12. A woman feels good when
13. A husband has a right to
14. A good mother
15. Sometimes she wished that
16. If I can’t get what I want
17. For a woman a career is
18. A woman should always

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST FOR MEN (Form 81)
Abbreviated Form
Date: _______________
Instructions: Complete the following sentences.

1. Raising a family
2. A man’s job
3. The thing I like about myself is
4. What gets me into trouble is
5. When people are helpless
6. A good father
7. When they talked about sex, I
8. I feel sorry
9. Rules are
10. Men are lucky because
11. At times he worried about
12. A woman feels good when
13. A husband has a right to
14. A good mother
15. Sometimes he wished that
16. If I can’t get what I want
17. For a woman a career is
18. A man should always

DEFINITION RESPONSE INSTRUMENT
(Each question in presented at the top of a separate sheet of paper. Respondents are asked to
spend as much time as needed to complete the question and use the back of the paper if
necessary.)
1. Please describe times when you are strongly affected by what others think of you or times
when you have compared yourself in some way to others.

2. Please describe those questions which cause strong doubts within you, that frustrate you and
perhaps result in anxiety or depression. The problems should involve struggles which are
internal (for example, philosophical, sexual, emotional), not struggles which are primarily
external (for example, a purely economic problem).

3. Describe times when you feel inadequate, unworthy, not good enough or frustrated with
what may be lacking in yourself (abilities, skills, talents, personal qualities, etc.).

4. Describe those situations which cause you to feel frustration or anger towards yourself. Such
feelings may stem from something you did and later regretted, as well as something you feel
you should have done, but did not do. Likewise, you may be angry with yourself for having felt
a certain way or having believed something you no longer feel is true.

5. Think of times when you try to stand back and look at yourself objectively. Upon what
specific things do you reflect? Please elaborate.

6. Think of your “ideal self” and those qualities that you think are best for an ideal life. What
attributes do you most dream of having?

c adapted from Gage, Morse, and Piechowski 1981
(Miller, 1991)

An Examination of the Relationships
between Ego Development,
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration, and
the Behavioral Characteristics of Gifted Adolescents

Carrie Lynn Bailey, Ph.D., NCC, LPC, LPSC
9th International Congress if the Institute for
Positive Disintegration in Human Development
St. Charles, Illinois  July 22 -24, 2010

Description of the Problem
Social, Emotional, & Behavioral
Characteristics of Gifted Adolescents

Ego
Development

Developmental
Potential

Social & Emotional Characteristics and
Behavioral Traits of Gifted Adolescents
“Giftedness is asynchronous development in which
advanced cognitive abilities and heightened intensity
combine to create inner experiences and awareness
that are qualitatively different from the norm. This
asynchrony increases with higher intellectual capacity.
The uniqueness of the gifted renders them particularly
vulnerable and requires modifications in parenting,
teaching and counseling in order for them to develop
optimally.”
The Columbus Group, 1991
Cited by Martha Morelock, “Giftedness: The View from Within”

Description of the Problem


Gifted individuals experience the world from a
qualitatively different perspective





Research on vulnerabilities of gifted adolescents is
mixed…





Asynchronous Development
Potential internal dissonance

More vulnerable due to unique issues & perspective
As well adjusted as their peers

Much emphasis is given in schools to academic
growth but little emphasis on understanding
emotional development

Gaps in the Literature


Ego Development Theory







“Master Trait” – organizing structure of personality
Provides a wealth of understanding relevant to
emotional development across the lifespan
Very little in the research specific to gifted individuals

Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration




Unique perspective on developmental growth
particularly relevant to the social & emotional
characteristics of gifted individuals
Lacking empirical support

Gaps in the Literature




Research literature concerning the social,
emotional, and behavioral characteristics is rich
in conceptual work, but in need of more
empirical exploration and support…
Little exploration of how the domains
represented by Loevinger’s ego development
and Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration
fit with the conceptualizations of asynchronous
development for gifted adolescents…

New Perspective


Ego development




Dabrowski’s TPD




How these students make sense of themselves in
relation to others and their social context

Consideration of the sensitivities and overexcitabilities
inherent to this population

Behavioral characteristics


Snapshot of the student’s adaptive and coping
behaviors

General Research Questions
1.

What are the ego development levels of gifted
adolescents?

2.

What are the developmental levels, as related
to Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration
(TPD), of gifted adolescents?

3.

What are the exhibited behavioral
characteristics of gifted adolescents in the
school context?

General Research Hypotheses
I.

The range and distribution of gifted adolescent’s levels
of ego development as measured by the Washington
University Sentence Completion Test (WUSCT) will not
differ significantly from established adolescent norms.

II.

There will be a moderate positive correlation between
gifted adolescent’s stage of ego development as
measured by the Washington University Sentence
Completion Test (WUSCT) and their Dabrowskian
developmental level as measured by the Definition
Response Instrument (DRI).

General Research Hypotheses
III.

There will be a significant positive correlation between
gifted adolescent’s ego development as measured by
the Washington University Sentence Completion Test
(WUSCT) and their degree of internalizing behavior as
measured by the Clinical Assessment of Behavior
Teacher Rating Scale (CAB-T).

IV.

There will be a significant negative correlation between
gifted adolescent’s ego development as measured by
the WUSCT and their degree of externalizing behavior
as measured by the Clinical Assessment of Behavior
Teacher Rating Scale (CAB-T).

General Research Hypotheses
V.

There will be a normal distribution of behaviors
exhibited by gifted adolescents as measured by the
Clinical Assessment of Behavior Teacher Rating Scale
(CAB-T).

Methodology



Descriptive study
Sample




70 gifted students at regional academic-year
governor’s schools – randomly selected

Instrumentation






Demographic Information Form
Washington University Sentence Completion Test
(WUSCT)
Definition Response Instrument (DRI)
Clinical Assessment of Behavior Teacher Rating
Scale (CAB-T)

Data Analyses








Descriptive statistical analyses
Pearson product-moment correlational analyses
(Pearson r)
Multivariate Analyses of Variance (MANOVAs)
Follow-up Univariate Analyses of Variance
(ANOVAs)

Results – Descriptive Data

Ego Development
Research
Question One:
What are the ego
development levels
of gifted adolescents
as measured by the
WUSCT?
M=5.31, SD=.941
Mdn=5.00, Mode=5

Dabrowskian
Developmental Level
Research
Question Two:
What are
the Dabrowskian
developmental levels
of gifted adolescents
as measured by the
DRI?
M=2.0, SD=.527, Mdn=2.0

Behavioral Characteristics
Research
Question Three:
What are the
exhibited behavioral
characteristics of
gifted adolescents in
the school context?
Behavioral Index (CBI)
M=42.01, SD=6.57
Mdn=41.00, Mode=40

Hypothesis One – not supported


The range and distribution of gifted adolescent’s levels of
ego development as measured by the Washington
University Sentence Completion Test (WUSCT) will not
differ significantly from established adolescent norms.

Hypothesis Two – not confirmed





There will be a moderate positive correlation between
gifted adolescent’s stage of ego development as
measured by the Washington University Sentence
Completion Test (WUSCT) and their Dabrowskian
developmental level as measured by the Definition
Response Instrument (DRI).
DRI – Summed SCT Scores (r=.221, p=.066)
DRI – Total Protocol SCT Scores (r=.165, p=.173)

Hypothesis Three - conditional




There will be a significant positive correlation between
gifted adolescent’s ego development and their degree of
internalizing behavior as measured by the Clinical
Assessment of Behavior (CAB).
MANOVAs revealed significant gender and school
differences



No significant correlations found when controlling for gender
Significant positive correlation (r=.452, p=.011) found for students
at School A between the CAB INT and Summed SCT Scores

Hypothesis Four - conditional




There will be a significant negative correlation between
gifted adolescent’s ego development and their degree of
externalizing behavior as measured by the Clinical
Assessment of Behavior (CAB-T).
MANOVAs – significant gender and school differences




No significant correlations found when controlling for school
No significant correlations found for females
A significant negative correlation (r= -.342, p=.044) found for
males between the CAB EXT and Total Protocol SCT Scores

Hypothesis Five - supported


There will be a normal distribution of behaviors exhibited
by gifted adolescents as measured by the Clinical
Assessment of Behavior (CAB-T).

Mean=42.01
SD=6.566
Skewness=.494
Kurtosis= -.125

Discussion


Exploratory study






Establish baseline understanding of the ego
developmental levels and Dabrowskian
developmental levels for gifted adolescents
Ego levels of gifted adolescents slightly higher
than broader adolescent samples
Majority of gifted adolescents in our sample within
Dabrowski’s Level II – Unilevel Disintegration, a
critical transition phase

Discussion


Behavioral Characteristics





Data seem to support the assertion that
giftedness enhances resiliency – however,
important to note these scores represent
teacher’s perceptions of students…
Unique school environments (Governor’s schools)
Consideration of research examining image
management as social coping strategy (Coleman
& Cross, 1988)

Discussion


Ego Development and Dabrowski’s Theory of
Positive Disintegration




Lack of a strong, significant correlation indicates
that while ego development and development as
related to Dabrowski’s TPD may share
similarities, they are two distinct constructs
Important differences between the two theories
warrant further investigation

Limitations







Lack of clear, consistent definition of “giftedness”
Limited diversity of sample
Small sample size & potential selection bias
Differences between schools
Instrumentation




Use of WUSCT short-form
Lack of strong research base for DRI
Challenges inherent to Teacher Ratings for Behavior

Implications – Future Directions










Quantitative data provide a baseline against
which future studies can build
Inclusion of normal student sample as
comparison group for gifted student sample
Expansion of inquiry, particularly for Dabrowski’s
TPD, into broader adolescent population
Qualitative analysis of data to provide greater
depth of understanding for this specific sample
Intervention Studies – DPE model

References


The full study can be found housed with ProQuest or through
Dissertation Abstracts




An examination of the relationships between ego development, Dabrowski's theory of
positive disintegration, and the behavioral characteristics of gifted adolescents by Bailey,
Carrie Lynn, Ph.D., The College of William and Mary, 2009, 202 pages; AAT 3357530
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Department of Leadership, Technology, and Human Development
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cbailey@georgiasouthern.edu
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A Comparison of Loevinger’s Stages of Ego Development and Dabrowksi’s Levels of Positive Disintegration
__________________________________________________________________________________________
LOEVINGER’S EGO DEVELOPMENT
(Hy & Loevinger, 1996)
_________________________________________
IMPULSIVE (E2)
 Impulsive, egocentric
 Dependent
 Preoccupied with bodily feelings



Cognitive simplicity & lack of psychological insight
Dichotomistic thinking

SELF-PROTECTIVE (E3)
 Opportunistic
 Manipulative
 Preoccupied with control



Lack sense of responsibility
Seek immediate gratification/materialistic

DABROWSKI’S POSITIVE DISINTEGRATION
(Piechowski, 2003)
_____________________________________________
LEVEL I: PRIMARY INTEGRATION





LEVEL II: UNILEVEL DISINTEGRATION







CONFORMIST (E4)
 Respect for rules
 Cooperative, loyal
 Preoccupied with appearances, behavior & social
acceptance




“Dog-eat-dog mentality”
Dominant concern with self-protection & survival
Self-serving egocentrism
Instrumental view of others

“A reed shaken in the wind” – Matthew, XI, 7
Lack of inner direction
Inner fragmentation – many selves
Submission to the values of the group
Relativism of values and beliefs
UNILEVEL DYNAMISMS:
o Ambivalences - fluctuations between opposite
o
o

feelings, mood shifts
Ambitendencies - changeable & conflicting
courses of action
“Second Factor” - susceptibility to social opinion,
feelings of inferiority toward others

Shift to group centeredness
Tolerance of differences NOT a feature
Inner emotions perceived in simple terms

LEVEL III: MULTILEVEL DISINTEGRATION


SELF-AWARE (E5)
 Exceptions allowable
 Helpful, self-aware
 Preoccupied with feelings, adjustment




Feelings describe self in relation to others
Sense of distinction between self & group
Realization of multiple possibilities

CONSCIENTIOUS (E6)
 Self-evaluated standards, self-critical
 Intense, responsible
 Preoccupied with motives, achievements





Internalization of morality
Tolerance for & understanding of alternate viewpoints
becomes possible
Capacity for reflection
Able to perceive broader social context of situations &
concepts

“I regard the better but follow the worse.” – Marcus
Tullius Cicero






Sense of the ideal but not reaching it
Moral concerns
Higher versus lower in oneself
MULTILEVEL DYNAMISMS: ways of critically perceiving
and evaluating the world, others, and oneself – leading
to the work of inner transformation
o Hierarchy of Values & Social Conscience –
empathy, ‘what is’ contrasted with ‘what ought to
be’; positive maladjustment, protest against
violation of ethical principles
o

Emotionally Charged Self-Reactions and SelfJudgments – dissatisfaction with oneself, anger at
what is undesirable in oneself; inferiority toward
oneself, not realizing one’s potential; disquietude
with oneself, disharmony in one’s inner state of
being; astonishment with oneself; shame over
deficiencies & others’ view of one’s moral standard;
guilt over moral failure

LEVEL IV: ORGANIZED MULTILEVEL DISINTEGRATION


INDIVIDUALISTIC (E7)
 Tolerant
 Mutual mode of relating
 Preoccupied with individuality, developmental
roles



Growing tolerance & respect for individual differences
Awareness of inner conflict

“Behind tranquility lies conquered unhappiness” –
Eleanor Roosevelt






Self-actualization
Ideals and actions agree
Strong sense of responsibility on behalf of others’ wellbeing and inner growth
DYNAMISMS OF INNER RESTRUCTURING:
o Subject-object in oneself – critical examination of
one’s motives & aims

o “Third Factor” – executive power of choice &
o
AUTONOMOUS (E8)

o

Includes the characteristics of E7 AND…







decision in one’s inner life; active will in selfregulation & self-determination
Responsibility – empathic responsiveness to social
needs
Inner psychic transformation – inner
restructuring at a deep level with lasting
consequences beyond return to lower level

o Education-of-oneself
o Autopsychotherapy – self-designed & preventative

Coping with conflict
Interdependent mode of relating
Preoccupied with self-fulfillment

measures

o Self-control – regulating development & keeping in

Acknowledgement of and means to cope with inner moral
conflict among duties, desires and needs
Aware of multifaceted complexities of real people in real
situations
High tolerance for ambiguity and paradoxes of life

o

check interfering processes
Autonomy – confidence in one’s development;
freedom from lower level drives and motivations

LEVEL V: SECONDARY INTEGRATION



INTEGRATED (E9)
Includes the characteristics of E8 AND…




Cherishing individuality
Preoccupied with identity
Reconciliation of conflicting demands



“A magnetic field in the soul” – Dag Hammarskjold
Life inspired by a powerful ideal such as equal rights,
world peace, universal love and compassion,
sovereignty of all nations
Personality ideal – the ultimate goal of development, the
essence of one’s being



DYNAMISMS CONTINUING ACROSS LEVELS:
o Creative Instinct
o Empathy
o Inner conflict
o Identification – with higher levels and Personality
Ideal

o Dis-identification – distancing from lower levels &
drives
o

Disposing & directing center – status of will

Session - 9: "Towards a Theory of Positive Organizational Disintegration" includes a bonus PowerPoint
titled "Bird and Frogs." The PowerPoint is about a collaborative practice in the field of mathematics.
"It's relevance to the session," as Ms. Jacobson says, "is that the session comes out of the realm of birds,
who serve as cross-pollinators of ideas and methods."

Birds and Frogs
Freeman Dyson

S

ome mathematicians are birds, others
are frogs. Birds fly high in the air and
survey broad vistas of mathematics out
to the far horizon. They delight in concepts that unify our thinking and bring
together diverse problems from different parts of
the landscape. Frogs live in the mud below and see
only the flowers that grow nearby. They delight
in the details of particular objects, and they solve
problems one at a time. I happen to be a frog, but
many of my best friends are birds. The main theme
of my talk tonight is this. Mathematics needs both
birds and frogs. Mathematics is rich and beautiful
because birds give it broad visions and frogs give it
intricate details. Mathematics is both great art and
important science, because it combines generality
of concepts with depth of structures. It is stupid
to claim that birds are better than frogs because
they see farther, or that frogs are better than birds
because they see deeper. The world of mathematics is both broad and deep, and we need birds and
frogs working together to explore it.
This talk is called the Einstein lecture, and I am
grateful to the American Mathematical Society
for inviting me to do honor to Albert Einstein.
Einstein was not a mathematician, but a physicist
who had mixed feelings about mathematics. On
the one hand, he had enormous respect for the
power of mathematics to describe the workings
of nature, and he had an instinct for mathematical
beauty which led him onto the right track to find
nature’s laws. On the other hand, he had no interest in pure mathematics, and he had no technical
Freeman Dyson is an emeritus professor in the School of
Natural Sciences, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton,
NJ. His email address is dyson@ias.edu.
This article is a written version of his AMS Einstein Lecture,
which was to have been given in October 2008 but which
unfortunately had to be canceled.
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skill as a mathematician. In his later years he hired
younger colleagues with the title of assistants to
do mathematical calculations for him. His way of
thinking was physical rather than mathematical.
He was supreme among physicists as a bird who
saw further than others. I will not talk about Einstein since I have nothing new to say.

Francis Bacon and René Descartes
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, two
great philosophers, Francis Bacon in England and
René Descartes in France, proclaimed the birth of
modern science. Descartes was a bird, and Bacon
was a frog. Each of them described his vision of
the future. Their visions were very different. Bacon
said, “All depends on keeping the eye steadily fixed
on the facts of nature.” Descartes said, “I think,
therefore I am.” According to Bacon, scientists
should travel over the earth collecting facts, until
the accumulated facts reveal how Nature works.
The scientists will then induce from the facts the
laws that Nature obeys. According to Descartes,
scientists should stay at home and deduce the
laws of Nature by pure thought. In order to deduce
the laws correctly, the scientists will need only
the rules of logic and knowledge of the existence
of God. For four hundred years since Bacon and
Descartes led the way, science has raced ahead
by following both paths simultaneously. Neither
Baconian empiricism nor Cartesian dogmatism
has the power to elucidate Nature’s secrets by
itself, but both together have been amazingly successful. For four hundred years English scientists
have tended to be Baconian and French scientists
Cartesian. Faraday and Darwin and Rutherford
were Baconians; Pascal and Laplace and Poincaré
were Cartesians. Science was greatly enriched by
the cross-fertilization of the two contrasting cultures. Both cultures were always at work in both
countries. Newton was at heart a Cartesian, using
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wave mechanics in 1926. Schrödinger was a bird
pure thought as Descartes intended, and using
who started from the idea of unifying mechanics
it to demolish the Cartesian dogma of vortices.
with optics. A hundred years earlier, Hamilton had
Marie Curie was at heart a Baconian, boiling tons
unified classical mechanics with ray optics, using
of crude uranium ore to demolish the dogma of
the same mathematics to describe optical rays
the indestructibility of atoms.
and classical particle trajectories. Schrödinger’s
In the history of twentieth century mathematics,
idea was to extend this unification to wave optics
there were two decisive events, one belonging to
and wave mechanics. Wave optics already existed,
the Baconian tradition and the other to the Cartebut wave mechanics did not. Schrödinger had to
sian tradition. The first was the International Coninvent wave mechanics to complete the unification.
gress of Mathematicians in Paris in 1900, at which
Starting from wave optics as a model,
Hilbert gave the keynote address,
he wrote down a differential equacharting the course of mathematics
tion for a mechanical particle, but the
for the coming century by propoundequation made no sense. The equation
ing his famous list of twenty-three
looked like the equation of conduction
outstanding unsolved problems. Hilof heat in a continuous medium. Heat
bert himself was a bird, flying high
conduction has no visible relevance to
over the whole territory of mathematparticle mechanics. Schrödinger’s idea
ics, but he addressed his problems to
seemed to be going nowhere. But then
the frogs who would solve them one
came the surprise. Schrödinger put
at a time. The second decisive event
the square root of minus one into the
was the formation of the Bourbaki
equation, and suddenly it made sense.
group of mathematical birds in France
Suddenly it became a wave equation
in the 1930s, dedicated to publishinstead of a heat conduction equation.
ing a series of textbooks that would
And Schrödinger found to his delight
establish a unifying framework for Francis Bacon
that the equation has solutions corall of mathematics. The Hilbert probresponding to the quantized orbits in
lems were enormously successful in
the Bohr model of the atom.
guiding mathematical research into
It turns out that the Schrödinger
fruitful directions. Some of them were
equation describes correctly everysolved and some remain unsolved,
thing we know about the behavior of
but almost all of them stimulated the
atoms. It is the basis of all of chemgrowth of new ideas and new fields
istry and most of physics. And that
of mathematics. The Bourbaki project
square root of minus one means that
was equally influential. It changed the
nature works with complex numbers
style of mathematics for the next fifty
and not with real numbers. This disyears, imposing a logical coherence
covery came as a complete surprise,
that did not exist before, and moving
to Schrödinger as well as to everythe emphasis from concrete examples
body else. According to Schrödinger,
to abstract generalities. In the BourRené Descartes
his fourteen-year-old girl friend Itha
baki scheme of things, mathematics is
Junger said to him at the time, “Hey,
the abstract structure included in the
you never even thought when you began that so
Bourbaki textbooks. What is not in the textbooks
much sensible stuff would come out of it.” All
is not mathematics. Concrete examples, since they
through the nineteenth century, mathematicians
do not appear in the textbooks, are not mathfrom Abel to Riemann and Weierstrass had been
ematics. The Bourbaki program was the extreme
creating a magnificent theory of functions of
expression of the Cartesian style. It narrowed the
complex variables. They had discovered that the
scope of mathematics by excluding the beautiful
theory of functions became far deeper and more
flowers that Baconian travelers might collect by
powerful when it was extended from real to comthe wayside.
plex numbers. But they always thought of complex
Jokes of Nature
numbers as an artificial construction, invented by
human mathematicians as a useful and elegant
For me, as a Baconian, the main thing missing in
abstraction from real life. It never entered their
the Bourbaki program is the element of surprise.
heads that this artificial number system that they
The Bourbaki program tried to make mathematics
had invented was in fact the ground on which
logical. When I look at the history of mathematics,
atoms move. They never imagined that nature had
I see a succession of illogical jumps, improbable
got there first.
coincidences, jokes of nature. One of the most
Another joke of nature is the precise linearity
profound jokes of nature is the square root of
of quantum mechanics, the fact that the possible
minus one that the physicist Erwin Schrödinger
states of any physical object form a linear space.
put into his wave equation when he invented
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Before quantum mechanics was invented, classical
physics was always nonlinear, and linear models
were only approximately valid. After quantum
mechanics, nature itself suddenly became linear.
This had profound consequences for mathematics. During the nineteenth century Sophus Lie
developed his elaborate theory of continuous
groups, intended to clarify the behavior of classical
dynamical systems. Lie groups were then of little
interest either to mathematicians or to physicists.
The nonlinear theory of Lie groups was too complicated for the mathematicians and too obscure for
the physicists. Lie died a disappointed man. And
then, fifty years later, it turned out that nature was
precisely linear, and the theory of linear representations of Lie algebras was the natural language of
particle physics. Lie groups and Lie algebras were
reborn as one of the central themes of twentieth
century mathematics.
A third joke of nature is the existence of quasicrystals. In the nineteenth century the study of
crystals led to a complete enumeration of possible
discrete symmetry groups in Euclidean space.
Theorems were proved, establishing the fact that
in three-dimensional space discrete symmetry
groups could contain only rotations of order three,
four, or six. Then in 1984 quasi-crystals were discovered, real solid objects growing out of liquid
metal alloys, showing the symmetry of the icosahedral group, which includes five-fold rotations.
Meanwhile, the mathematician Roger Penrose
discovered the Penrose tilings of the plane. These
are arrangements of parallelograms that cover a
plane with pentagonal long-range order. The alloy
quasi-crystals are three-dimensional analogs of
the two-dimensional Penrose tilings. After these
discoveries, mathematicians had to enlarge the
theory of crystallographic groups to include quasicrystals. That is a major program of research which
is still in progress.
A fourth joke of nature is a similarity in behavior between quasi-crystals and the zeros of
the Riemann Zeta function. The zeros of the zetafunction are exciting to mathematicians because
they are found to lie on a straight line and nobody
understands why. The statement that with trivial
exceptions they all lie on a straight line is the
famous Riemann Hypothesis. To prove the Riemann Hypothesis has been the dream of young
mathematicians for more than a hundred years.
I am now making the outrageous suggestion that
we might use quasi-crystals to prove the Riemann
Hypothesis. Those of you who are mathematicians
may consider the suggestion frivolous. Those who
are not mathematicians may consider it uninteresting. Nevertheless I am putting it forward for your
serious consideration. When the physicist Leo
Szilard was young, he became dissatisfied with the
ten commandments of Moses and wrote a new set
of ten commandments to replace them. Szilard’s
214
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second commandment says: “Let your acts be directed towards a worthy goal, but do not ask if they
can reach it: they are to be models and examples,
not means to an end.” Szilard practiced what he
preached. He was the first physicist to imagine
nuclear weapons and the first to campaign actively against their use. His second commandment
certainly applies here. The proof of the Riemann
Hypothesis is a worthy goal, and it is not for us to
ask whether we can reach it. I will give you some
hints describing how it might be achieved. Here I
will be giving voice to the mathematician that I was
fifty years ago before I became a physicist. I will
talk first about the Riemann Hypothesis and then
about quasi-crystals.
There were until recently two supreme unsolved
problems in the world of pure mathematics, the
proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem and the proof of
the Riemann Hypothesis. Twelve years ago, my
Princeton colleague Andrew Wiles polished off
Fermat’s Last Theorem, and only the Riemann Hypothesis remains. Wiles’ proof of the Fermat Theorem was not just a technical stunt. It required the
discovery and exploration of a new field of mathematical ideas, far wider and more consequential
than the Fermat Theorem itself. It is likely that
any proof of the Riemann Hypothesis will likewise
lead to a deeper understanding of many diverse
areas of mathematics and perhaps of physics too.
Riemann’s zeta-function, and other zeta-functions similar to it, appear ubiquitously in number
theory, in the theory of dynamical systems, in
geometry, in function theory, and in physics. The
zeta-function stands at a junction where paths lead
in many directions. A proof of the hypothesis will
illuminate all the connections. Like every serious
student of pure mathematics, when I was young I
had dreams of proving the Riemann Hypothesis.
I had some vague ideas that I thought might lead
to a proof. In recent years, after the discovery of
quasi-crystals, my ideas became a little less vague.
I offer them here for the consideration of any
young mathematician who has ambitions to win
a Fields Medal.
Quasi-crystals can exist in spaces of one, two,
or three dimensions. From the point of view of
physics, the three-dimensional quasi-crystals are
the most interesting, since they inhabit our threedimensional world and can be studied experimentally. From the point of view of a mathematician, one-dimensional quasi-crystals are much
more interesting than two-dimensional or threedimensional quasi-crystals because they exist in
far greater variety. The mathematical definition
of a quasi-crystal is as follows. A quasi-crystal
is a distribution of discrete point masses whose
Fourier transform is a distribution of discrete
point frequencies. Or to say it more briefly, a
quasi-crystal is a pure point distribution that has
a pure point spectrum. This definition includes
AMS	
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Here comes the connection of the onedimensional quasi-crystals with the Riemann
hypothesis. If the Riemann hypothesis is true,
then the zeros of the zeta-function form a onedimensional quasi-crystal according to the definition. They constitute a distribution of point masses
on a straight line, and their Fourier transform is
likewise a distribution of point masses, one at each
of the logarithms of ordinary prime numbers and
prime-power numbers. My friend Andrew Odlyzko
has published a beautiful computer calculation of
the Fourier transform of the zeta-function zeros,
[6]. The calculation shows precisely the expected
structure of the Fourier transform, with a sharp
discontinuity at every logarithm of a prime or
prime-power number and nowhere else.
My suggestion is the following. Let us pretend
that we do not know that the Riemann Hypothesis
is true. Let us tackle the problem from the other
end. Let us try to obtain a complete enumeration and classification of one-dimensional quasicrystals. That is to say, we enumerate and classify
all point distributions that have a discrete point
spectrum. Collecting and classifying new species of
February 2009
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objects is a quintessentially Baconian
as a special case the ordinary crystals,
activity. It is an appropriate activity
which are periodic distributions with
for mathematical frogs. We shall then
periodic spectra.
find the well-known quasi-crystals
Excluding the ordinary crystals,
associated with PV numbers, and
quasi-crystals in three dimensions
also a whole universe of other quasicome in very limited variety, all of
crystals, known and unknown. Among
them associated with the icosahedral
the multitude of other quasi-crystals
group. The two-dimensional quasiwe search for one corresponding to
crystals are more numerous, roughly
the Riemann zeta-function and one
one distinct type associated with each
corresponding to each of the other
regular polygon in a plane. The twozeta-functions that resemble the Riedimensional quasi-crystal with pentagmann zeta-function. Suppose that
onal symmetry is the famous Penrose
we find one of the quasi-crystals in
tiling of the plane. Finally, the one- Abram Besicovitch
our enumeration with properties
dimensional quasi-crystals have a far
that identify it with the zeros of the
richer structure since they are not tied
Riemann zeta-function. Then we have
to any rotational symmetries. So far as
proved the Riemann Hypothesis and
I know, no complete enumeration of
we can wait for the telephone call
one-dimensional quasi-crystals exists.
announcing the award of the Fields
It is known that a unique quasi-crystal
Medal.
exists corresponding to every PisotVijayaraghavan number or PV number.
These are of course idle dreams.
A PV number is a real algebraic inteThe problem of classifying oneger, a root of a polynomial equation
dimensional quasi-crystals is horrenwith integer coefficients, such that all
dously difficult, probably at least as
the other roots have absolute value
difficult as the problems that Andrew
less than one, [1]. The set of all PV
Wiles took seven years to explore. But
numbers is infinite and has a remark- Hermann Weyl
if we take a Baconian point of view,
able topological structure. The set
the history of mathematics is a hisof all one-dimensional quasi-crystals
tory of horrendously difficult probhas a structure at least as rich as the
lems being solved by young people too ignorant to
set of all PV numbers and probably much richer.
know that they were impossible. The classification
We do not know for sure, but it is likely that a
of quasi-crystals is a worthy goal, and might even
huge universe of one-dimensional quasi-crystals
turn out to be achievable. Problems of that degree
not associated with PV numbers is waiting to be
of difficulty will not be solved by old men like me.
discovered.
I leave this problem as an exercise for the young
frogs in the audience.

Abram Besicovitch and Hermann Weyl
Let me now introduce you to some notable frogs
and birds that I knew personally. I came to Cambridge University as a student in 1941 and had
the tremendous luck to be given the Russian
mathematician Abram Samoilovich Besicovitch
as my supervisor. Since this was in the middle
of World War Two, there were very few students
in Cambridge, and almost no graduate students.
Although I was only seventeen years old and Besicovitch was already a famous professor, he gave
me a great deal of his time and attention, and we
became life-long friends. He set the style in which
I began to work and think about mathematics. He
gave wonderful lectures on measure-theory and
integration, smiling amiably when we laughed at
his glorious abuse of the English language. I remember only one occasion when he was annoyed
by our laughter. He remained silent for a while and
then said, “Gentlemen. Fifty million English speak
English you speak. Hundred and fifty million Russians speak English I speak.”
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Besicovitch was a frog, and he became famous
when he was young by solving a problem in elementary plane geometry known as the Kakeya
problem. The Kakeya problem was the following.
A line segment of length one is allowed to move
freely in a plane while rotating through an angle
of 360 degrees. What is the smallest area of the
plane that it can cover during its rotation? The
problem was posed by the Japanese mathematician
Kakeya in 1917 and remained a famous unsolved
problem for ten years. George Birkhoff, the leading American mathematician at that time, publicly
proclaimed that the Kakeya problem and the fourcolor problem were the outstanding unsolved
problems of the day. It was widely believed that
/8, which is the area of a
the minimum area was π 
three-cusped hypocycloid. The three-cusped hypocycloid is a beautiful three-pointed curve. It is the
curve traced out by a point on the circumference
of a circle with radius one-quarter, when the circle
rolls around the inside of a fixed circle with radius
three-quarters. The line segment of length one can
turn while always remaining tangent to the hypocycloid with its two ends also on the hypocycloid.
This picture of the line turning while touching the
inside of the hypocycloid at three points was so
elegant that most people believed it must give the
minimum area. Then Besicovitch surprised everyone by proving that the area covered by the line as
for any positive 
.
it turns can be less than 
Besicovitch had actually solved the problem in
1920 before it became famous, not even knowing
that Kakeya had proposed it. In 1920 he published
the solution in Russian in the Journal of the Perm
Physics and Mathematics Society, a journal that
was not widely read. The university of Perm, a
city 1,100 kilometers east of Moscow, was briefly
a refuge for many distinguished mathematicians
after the Russian revolution. They published two
volumes of their journal before it died amid the
chaos of revolution and civil war. Outside Russia
the journal was not only unknown but unobtainable. Besicovitch left Russia in 1925 and arrived at
Copenhagen, where he learned about the famous
Kakeya problem that he had solved five years earlier. He published the solution again, this time in
English in the Mathematische Zeitschrift. The Kakeya problem as Kakeya proposed it was a typical
frog problem, a concrete problem without much
connection with the rest of mathematics. Besicovitch gave it an elegant and deep solution, which
revealed a connection with general theorems about
the structure of sets of points in a plane.
The Besicovitch style is seen at its finest in
his three classic papers with the title, “On the
fundamental geometric properties of linearly
measurable plane sets of points”, published in
Mathematische Annalen in the years 1928, 1938,
and 1939. In these papers he proved that every
linearly measurable set in the plane is divisible
216
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into a regular and an irregular component, that
the regular component has a tangent almost
everywhere, and the irregular component has a
projection of measure zero onto almost all directions. Roughly speaking, the regular component
looks like a collection of continuous curves, while
the irregular component looks nothing like a continuous curve. The existence and the properties of
the irregular component are connected with the
Besicovitch solution of the Kakeya problem. One
of the problems that he gave me to work on was
the division of measurable sets into regular and
irregular components in spaces of higher dimensions. I got nowhere with the problem, but became
permanently imprinted with the Besicovitch style.
The Besicovitch style is architectural. He builds
out of simple elements a delicate and complicated
architectural structure, usually with a hierarchical
plan, and then, when the building is finished, the
completed structure leads by simple arguments
to an unexpected conclusion. Every Besicovitch
proof is a work of art, as carefully constructed as
a Bach fugue.
A few years after my apprenticeship with Besicovitch, I came to Princeton and got to know
Hermann Weyl. Weyl was a prototypical bird, just
as Besicovitch was a prototypical frog. I was lucky
to overlap with Weyl for one year at the Princeton
Institute for Advanced Study before he retired
from the Institute and moved back to his old home
in Zürich. He liked me because during that year I
published papers in the Annals of Mathematics
about number theory and in the Physical Review
about the quantum theory of radiation. He was one
of the few people alive who was at home in both
subjects. He welcomed me to the Institute, in the
hope that I would be a bird like himself. He was disappointed. I remained obstinately a frog. Although
I poked around in a variety of mud-holes, I always
looked at them one at a time and did not look for
connections between them. For me, number theory
and quantum theory were separate worlds with
separate beauties. I did not look at them as Weyl
did, hoping to find clues to a grand design.
Weyl’s great contribution to the quantum theory
of radiation was his invention of gauge fields. The
idea of gauge fields had a curious history. Weyl
invented them in 1918 as classical fields in his
unified theory of general relativity and electromagnetism, [7]. He called them “gauge fields” because
they were concerned with the non-integrability
of measurements of length. His unified theory
was promptly and publicly rejected by Einstein.
After this thunderbolt from on high, Weyl did
not abandon his theory but moved on to other
things. The theory had no experimental consequences that could be tested. Then in 1929, after
quantum mechanics had been invented by others,
Weyl realized that his gauge fields fitted far better into the quantum world than they did into the
AMS	
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The obituary ended with a sketch of Weyl as
a human being: “Characteristic of Weyl was an
aesthetic sense which dominated his thinking on
all subjects. He once said to me, half joking, ‘My
work always tried to unite the true with the beautiful; but when I had to choose one or the other,
I usually chose the beautiful’. This remark sums
up his personality perfectly. It shows his profound
faith in an ultimate harmony of Nature, in which
the laws should inevitably express themselves in
a mathematically beautiful form. It shows also
his recognition of human frailty, and his humor,
which always stopped him short of being pompous. His friends in Princeton will remember him
as he was when I last saw him, at the Spring Dance
of the Institute for Advanced Study last April: a
big jovial man, enjoying himself splendidly, his
cheerful frame and his light step giving no hint of
his sixty-nine years.”
The fifty years after Weyl’s death were a golden
age of experimental physics and observational
February 2009

astronomy, a golden
age for Baconian travelers picking up facts, for
frogs exploring small
patches of the swamp
in which we live. During these fifty years, the
frogs accumulated a detailed knowledge of a
large variety of cosmic
structures and a large
variety of particles and
interactions. As the
Yuri Manin
exploration of new territories continued, the
universe became more
complicated. Instead of a grand design displaying
the simplicity and beauty of Weyl’s mathematics,
the explorers found weird objects such as quarks
and gamma-ray bursts, weird concepts such as supersymmetry and multiple universes. Meanwhile,
mathematics was also becoming more complicated, as exploration continued into the phenomena of chaos and many other new areas opened
by electronic computers. The mathematicians
discovered the central mystery of computability,
the conjecture represented by the statement P is
not equal to NP. The conjecture asserts that there
exist mathematical problems which can be quickly
solved in individual cases but cannot be solved
by a quick algorithm applicable to all cases. The
most famous example of such a problem is the
traveling salesman problem, which is to find the
shortest route for a salesman visiting a set of cities, knowing the distance between each pair. All
the experts believe that the conjecture is true, and
that the traveling salesman problem is an example
of a problem that is P but not NP. But nobody has
even a glimmer of an idea how to prove it. This is
a mystery that could not even have been formulated within the nineteenth-century mathematical
universe of Hermann Weyl.

Photo of F. Yang courtesy of SUNY Stony Brook. Photo of Y. Manin courtesy of Northwestern University.

classical world, [8]. All
that he needed to do, to
change a classical gauge
into a quantum gauge,
was to change real
numbers into complex
numbers. In quantum
mechanics, every quantum of electric charge
carries with it a complex wave function with
a phase, and the gauge
field is concerned with
the non-integrability of Chen Ning (Frank)
measurements of phase. Yang
The gauge field could
then be precisely identified with the electromagnetic potential, and the law of conservation of
charge became a consequence of the local phase
invariance of the theory.
Weyl died four years after he returned from
Princeton to Zürich, and I wrote his obituary for the
journal Nature, [3]. “Among all the mathematicians
who began their working lives in the twentieth
century,” I wrote, “Hermann Weyl was the one who
made major contributions in the greatest number
of different fields. He alone could stand comparison with the last great universal mathematicians
of the nineteenth century, Hilbert and Poincaré.
So long as he was alive, he embodied a living contact between the main lines of advance in pure
mathematics and in theoretical physics. Now he
is dead, the contact is broken, and our hopes of
comprehending the physical universe by a direct
use of creative mathematical imagination are for
the time being ended.” I mourned his passing, but
I had no desire to pursue his dream. I was happy
to see pure mathematics and physics marching
ahead in opposite directions.

Frank Yang and Yuri Manin
The last fifty years have been a hard time for
birds. Even in hard times, there is work for birds
to do, and birds have appeared with the courage to
tackle it. Soon after Weyl left Princeton, Frank Yang
arrived from Chicago and moved into Weyl’s old
house. Yang took Weyl’s place as the leading bird
among my generation of physicists. While Weyl
was still alive, Yang and his student Robert Mills
discovered the Yang-Mills theory of non-Abelian
gauge fields, a marvelously elegant extension of
Weyl’s idea of a gauge field, [11]. Weyl’s gauge field
was a classical quantity, satisfying the commutative law of multiplication. The Yang-Mills theory
had a triplet of gauge fields which did not commute. They satisfied the commutation rules of the
three components of a quantum mechanical spin,
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which are generators of the simplest non-Abelian
Lie algebra A2 
. The theory was later generalized so
that the gauge fields could be generators of any
finite-dimensional Lie algebra. With this generalization, the Yang-Mills gauge field theory provided
the framework for a model of all the known particles and interactions, a model that is now known
as the Standard Model of particle physics. Yang put
the finishing touch to it by showing that Einstein’s
theory of gravitation fits into the same framework,
with the Christoffel three-index symbol taking the
role of gauge field, [10].
In an appendix to his 1918 paper, added in 1955
for the volume of selected papers published to
celebrate his seventieth birthday, Weyl expressed
his final thoughts about gauge field theories (my
translation), [12]: “The strongest argument for my
theory seemed to be this, that gauge invariance
was related to conservation of electric charge in
the same way as coordinate invariance was related
to conservation of energy and momentum.” Thirty
years later Yang was in Zürich for the celebration
of Weyl’s hundredth birthday. In his speech, [12],
Yang quoted this remark as evidence of Weyl’s devotion to the idea of gauge invariance as a unifying
principle for physics. Yang then went on, “Symmetry, Lie groups, and gauge invariance are now
recognized, through theoretical and experimental
developments, to play essential roles in determining the basic forces of the physical universe. I have
called this the principle that symmetry dictates interaction.” This idea, that symmetry dictates interaction, is Yang’s generalization of Weyl’s remark.
Weyl observed that gauge invariance is intimately
connected with physical conservation laws. Weyl
could not go further than this, because he knew
only the gauge invariance of commuting Abelian
fields. Yang made the connection much stronger
by introducing non-Abelian gauge fields. With
non-Abelian gauge fields generating nontrivial Lie
algebras, the possible forms of interaction between
fields become unique, so that symmetry dictates
interaction. This idea is Yang’s greatest contribution to physics. It is the contribution of a bird,
flying high over the rain forest of little problems
in which most of us spend our lives.
Another bird for whom I have a deep respect
is the Russian mathematician Yuri Manin, who
recently published a delightful book of essays with
the title Mathematics as Metaphor [5]. The book
was published in Moscow in Russian, and by the
American Mathematical Society in English. I wrote
a preface for the English version, and I give you
here a short quote from my preface. “Mathematics
as Metaphor is a good slogan for birds. It means
that the deepest concepts in mathematics are
those which link one world of ideas with another.
In the seventeenth century Descartes linked the
disparate worlds of algebra and geometry with
his concept of coordinates, and Newton linked
218
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the worlds of geometry and dynamics with his
concept of fluxions, nowadays called calculus. In
the nineteenth century Boole linked the worlds
of logic and algebra with his concept of symbolic
logic, and Riemann linked the worlds of geometry
and analysis with his concept of Riemann surfaces. Coordinates, fluxions, symbolic logic, and
Riemann surfaces are all metaphors, extending
the meanings of words from familiar to unfamiliar
contexts. Manin sees the future of mathematics
as an exploration of metaphors that are already
visible but not yet understood. The deepest such
metaphor is the similarity in structure between
number theory and physics. In both fields he sees
tantalizing glimpses of parallel concepts, symmetries linking the continuous with the discrete. He
looks forward to a unification which he calls the
quantization of mathematics.
“Manin disagrees with the Baconian story, that
Hilbert set the agenda for the mathematics of the
twentieth century when he presented his famous
list of twenty-three unsolved problems to the International Congress of Mathematicians in Paris
in 1900. According to Manin, Hilbert’s problems
were a distraction from the central themes of
mathematics. Manin sees the important advances
in mathematics coming from programs, not from
problems. Problems are usually solved by applying old ideas in new ways. Programs of research
are the nurseries where new ideas are born. He
sees the Bourbaki program, rewriting the whole of
mathematics in a more abstract language, as the
source of many of the new ideas of the twentieth
century. He sees the Langlands program, unifying
number theory with geometry, as a promising
source of new ideas for the twenty-first. People
who solve famous unsolved problems may win big
prizes, but people who start new programs are the
real pioneers.”
The Russian version of Mathematics as Metaphor contains ten chapters that were omitted from
the English version. The American Mathematical
Society decided that these chapters would not be
of interest to English language readers. The omissions are doubly unfortunate. First, readers of the
English version see only a truncated view of Manin,
who is perhaps unique among mathematicians in
his broad range of interests extending far beyond
mathematics. Second, we see a truncated view of
Russian culture, which is less compartmentalized
than English language culture, and brings mathematicians into closer contact with historians and
artists and poets.

John von Neumann
Another important figure in twentieth century
mathematics was John von Neumann. Von Neumann was a frog, applying his prodigious technical skill to solve problems in many branches
of mathematics and physics. He began with the
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each other as time goes on. When the
Von Neumann made fundamental
motion is chaotic, it is unpredictable,
contributions to several other fields,
and a small perturbation does not
especially to game theory and to the
move it into a stable motion that can
design of digital computers. For the Mary Cartwright
be predicted. A small perturbation
last ten years of his life, he was deeply
will usually move it into another chainvolved with computers. He was so
otic motion that is equally unpredictable. So von
strongly interested in computers that he decided
Neumann’s strategy for controlling the weather
not only to study their design but to build one with
fails. He was, after all, a great mathematician but
real hardware and software and use it for doing
a mediocre meteorologist.
science. I have vivid memories of the early days of
Edward Lorenz discovered in 1963 that the sovon Neumann’s computer project at the Institute
lutions of the equations of meteorology are often
for Advanced Study in Princeton. At that time he
chaotic. That was six years after von Neumann
had two main scientific interests, hydrogen bombs
died. Lorenz was a meteorologist and is generally
and meteorology. He used his computer during the
regarded as the discoverer of chaos. He discovered
night for doing hydrogen bomb calculations and
the phenomena of chaos in the meteorological conduring the day for meteorology. Most of the people
text and gave them their modern names. But in fact
hanging around the computer building in daytime
I had heard the mathematician Mary Cartwright,
were meteorologists. Their leader was Jule Charwho died in 1998 at the age of 97, describe the
ney. Charney was a real meteorologist, properly
same phenomena in a lecture in Cambridge in 1943,
humble in dealing with the inscrutable mysteries
twenty years before Lorenz discovered them. She
of the weather, and skeptical of the ability of the
called the phenomena by different names, but they
computer to solve the mysteries. John von Neuwere the same phenomena. She discovered them in
mann was less humble and less skeptical. I heard
the solutions of the van der Pol equation which devon Neumann give a lecture about the aims of his
scribe the oscillations of a nonlinear amplifier, [2].
project. He spoke, as he always did, with great conThe van der Pol equation was important in World
fidence. He said, “The computer will enable us to
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Photograph of Mary Cartright courtesy of The Mistress and Fellows, Girton College, Cambridge.

divide the atmosphere at any moment into stable
foundations of mathematics. He found the first
regions and unstable regions. Stable regions we
satisfactory set of axioms for set-theory, avoiding
can predict. Unstable regions we can control.” Von
the logical paradoxes that Cantor had encountered
Neumann believed that any unstable region could
in his attempts to deal with infinite sets and
be pushed by a judiciously applied small perturbainfinite numbers. Von Neumann’s axioms were
tion so that it would move in any desired direction.
used by his bird friend Kurt Gödel a few years later
The small perturbation would be applied by a fleet
to prove the existence of undecidable propositions
of airplanes carrying smoke generators, to absorb
in mathematics. Gödel’s theorems gave birds a new
sunlight and raise or lower temperatures at places
vision of mathematics. After Gödel, mathematics
where the perturbation would be most
was no longer a single structure tied
effective. In particular, we could stop
together with a unique concept of
an incipient hurricane by identifying
truth, but an archipelago of structures
the position of an instability early
with diverse sets of axioms and dienough, and then cooling that patch
verse notions of truth. Gödel showed
of air before it started to rise and form
that mathematics is inexhaustible. No
a vortex. Von Neumann, speaking in
matter which set of axioms is chosen
1950, said it would take only ten years
as the foundation, birds can always
to build computers powerful enough
find questions that those axioms canto diagnose accurately the stable and
not answer.
unstable regions of the atmosphere.
Von Neumann went on from the
Then, once we had accurate diagnofoundations of mathematics to the
sis, it would take only a short time
foundations of quantum mechanics.
for us to have control. He expected
To give quantum mechanics a firm
that practical control of the weather
mathematical foundation, he created John von Neumann
would be a routine operation within
a magnificent theory of rings of opthe decade of the 1960s.
erators. Every observable quantity is
represented by a linear operator, and
Von Neumann, of course, was
the peculiarities of quantum behavwrong. He was wrong because he
ior are faithfully represented by the
did not know about chaos. We now
algebra of operators. Just as Newton
know that when the motion of the
invented calculus to describe classiatmosphere is locally unstable, it is
cal dynamics, von Neumann invented
very often chaotic. The word “chaotic”
rings of operators to describe quanmeans that motions that start close
tum dynamics.
together diverge exponentially from
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War II because nonlinear amplifiers fed power
to the transmitters in early radar systems. The
transmitters behaved erratically, and the Air Force
blamed the manufacturers for making defective
amplifiers. Mary Cartwright was asked to look into
the problem. She showed that the manufacturers
were not to blame. She showed that the van der Pol
equation was to blame. The solutions of the van der
Pol equation have precisely the chaotic behavior
that the Air Force was complaining about. I heard
all about chaos from Mary Cartwright seven years
before I heard von Neumann talk about weather
control, but I was not far-sighted enough to make
the connection. It never entered my head that the
erratic behavior of the van der Pol equation might
have something to do with meteorology. If I had
been a bird rather than a frog, I would probably
have seen the connection, and I might have saved
von Neumann a lot of trouble. If he had known
about chaos in 1950, he would probably have
thought about it deeply, and he would have had
something important to say about it in 1954.
Von Neumann got into trouble at the end of
his life because he was really a frog but everyone
expected him to fly like a bird. In 1954 there was
an International Congress of Mathematicians in
Amsterdam. These congresses happen only once
in four years and it is a great honor to be invited to
speak at the opening session. The organizers of the
Amsterdam congress invited von Neumann to give
the keynote speech, expecting him to repeat the act
that Hilbert had performed in Paris in 1900. Just as
Hilbert had provided a list of unsolved problems
to guide the development of mathematics for the
first half of the twentieth century, von Neumann
was invited to do the same for the second half of
the century. The title of von Neumann’s talk was
announced in the program of the congress. It was
“Unsolved Problems in Mathematics: Address by
Invitation of the Organizing Committee”. After the
congress was over, the complete proceedings were
published, with the texts of all the lectures except
this one. In the proceedings there is a blank page
with von Neumann’s name and the title of his talk.
Underneath, it says, “No manuscript of this lecture
was available.”
What happened? I know what happened, because I was there in the audience, at 3:00 p.m.
on Thursday, September 2, 1954, in the Concertgebouw concert hall. The hall was packed with
mathematicians, all expecting to hear a brilliant
lecture worthy of such a historic occasion. The
lecture was a huge disappointment. Von Neumann
had probably agreed several years earlier to give
a lecture about unsolved problems and had then
forgotten about it. Being busy with many other
things, he had neglected to prepare the lecture.
Then, at the last moment, when he remembered
that he had to travel to Amsterdam and say something about mathematics, he pulled an old lecture
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from the 1930s out of a drawer and dusted it off.
The lecture was about rings of operators, a subject
that was new and fashionable in the 1930s. Nothing about unsolved problems. Nothing about the
future. Nothing about computers, the subject that
we knew was dearest to von Neumann’s heart.
He might at least have had something new and
exciting to say about computers. The audience in
the concert hall became restless. Somebody said
in a voice loud enough to be heard all over the
hall, “Aufgewärmte Suppe”, which is German for
“warmed-up soup”. In 1954 the great majority of
mathematicians knew enough German to understand the joke. Von Neumann, deeply embarrassed,
brought his lecture to a quick end and left the hall
without waiting for questions.

Weak Chaos
If von Neumann had known about chaos when he
spoke in Amsterdam, one of the unsolved problems that he might have talked about was weak
chaos. The problem of weak chaos is still unsolved
fifty years later. The problem is to understand
why chaotic motions often remain bounded and
do not cause any violent instability. A good example of weak chaos is the orbital motions of the
planets and satellites in the solar system. It was
discovered only recently that these motions are
chaotic. This was a surprising discovery, upsetting
the traditional picture of the solar system as the
prime example of orderly stable motion. The mathematician Laplace two hundred years ago thought
he had proved that the solar system is stable. It
now turns out that Laplace was wrong. Accurate
numerical integrations of the orbits show clearly
that neighboring orbits diverge exponentially. It
seems that chaos is almost universal in the world
of classical dynamics.
Chaotic behavior was never suspected in the
solar system before accurate long-term integrations were done, because the chaos is weak. Weak
chaos means that neighboring trajectories diverge
exponentially but never diverge far. The divergence
begins with exponential growth but afterwards
remains bounded. Because the chaos of the planetary motions is weak, the solar system can survive
for four billion years. Although the motions are
chaotic, the planets never wander far from their
customary places, and the system as a whole does
not fly apart. In spite of the prevalence of chaos,
the Laplacian view of the solar system as a perfect
piece of clockwork is not far from the truth.
We see the same phenomena of weak chaos in
the domain of meteorology. Although the weather
in New Jersey is painfully chaotic, the chaos has
firm limits. Summers and winters are unpredictably mild or severe, but we can reliably predict
that the temperature will never rise to 45 degrees
Celsius or fall to minus 30, extremes that are
often exceeded in India or in Minnesota. There
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is no conservation law of physics that forbids
temperatures from rising as high in New Jersey
as in India, or from falling as low in New Jersey
as in Minnesota. The weakness of chaos has been
essential to the long-term survival of life on this
planet. Weak chaos gives us a challenging variety
of weather while protecting us from fluctuations
so severe as to endanger our existence. Chaos
remains mercifully weak for reasons that we do
not understand. That is another unsolved problem
for young frogs in the audience to take home. I
challenge you to understand the reasons why the
chaos observed in a great diversity of dynamical
systems is generally weak.
The subject of chaos is characterized by an
abundance of quantitative data, an unending supply of beautiful pictures, and a shortage of rigorous theorems. Rigorous theorems are the best way
to give a subject intellectual depth and precision.
Until you can prove rigorous theorems, you do not
fully understand the meaning of your concepts.
In the field of chaos I know only one rigorous
theorem, proved by Tien-Yien Li and Jim Yorke in
1975 and published in a short paper with the title,
“Period Three Implies Chaos”, [4]. The Li-Yorke
paper is one of the immortal gems in the literature
of mathematics. Their theorem concerns nonlinear
maps of an interval onto itself. The successive positions of a point when the mapping is repeated can
be considered as the orbit of a classical particle.
An orbit has period N if the point returns to its
original position after N mappings. An orbit is
defined to be chaotic, in this context, if it diverges
from all periodic orbits. The theorem says that if a
single orbit with period three exists, then chaotic
orbits also exist. The proof is simple and short. To
my mind, this theorem and its proof throw more
light than a thousand beautiful pictures on the
basic nature of chaos. The theorem explains why
chaos is prevalent in the world. It does not explain
why chaos is so often weak. That remains a task
for the future. I believe that weak chaos will not
be understood in a fundamental way until we can
prove rigorous theorems about it.

String Theorists
I would like to say a few words about string theory.
Few words, because I know very little about string
theory. I never took the trouble to learn the subject
or to work on it myself. But when I am at home at the
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, I am surrounded by string theorists, and I sometimes listen
to their conversations. Occasionally I understand a
little of what they are saying. Three things are clear.
First, what they are doing is first-rate mathematics. The leading pure mathematicians, people like
Michael Atiyah and Isadore Singer, love it. It has
opened up a whole new branch of mathematics,
with new ideas and new problems. Most remarkably, it gave the mathematicians new methods to
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solve old problems that were previously unsolvable.
Second, the string theorists think of themselves
as physicists rather than mathematicians. They
believe that their theory describes something real
in the physical world. And third, there is not yet
any proof that the theory is relevant to physics.
The theory is not yet testable by experiment. The
theory remains in a world of its own, detached
from the rest of physics. String theorists make
strenuous efforts to deduce consequences of the
theory that might be testable in the real world, so
far without success.
My colleagues Ed Witten and Juan Maldacena
and others who created string theory are birds,
flying high and seeing grand visions of distant
ranges of mountains. The thousands of humbler practitioners of string theory in universities
around the world are frogs, exploring fine details
of the mathematical structures that birds first
saw on the horizon. My anxieties about string
theory are sociological rather than scientific. It is
a glorious thing to be one of the first thousand
string theorists, discovering new connections and
pioneering new methods. It is not so glorious to
be one of the second thousand or one of the tenth
thousand. There are now about ten thousand
string theorists scattered around the world. This
is a dangerous situation for the tenth thousand
and perhaps also for the second thousand. It may
happen unpredictably that the fashion changes
and string theory becomes unfashionable. Then it
could happen that nine thousand string theorists
lose their jobs. They have been trained in a narrow
specialty, and they may be unemployable in other
fields of science.
Why are so many young people attracted to
string theory? The attraction is partly intellectual.
String theory is daring and mathematically elegant.
But the attraction is also sociological. String theory
is attractive because it offers jobs. And why are
so many jobs offered in string theory? Because
string theory is cheap. If you are the chairperson
of a physics department in a remote place without
much money, you cannot afford to build a modern
laboratory to do experimental physics, but you can
afford to hire a couple of string theorists. So you
offer a couple of jobs in string theory, and you
have a modern physics department. The temptations are strong for the chairperson to offer such
jobs and for the young people to accept them.
This is a hazardous situation for the young people
and also for the future of science. I am not saying that we should discourage young people from
working in string theory if they find it exciting. I
am saying that we should offer them alternatives,
so that they are not pushed into string theory by
economic necessity.
Finally, I give you my own guess for the future
of string theory. My guess is probably wrong. I
have no illusion that I can predict the future. I tell
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you my guess, just to give you something to think
about. I consider it unlikely that string theory will
turn out to be either totally successful or totally
useless. By totally successful I mean that it is a
complete theory of physics, explaining all the details of particles and their interactions. By totally
useless I mean that it remains a beautiful piece of
pure mathematics. My guess is that string theory
will end somewhere between complete success
and failure. I guess that it will be like the theory
of Lie groups, which Sophus Lie created in the
nineteenth century as a mathematical framework
for classical physics. So long as physics remained
classical, Lie groups remained a failure. They were
a solution looking for a problem. But then, fifty
years later, the quantum revolution transformed
physics, and Lie algebras found their proper place.
They became the key to understanding the central
role of symmetries in the quantum world. I expect
that fifty or a hundred years from now another
revolution in physics will happen, introducing new
concepts of which we now have no inkling, and the
new concepts will give string theory a new meaning. After that, string theory will suddenly find
its proper place in the universe, making testable
statements about the real world. I warn you that
this guess about the future is probably wrong. It
has the virtue of being falsifiable, which according to Karl Popper is the hallmark of a scientific
statement. It may be demolished tomorrow by
some discovery coming out of the Large Hadron
Collider in Geneva.

Manin Again
To end this talk, I come back to Yuri Manin and
his book Mathematics as Metaphor. The book
is mainly about mathematics. It may come as a
surprise to Western readers that he writes with
equal eloquence about other subjects such as the
collective unconscious, the origin of human language, the psychology of autism, and the role of
the trickster in the mythology of many cultures.
To his compatriots in Russia, such many-sided
interests and expertise would come as no surprise.
Russian intellectuals maintain the proud tradition
of the old Russian intelligentsia, with scientists
and poets and artists and musicians belonging to
a single community. They are still today, as we see
them in the plays of Chekhov, a group of idealists
bound together by their alienation from a superstitious society and a capricious government. In
Russia, mathematicians and composers and filmproducers talk to one another, walk together in the
snow on winter nights, sit together over a bottle of
wine, and share each others’ thoughts.
Manin is a bird whose vision extends far beyond the territory of mathematics into the wider
landscape of human culture. One of his hobbies
is the theory of archetypes invented by the Swiss
psychologist Carl Jung. An archetype, according to
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Jung, is a mental image rooted in a collective unconscious that we all share. The intense emotions
that archetypes carry with them are relics of lost
memories of collective joy and suffering. Manin is
saying that we do not need to accept Jung’s theory
as true in order to find it illuminating.
More than thirty years ago, the singer Monique
Morelli made a recording of songs with words by
Pierre MacOrlan. One of the songs is La Ville Morte,
the dead city, with a haunting melody tuned to
Morelli’s deep contralto, with an accordion singing
counterpoint to the voice, and with verbal images
of extraordinary intensity. Printed on the page, the
words are nothing special:
“En pénétrant dans la ville morte,
Je tenait Margot par le main…
Nous marchions de la nécropole,
Les pieds brisés et sans parole,
Devant ces portes sans cadole,
Devant ces trous indéfinis,
Devant ces portes sans parole
Et ces poubelles pleines de cris”.
“As we entered the dead city, I held Margot by
the hand…We walked from the graveyard on our
bruised feet, without a word, passing by these
doors without locks, these vaguely glimpsed holes,
these doors without a word, these garbage cans
full of screams.”
I can never listen to that song without a disproportionate intensity of feeling. I often ask myself
why the simple words of the song seem to resonate
with some deep level of unconscious memory, as
if the souls of the departed are speaking through
Morelli’s music. And now unexpectedly in Manin’s
book I find an answer to my question. In his chapter, “The Empty City Archetype”, Manin describes
how the archetype of the dead city appears again
and again in the creations of architecture, literature, art and film, from ancient to modern times,
ever since human beings began to congregate in
cities, ever since other human beings began to
congregate in armies to ravage and destroy them.
The character who speaks to us in MacOrlan’s song
is an old soldier who has long ago been part of an
army of occupation. After he has walked with his
wife through the dust and ashes of the dead city,
he hears once more:
“Chansons de charme d’un clairon
Qui fleurissait une heure lointaine
Dans un rêve de garnison”.
“The magic calls of a bugle that came to life for
an hour in an old soldier’s dream”.
The words of MacOrlan and the voice of Morelli seem to be bringing to life a dream from our
collective unconscious, a dream of an old soldier
wandering through a dead city. The concept of the
collective unconscious may be as mythical as the
concept of the dead city. Manin’s chapter describes
the subtle light that these two possibly mythical
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concepts throw upon each other. He describes the
collective unconscious as an irrational force that
powerfully pulls us toward death and destruction.
The archetype of the dead city is a distillation of
the agonies of hundreds of real cities that have
been destroyed since cities and marauding armies
were invented. Our only way of escape from the
insanity of the collective unconscious is a collective consciousness of sanity, based upon hope
and reason. The great task that faces our contemporary civilization is to create such a collective
consciousness.
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New Directions Short Course

Applied Algebraic Topology
June 15-26, 2009

Instructors:
Gunnar Carlsson (Stanford University)
Robert Ghrist (University of Pennsylvania)
From June 15-26, 2009 the IMA will host an intensive
short course designed to efficiently provide researchers
in the mathematical sciences and related disciplines the
basic knowledge prerequisite to undertake research in
applied algebraic topology. The course will be taught by
Gunnar Carlsson (Department of Mathematics, Stanford
University) and Robert Ghrist (Department of Electrical
and Systems Engineering, Department of Mathematics,
University of Pennsylvania). The primary audience for the
course is mathematics faculty. No prior background in
applied algebraic topology is expected. Participants will
receive full travel and lodging support during the
workshop.
For more information and to apply:
www.ima.umn.edu/2008-2009/ND6.15-26.09

Application deadline: April 1, 2009
The IMA is an NSF funded institute
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Towards a Theory of Positive Organizational Disintegration: A Generative Dialog
Jody Jacobson, Aerial View Consulting LLC, jodyjacobson@sbcglobal.net
(608) 347-9961

This was a different type of session for this conference. Participants engaged in a
facilitated dialog designed to:
(a) Introduce participants to a new form of inquiry and dialog, designed to
draw individuals and organizations toward a higher level of awareness and
being.
(b) Individually and collectively inquire into the "wisdom in the room"
regarding what organization disintegration looks like, and what it takes to
reintegrate and transform at a higher level.

Included below are:
1. Overview of the Underlying Proposition about a TPOD
2. Session Introduction
3. Interview Questions (showing the question format, derived from Appreciative
Inquiry)
4. Debriefmg Questions
5. Key Themes Generated During the Session

A PROVOCATIVE PROPOSITION-Positive Organization Disintegration
Organizations have complex meta-personalities, often referred to as corporate or
organizational cultures, which are constructed and develop over time. Each
organization's unique culture or meta-level "personality of personalities," reflects the
personalities of its founders, leaders, boards, employees, clients, and others. A theory of
adult development that addresses the underlying processes of adult personality
development could enable organizational development (OD) practitioners to design
approaches to change that are more likely to incite organizational change that is deep,
transformative, and sustainable.
The purpose ofthis session was to facilitate a process designed to co-create shared
meaning about how Dabrowski's Theory of Positive Disintegration can (a) inform a
theory ofPositive Organizational Disintegration (TPOD), (b) lead to deeper
understanding of the dynamics of organizational change and transformation, and (c)
advance OD practice. The process employed interview questions, intentionally designed
to generate collective high level (at Dabrowskian levels 4 and 5) thinking and imagining.
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The facilitation methodology was drawn from the theories and methodologies of
Appreciative Inquiry, Social Construction, and Presencing (Theory U). These theoretical
communities grew out of Lewin's Action Research Model, and aspire to draw individuals
and organizations toward being and acting in states of higher human and organization
development. As models for collective organization change and transformation, they are
driven by the underlying assumptions that development is mutable, relational, and
socially constructed; and that collective wisdom, when catalyzed for generative change,
may transcend the limitations and dissociation of individuals in the face of complex
change and transition.
In the context of organizations, change is something that happens. Sometimes planned,
oftentimes, not, change just happens. William Bridges (The Way of Transition) suggests
that change results in an ending of something valued. This throws organizational systems,
and the individuals who work in them, into a psychological state of transition, which
Bridges calls the "neutral zone," or "boundary waters." The natural tendency of
individuals and organizations is to move out of the neutral zone as fast as possible into
new beginnings. The boundary waters are a place in which obsolete behaviors and
structures are disintegrating, as well as a fertile environment for reintegration of new
higher level ways of being. The tendency to flee to dry ground is a paradox of generative
and transformative organization growth. The compassionate calling of many OD
practitioners, especially practitioners of the philosophies stated above, is to create safe
"containers" in which leaders and individuals who comprise organizations may be
present with and leverage the creativity, cross-fertilization, and generative possibilities of
the boundary waters. By remaining present to the actions of the tides of change,
dysfunctional organization dynamics may wash out, while deep waters of change mix
with new beginnings of the shore. This is an exciting proposition for many OD
theoreticians and practitioners.
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is a philosophy of generative change with an effective process
model for driving generative dialog and inclusive, organizational change processes. It
engages the "whole system" in a multi-phased process with the purpose of creating
internally-generated movement toward organizational change that is both
transformational and life-enhancing. AI emerged from the philosophy of Social
Constructionism, which acknowledges that people are "multi-beings," each of whom has
distinct and diverse "most practiced ways of being" that are enhanced and develop in
relation to others' multi-being-ness.
Thus, affecting change at the level of an organization's meta-personality is necessary to
achieve deep organizational change; the kind of change that is transformational and
sustainable over time, and not merely adaptive or incremental. Some estimates suggest
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that upwards of eighty percent of organizational change efforts fail completely, or fail to
fully realize desired results because they do not address the psychology of change-the
people side of change. Even the newest approaches to the practice of organizational
development and change management seldom achieve transformative results. I believe
this is because the field still lacks a personality-based theory of organizational change.
Over the past twenty years, transformation has become a catchphrase in the field of OD.
While strength-based approaches like Appreciative Inquiry, Theory U, the Art of
Hosting, and others have arisen in this milieu, most either dismiss or fail to address the
intra-psychic, developmental process of transformation. Likewise, those approaches that
do address intra-personal processes do not do so in ways that are integrative, systemic, or
that honor the whole of human experience: light and shadow, positive and negative,
controlled systems and chaos.
The theory of Positive Disintegration addresses the internal processes that are set in
motion when a person's current personality structures no longer support their ethical
compass or high dreams. In such cases, those constructs disintegrate, eventually leading
to reintegration of core and new constructs into a more highly developed, advanced
personality. Appreciative Inquiry is an organizational change process that creates "as if'
conditions in which members of a group or organization may (a) discover and
consciously carry forward the best of what has been (continuity), (b) imagine the ideal
future (novelty), and (c) and leverage strengths and shared aspirations to make it so
(transition). In this way, Appreciative Inquiry may be used to create the conditions in
which people may collectively 'be the change they most want to create.' In my work with
organizations and as an AI master practitioner, I have observed that imagining the ideal
and yreating conditions to live into it are necessary but not sufficient conditions for deep,
transformative organizational change. Most organizational also have a shadow side of
archetypal behaviors that, if not addressed at a structural level, will re-emerge over time
to limit success. These patterns of behavior are intra-psychic in nature, and deep change
requires the organizational equivalent of disintegration and reintegration best articulated
in the Theory of Positive Disintegration.
There are great potential synergies between Dabrowski's theoretical work and generative
approaches to organizational change and transformation, such as social construction and
Appreciative Inquiry. Thus, the question arises: How might the intra-psychic processes
suggested by the Theory of Positive Disintegration be manifested in and applied to
organizational meta-personalities? And, of even greater interest to OD practitioners: How
can these processes be set in motion and catalyzed to create deep change?

The session intention and design were inspired by this intense wondering.
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Towards a Theory of Positive Organizational Disintegration: A Generative Dialog
Jody Jacobson, Aerial View Consulting LLC, jodyjacobson@sbcglobal.net
(608) 347-9961

CONFERENCE SESSION INTRODUCTION
I assume that you're all at this session because you've either thought about applying the
Theory of Positive Disintegration (TOPD) to organizational life, or you're intrigued by
the idea. My hope is that this session will mark the beginning of an ongoing dialog.
There are some wonderful didactic sessions on the program.
This will be a different type of session for this conference, by design.
We have barely an hour together, so I'll give you 2-3 minutes of context.
And then, we'll move into a generative dialog.
I will be scribing your ideas on flipcharts during the session.
After the conference, I will send you typed documentation, summary thoughts, and a few
articles about Organization Development (OD) theory relevant to the session design.
I ask that you hold questions about methodology and theory until after the session.
Ideas and a-ha's may continue to percolate during the conference and after.
I invite you to continue the dialog by email after the conference.
INVITATION TO DIALOG
In organizations, disintegration may be expressed as fear, distrust, negative mental
models about others, functional or departmental "silos," and intensification of archetypal
patterns of ineffective, self-limiting behavior. You can surely think of others.
While the disintegration can lead slow decline, or death of the organization, it can also
lead to breakthrough changes, innovation, and transformation. There are choices
embedded in disintegration, and it is often the work of internal and external consultants
coaches, and educators to serve client systems as catalysts for positive reintegration.
Much of current OD theory and practice focuses either on fixing disintegration Q!
making it irrelevant. Even the most cutting edge approaches to OD tend not to make the
connection that Dabrowski's TOPD makes between disintegration and the possibility it
invites for advanced development.
If disintegration holds the promise for generative reintegration, then how can
organizational change agents recognize, catalyze, and leverage it for positive
transformation? This is a question ripe for exploration!

©JodyJacobson, 2010
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Towards a Theory of Positive Organizational Disintegration: A Generative Dialog
Jody Jacobson, Aerial View Consulting LLC, jodyjacobson@sbcglobal.net
(608) 347-9961
Dialog and Interview Ground Rules:
• Listen With Rapt Appreciation
• Encourage "Wild" Dreaming
• Withhold Judgment And Criticism (of self, others, the process)
• All Voices are Heard
Instructions for Paired Interviews:
a. Choose a partner.
b. Interview your partner using the questions provided.
c. 8-1 0 minutes each, then switch roles.
d. I'll check in with you at 5 minutes to see if you need more time.
e. Take notes to help you remember key themes of your partner's story.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. We're all at this conference to deepen our appreciation for the elegance of the
Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) and the possibilities it holds for
transformation. What excites you most about the TPD and transformation?
2. Imagine that a miracle has occurred in organization or group that you would like to
see transformed. Entrenched patterns of self-limiting behaviors and beliefs have
disintegrated, giving way to an organizational reality that exceeds your wildest
dreams. Tell me a story about the transformation:
a. What one word would you use to describe the energy that you witness?
b. What's happening that's new and exciting?
c. What forces and factors sparked the transformation?
d. What is one key thing that happened to set that miracle in motion?
3. Now, think about your organization, or another organization or group where you'd
like to see that miracle begin to happen. What is one thing you can do to set the
miracle in motion there?

©JodyJacobson, 2010
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Jody Jacobson, Aerial View Consulting LLC, jodyjacobson@sbcglobal.net
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CO-CREATED REFLECTIONS-- Organization Disintegration & Transformation

1. SURPRISES--Vlhat surprised or intrigued you most about your partner's story?
About the process? About what disintegrated I what emerged in stories? Other?
• Focus--focused quickly on what was important
• Led to a crescendo! Got thinking from imagining a miracle to a place of
action ... quickly.
• Birthing (an adjective), being reborn
• Potency of ideas
• Thinking outside the box
• Moved disintegration/thinking from individual to group
• Diverse motivations exist (a good thing)
• The paradox of miracles-- that they can arise from tragedy, or dire situations
• Periods of dissonance can result in constructive growth

2. KEY FORCES AND FACTORS OF TRANSFORMATIONS--VIhat key forces
and factors made your imagined miracles, disintegrations, and positive
transformations possible (see interview question 2, above)?
• Reduced toxic conflict--recognized it; desired to move from toxicity to
productivity and positivity
• Increased curiosity
• Positive things can led to ... overwhelm ... that created a crossroads to give up
or move on
• Paradigm shift in collective thinking
• Change of group members
• New leadership
• Changed concept of leadership, from individual to collective
• Transformative choices (e.g., USA elected a multi-cultural/racial man for first
time; it's transformative, regardless of what he does as president)
• New motivation
• Stepped into National spotlight heightening sense of collective responsibility

©JodyJacobson, 2010
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Jody Jacobson, Aerial View Consulting LLC, jodyjacobson@sbcglobal.net
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3. GENERATIVE ACTION--Vlhat did you imagine doing. as an agent of positive
organizational transformation (see interview question 3, above)?

• Be the change we most want to create

• Reframe challenges as opportunities, rather than burdens
• Never give up on the possibility
• Stay engaged
• Speak honestly, in a straightforward way

• Be transparent in communications and interactions
• Socialize groups outside ofthe organizational context (to expand thinking,
cross-fertilize ideas)

• Be clear about and give (communicate) good reasons for making the change

• Be willing to get out of the way of the process/disintegration/emergence ("get
over yourself')

•

Stand up for the change

• Be a social change agent I be an agent of the change
• Align and focus on congruency of actions, socially and internally
• Practice acceptance of situations, people, etc .

• Embrace appreciation (of multiple perspectives, voices, contributions,
possibilities, strengths, challenges, etc.)

• Purposeful prayer

FACILITATOR REFLECTIONS ON SESSION PROCESS

• Because of other conference activities, the session lost about 10 minutes. Even
in just 50 minutes, participants identified key forces and factors as well as
critical actions for transformative change consistent with literature on
organization transformation, as well as Dabrowski's TPD.

• Participants reported that the experience:
a. Generated deep and meaningful dialog
b. Was thought-provoking
c. Introduced them to a new kind of inquiry focused on possibilities, and
that they can use in their work.
d. Helped shift their thinking about a real situation they're working on.
© Jody Jacobson, 2010
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C. OTTO SCHARMER

ADDRESSING THE BLIND SPOT
OF OUR TIME
An executive summary of the new book by Otto Scharmer
Theory U: Leading from the Future as It Emerges

The Social Technology of Presencing

ADDRESSING THE BLIND SPOT OF OUR TIME
An executive summary of the new book by Otto Scharmer
Theory U: Leading from the Future as It Emerges

In his new book Theory U: Leading from the Future as It Emerges (Cambridge,
MA: Society for Organizational Learning, 2007), Otto Scharmer introduces
readers to the theory and practice of the U process, based on a concept he
calls “presencing.” A blend of the words “presence” and “sensing,” presencing
signifies a heightened state of attention that allows individuals and groups to
shift the inner place from which they function. When that shift happens, people
begin to operate from a future space of possibility that they feel wants to
emerge. Being able to facilitate that shift is, according to Scharmer, the essence
of leadership today. At the end of this Executive Summary you will find more
complete coverage of how Theory U is being used by numerous stakeholders and
corporate innovators, and information on how you might become involved with
the Presencing Institute.
Tapping Our Collective Capacity
We live in a time of massive institutional
failure, collectively creating results that
nobody wants. Climate change. AIDS. Hunger.
Poverty. Violence. Terrorism. Destruction of
communities, nature, life—the foundations
of our social, economic, ecological, and
spiritual well-being. This time calls for a new
consciousness and a new collective leadership
capacity to meet challenges in a more conscious,
intentional, and strategic way. The development
of such a capacity will allow us to create a future
of greater possibility.

Illuminating the Blind Spot
Why do our attempts to deal with the challenges
of our time so often fail? Why are we stuck in
so many quagmires today? The cause of our
collective failure is that we are blind to the deeper
dimension of leadership and transformational
change. This “blind spot” exists not only in our
collective leadership but also in our everyday
social interactions. We are blind to the source
dimension from which effective leadership and
social action come into being.

We know a great deal about what leaders do and
how they do it. But we know very little about the
inner place, the source from which they operate.
Successful leadership depends on the quality
of attention and intention that the leader brings
to any situation. Two leaders in the same
circumstances doing the same thing can bring
about completely different outcomes, depending
on the inner place from which each operates. The
nature of this inner place in leaders is something
of a mystery to us. We do know something about
the inner dimensions of athletes because studies
have been conducted on what goes on within an
athlete’s mind and imagination in preparation
for a competitive event. This knowledge has
led to practices designed to enhance athletic
performance from the “inside out,” so to speak.
But in the arena of management and leading
transformational change, we know very little
about these inner dimensions, and very seldom
are specific techniques applied to enhance
management performance from the inside out.
In a way, this lack of knowledge constitutes a
“blind spot” in our approach to leadership and
management.

Successful leadership depends on the quality of attention and intention that
the leader brings to any situation. Two leaders in the same circumstances
doing the same thing can bring about completely different outcomes,
depending on the inner place from which each operates.
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We know very little about the invisible
dimension of leadership, even though it is our
source dimension.

RESULTS:
What

PROCESS:
How

disconfirming data. You switch off your
inner voice of judgment and listen to the
voices right in front of you. You focus on
what differs from what you already know.
Factual listening is the basic mode of
good science. You let the data talk to you.
You ask questions, and you pay careful
attention to the responses you get.
,ISTENING  %MPATHIC

“Oh, yes, I know exactly how you feel.”

SOURCE:
Who
Blind spot: Inner place
from which we operate
Figure 1. Three Perspectives on the Leader’s Work:
The source dimension of leadership is often invisible
and functions as a “blind spot” in the process of social
reality formation and transformational change.

Slowing Down to Understand
At its core, leadership is about shaping and
shifting how individuals and groups attend
to and subsequently respond to a situation.
The trouble is that most leaders are unable to
recognize, let alone change, the structural habits
of attention used in their organizations.
Learning to recognize the habits of attention in
any particular business culture requires, among
other things, a particular kind of listening.
Over more than a decade of observing people’s
interactions in organizations, I have noted four
different types of listening.
,ISTENING  $OWNLOADING

“Yeah, I know that already.” I call this type
of listening “downloading”—listening by
reconfirming habitual judgments. When
you are in a situation where everything
that happens confirms what you already
know, you are listening by downloading.
,ISTENING  &ACTUAL

“Ooh, look at that!” This type of listening
is factual or object-focused: listening by
paying attention to facts and to novel or

This deeper level of listening is empathic
listening. When we are engaged in real
dialogue and paying careful attention,
we can become aware of a profound shift
in the place from which our listening
originates. We move from staring at the
objective world of things, figures, and
facts (the “it-world”) to listening to the
story of a living and evolving self (the
“you-world”). Sometimes, when we say
“I know how you feel,” our emphasis is on
a kind of mental or abstract knowing. But
to really feel how another feels, we have
to have an open heart. Only an open heart
gives us the empathic capacity to connect
directly with another person from within.
When that happens, we feel a profound
switch as we enter a new territory in the
relationship; we forget about our own
agenda and begin to see how the world
appears through someone else’s eyes.
,ISTENING  'ENERATIVE

“I can’t express what I experience in
words. My whole being has slowed
down. I feel more quiet and present
and more my real self. I am connected
to something larger than myself.” This
type of listening moves beyond the
current field and connects us to an even
deeper realm of emergence. I call this
level of listening “generative listening,”
or listening from the emerging field of
future possibility. This level of listening
requires us to access not only our open
heart, but also our open will—our
capacity to connect to the highest future

www.theoryU.com
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possibility that can emerge. We no longer
look for something outside. We no longer
empathize with someone in front of us.
We are in an altered state. “Communion”
or “grace” is maybe the word that comes
closest to the texture of this experience.
When you operate from Listening 1 (downloading), the conversation reconfirms what you
already knew. You reconfirm your habits of
thought: “There he goes again!” When you operate
from Listening 2 (factual listening), you disconfirm
what you already know and notice what is new out
there: “Boy, this looks so different today!” When
you choose to operate from Listening 3 (empathic
listening), your perspective is redirected to seeing
the situation through the eyes of another: “Boy,
yes, now I really understand how you feel about
it. I can sense it now too.” And finally, when you
choose to operate from Listening 4 (generative
listening), you realize that by the end of the
conversation you are no longer the same person
you were when it began. You have gone through
a subtle but profound change that has connected
you to a deeper source of knowing, including the
knowledge of your best future possibility and self.

Deep Attention and Awareness
Deep states of attention and awareness are well
known by top athletes in sports. For example,
Bill Russell, the key player on the most
successful basketball team ever (the Boston
Celtics, who won 11 championships in 13
years), described his experience of playing in
the zone as follows:
“Every so often a Celtics game would
heat up so that it became more than a
physical or even mental game, and would
be magical. That feeling is difficult to
describe, and I certainly never talked
about it when I was playing. When it
happened, I could feel my play rise to
a new level. It came rarely, and would
last anywhere from five minutes to a
whole quarter, or more. Three or four
plays were not enough to get it going.
It would surround not only me and the
other Celtics, but also the players on the
other team, and even the referees.
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At that special level, all sorts of odd
things happened: The game would be in
the white heat of competition, and yet
somehow I wouldn’t feel competitive,
which is a miracle in itself. I’d be putting
out the maximum effort, straining,
coughing up parts of my lungs as we ran,
and yet I never felt the pain. The game
would move so quickly that every fake,
cut, and pass would be surprising, and yet
nothing could surprise me. It was almost
as if we were playing in slow motion.
During those spells, I could almost sense
how the next play would develop and
where the next shot would be taken.
Even before the other team brought the
ball inbounds, I could feel it so keenly
that I’d want to shout to my teammates,
‘it’s coming there!’—except that I knew
everything would change if I did. My
premonitions would be consistently
correct, and I always felt then that I not
only knew all the Celtics by heart, but also
all the opposing players, and that they all
knew me. There have been many times in
my career when I felt moved or joyful, but
these were the moments when I had chills
pulsing up and down my spine.
“... On the five or ten occasions when the
game ended at that special level, I literally
did not care who had won. If we lost, I’d
still be as free and high as a sky hawk.”
(William F. Russell, Second Wind: The
Memoirs of an Opinionated Man, 1979)
According to Russell’s description, as you
move from regular to peak performance, you
experience a slowing down of time, a widening
of space, a panoramic type of perception, and
a collapse of boundaries between people, even
between people on opposing teams (see figure
2: movement from Fields 1-2 to Fields 3-4).
While top athletes and championship teams
around the world have begun to work with refined
techniques of moving to peak performance,
where the experience Russell describes is more
likely to happen, business leaders operate largely
without these techniques—or indeed, without
any awareness that such techniques exist.

To be effective leaders, we must first understand
the field, or inner space, from which we are
operating. Theory U identifies four such “field
structures of attention,” which result in four
different ways of operating. These differing
structures affect not only the way we listen, but
also how group members communicate with

one another, and how institutions form their
geometries of power (figure 2).
The four columns of figure 2 depict four
fundamental meta-processes of the social field
that people usually take for granted:
• thinking (individual)
• conversing (group)

&IELD

-ICRO

-ESO

3TRUCTURE
OF !TTENTION

4().+).'
INDIVIDUAL

%#/3934%#/.6%23).' 3425#452).' #//2$).!4).'
GLOBAL SYSTEMS
GROUP
INSTITUTIONS

&IELD 

$OWNLOADING #ENTRALIZED
,ISTENING 
4ALKING NICE
-ACHINE
$OWNLOADING
BUREAUCRACY
HABITS OF THOUGHT POLITENESS
RULE REENACTING

/PERATING FROM
THE OLD ME WORLD

&IELD 
/PERATING FROM THE
CURRENT IT WORLD

&IELD 
/PERATING FROM
CURRENT YOU WORLD

&IELD 
/PERATING FROM
THE HIGHEST FUTURE
POSSIBLITY THAT IS
WANTING TO EMERGE

-ACRO

-UNDO

,ISTENING  
&ACTUAL
OBJECT FOCUSED

$EBATE
4ALKING TOUGH
RULE REVEALING

,ISTENING 
%MPATHIC
LISTENING

$IALOGUE
)NQUIRY
RULE REFLECTING

,ISTENING 
'ENERATIVE
LISTENING

0RESENCING
%COSYSTEM
#OLLECTIVE
"A
CREATIVITY FLOW
RULE GENERATING
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#ENTRAL PLAN
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$IVISIONALIZED
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0RESENCE
3EEING FROM
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7HOLE

Figure 2. Structures of Attention Determine the Path of Social Emergence: In order to respond to
the major challenges of our time, we need to extend our ways of operating from Fields 1 or 2 to Fields
3 or 4 across all system levels.

To be effective leaders, we must first understand the field, or inner space,
from which we are operating. Theory U identifies four such “field structures
of attention,” which result in four different ways of operating.
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•
•

structuring (institutions)
ecosystem coordination (global systems)

Albert Einstein famously noted that problems
cannot be resolved by the same level of
consciousness that created them. If we address our
21st-century challenges with reactive mindsets
that mostly reflect the realities of the 19th and 20th
centuries (Field 1 and Field 2), we will increase
frustration, cynicism, and anger. Across all four
meta-processes, we see the need to learn to respond
from a deeply generative source (Field 4).
Summing up: the way we pay attention to
a situation, individually and collectively,
determines the path the system takes and how it
emerges (figure 2). On all four levels—personal,
group, institutional, and global—shifting
from reactive responses and quick fixes on a
symptoms level (Fields 1 and 2) to generative
responses that address the systemic root issues
(Fields 3 and 4) is the single most important
leadership challenge of our time.

The U: One Process, Five Movements
In order to move from a reactive Field 1 or 2
to a generative Field 3 or 4 response, we must
embark on a journey. In an interview project on
profound innovation and change that included
150 practitioners and thought leaders I heard
many practitioners describe the various core
elements of this journey. One person who did so
in particularly accessible words is Brian Arthur,
the founding head of the economics group at the
Santa Fe Institute. When Joseph Jaworski and I
visited him he explained to us that there are two
fundamentally different sources of cognition.
One is the application of existing frameworks
(downloading) and the other accessing one’s
inner knowing. All true innovation in science,
business, and society is based on the latter, not

on the everyday downloading type of cognition.
So we asked him, “How do you do that? If I
want to learn that as an organization or as
an individual, what do I have to do?” In his
response he walked us through a sequence of
three core movements.
The first movement he called “observe, observe,
observe.” It means to stop downloading and start
listening. It means to stop our habitual ways of
operating and immerse ourselves in the places
of most potential, the places that matter most to
the situation we are dealing with.
The second movement Brian Arthur referred to
as “retreat and reflect: allow the inner knowing
to emerge.” Go to the inner place of stillness
where knowing comes to the surface. We listen
to everything we learned during the “observe,
observe,” and we attend to what wants to
emerge. We pay particular attention to our own
role and journey.
The third movement, according to Brian Arthur, is
about “acting in an instant.” This means to prototype
the new in order to explore the future by doing. To
create a little landing strip of the future that allows
for hands-on testing and experimentation.
That whole process—observe, observe, access
your sources of stillness and knowing, act
in an instant—I have come to refer to as the
U process because it can be depicted and
understood as a U-shaped journey. In practical
contexts the U-shaped journey usually requires
two additional movements: an initial phase of
building common ground (co-initiating) and a
concluding phase that focuses on reviewing,
sustaining, and advancing the practical results
(co-evolving). The five movements of the U
journey are depicted in figure 3.

On all four levels—personal, group, institutional, and global—shifting from
reactive responses and quick fixes on a symptoms level (Fields 1 and 2) to
generative responses that address the systemic root issues (Fields 3 and
4) is the single most important leadership challenge of our time.
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1. CO-INITIATING:
Build Common Intent stop and listen to
others and to what life calls you to do

2. CO-SENSING:
Observe, Observe, Observe go to the
places of most potential and listen with your
mind and heart wide open

5. CO-EVOLVING:
Embody the New in Ecosystems that
facilitate seeing and acting from the whole

4. CO-CREATING:
Prototype the New in living examples to
explore the future by doing

3. PRESENCING:
Connect to the Source of Inspiration, and Will
go to the place of silence and allow the inner knowing to emerge
Figure 3. The U as One Process with Five Movements:In order to move from Field 1 or 2 to Field 3
or 4 ways of operating, we need to move first into intimate connection with the world and to a place of
inner knowing that emerges from within, followed by bringing forth the new, which entails discovering
the future by doing.

 #O INITIATING BUILD COMMON INTENT 3TOP
AND LISTEN TO OTHERS AND TO WHAT LIFE CALLS
YOU TO DO

At the beginning of each project, one or a few
key individuals gather together with the intention
of making a difference in a situation that really
matters to them and to their communities. As
they coalesce into a core group, they maintain
a common intention around their purpose, the
people they want to involve, and the process
they want to use. The context that allows
such a core group to form is a process of deep
listening—listening to what life calls you and
others to do.

aware of their own collective potential—almost
as if a new, collective organ of sight was opening
up. Goethe put it eloquently: “Every object,
well contemplated, opens up a new organ of
perception within us.”

 #O SENSING OBSERVE OBSERVE OBSERVE
'O TO THE PLACES OF MOST POTENTIAL AND LIS
TEN WITH YOUR MIND AND HEART WIDE OPEN

The late cognitive scientist Francisco Varela once
told me about an experiment that had been conducted
with newborn kittens, whose eyes were not yet open.
They were put together in pairs, with one on the back
of the other in such a way that only the lower kitten
was able to move. Both kittens experienced the same
spatial movements, but all of the legwork was done
by the lower cat. The result of this experiment was
that the lower cat learned to see quite normally, while
the upper cat did not—its capacity to see developed
inadequately and more slowly. The experiment
illustrates that the ability to see is developed by the
activity of the whole organism.

The limiting factor of transformational change
is not a lack of vision or ideas, but an inability
to sense—that is, to see deeply, sharply, and
collectively. When the members of a group see
together with depth and clarity, they become

When it comes to organizing knowledge
management, strategy, innovation, and learning,
we are like the upper cat—we outsource the
legwork to experts, consultants, and teachers
to tell us how the world works. For simple
www.theoryU.com
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problems, this may be an appropriate approach.
But if you are in the business of innovation,
then the upper cat’s way of operating is utterly
dysfunctional. The last thing that any real
innovator would outsource is perception. When
innovating, we must go places ourselves, talk
with people, and stay in touch with issues as
they evolve. Without a direct link to the context
of a situation, we cannot learn to see and act
effectively.
What is missing most in our current organizations
and societies is a set of practices that enable this
kind of deep seeing—“sensing”—to happen
collectively and across boundaries. When
sensing happens, the group as a whole can see
the emerging opportunities and the key systemic
forces at issue.

whole begin to operate with a heightened level of
energy and sense of future possibility. Often they
then begin to function as an intentional vehicle
for the future that they feel wants to emerge.
 #O CREATING 0ROTOTYPE THE NEW IN LIVING
EXAMPLES TO EXPLORE THE FUTURE BY DOING

I often work with people trained as engineers,
scientists, managers, and economists (as I
was). But when it comes to innovation, we all
received the wrong education. In all our training
and schooling one important skill was missing:
the art and practice of prototyping. That’s what
you learn when you become a designer. What
designers learn is the opposite of what the rest
of us are socialized and habituated to do.

At the bottom of the U, individuals or groups on
the U journey come to a threshold that requires
a “letting go” of everything that is not essential.
In many ways, this threshold is like the gate in
ancient Jerusalem called “The Needle,” which
was so narrow that when a fully loaded camel
reached it, the camel driver had to take off all
the bundles so the camel could pass through—
giving rise to the New Testament saying that “It
is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a
needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom
of God.”

I still remember my first visit to an art and design
school when I was a doctoral student in Germany.
Because I had published a book on aesthetics and
management, a design professor at the Berlin
Academy of Arts, Nick Roericht, invited me to
co-teach a workshop with him. The night before
the workshop, I was invited to meet with Roericht
and his inner circle at his loft apartment. I was
eager to meet the group and to see how a famous
designer had furnished his Berlin loft. When I
arrived, I was shocked. The loft was spacious,
beautiful—but virtually empty. In a very small
corner kitchen stood a sink, an espresso machine,
a few cups, and a quasi kitchen table. But no
drawers. No dishwasher. No table in the main
room. No chairs. No sofa. Nothing except a few
cushions to sit on.

At the same time that we drop the non-essential
aspects of the self (“letting go”), we also open
ourselves to new aspects of our highest possible
future self (“letting come”). The essence of
presencing is the experience of the coming in of
the new and the transformation of the old. Once
a group crosses this threshold, nothing remains
the same. Individual members and the group as a

We had a great evening, and later I learned
that the empty loft reflected his approach to
prototyping. For example, when he developed
a prototype interior design for the dean’s office
at his school, he took out all of the furniture and
then watched what happened there. Roericht and
his students then furnished it according to the
dean’s actual needs—the meetings he conducted

 0RESENCING #ONNECT TO THE SOURCE OF INSPI
RATION AND COMMON WILL 'O TO THE PLACE OF SI
LENCE AND ALLOW THE INNER KNOWING TO EMERGE

What is missing most in our current organizations and societies is a set
of practices that enable this kind of deep seeing—“sensing”—to happen
collectively and across boundaries.
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and so forth—supplying needed objects and
furnishings in real time. Prototyping demands
that first you empty out all the stuff (“let go”).
Then you determine what you really need (“let
come”) and provide prototype solutions for
those real needs in real time. You observe and
adapt based on what happens next.
This was such a great lesson for me. I thought:
Boy, if this famous design professor has a
loft with no things in it, why can’t the best
management schools and all of the famous
management minds create equally simple
organizational design that throws out all of the
dysfunctional bureaucracy?
The next day we started the workshop around
1:00 p.m. The task was to invent game boards
for all of the current and alternative ways of
governing the local and global economy. A
fairly ambitious design challenge, I thought. But
it was what Roericht said next that really floored
me: “Okay, now split up into teams. At 5:00 p.m.
each team presents its first prototype.” I was
dumbfounded. In my world of economics and
management, the reaction to such a design task
would have been this: “First, it’s too big. You
need to narrow your question. Second, if you do
it, take a year or so to review all the work that
has been done on the topic. Then come up with
a summary of that and maybe a suggestion for
what to do next.” But come up with a prototype
in four hours? My professional training insisted
that this approach lacked depth and method. But
what I didn’t realize was that coming up with a
prototype in less than four hours is the method.
While the conventional method is based on
analytical penetration, then blueprinting the
design, then building it, the prototyping method
works differently. First clarify the question, then
observe, then build in order to observe more,
then adapt, and so forth.
So the prototype is not the stage that comes after
the analysis. The prototype is part of the sensing
and discovery process in which we explore the
future by doing rather than by thinking and
reflecting. This is such a simple point—but I
have found that the innovation processes of
many organizations are stalled right there, in the
old analytical method of “analysis paralysis.”

The co-creation movement of the U journey
results in a set of small living examples that
explore the future by doing. It also results in
a vibrant and rapidly widening network of
change-makers who leverage their learning
across prototypes and who help each other deal
with whatever innovation challenges they face.
 #O EVOLVING %MBODY THE NEW IN ECOSYSTEMS
THAT FACILITATE SEEING AND ACTING FROM THE WHOLE

Once we have developed a few prototypes and
microcosms of the new, the next step is to review
what has been learned—what’s working and what
isn’t—and then decide which prototypes might
have the highest impact on the system or situation
at hand. Coming up with a sound assessment
at this stage often requires the involvement of
stakeholders from other institutions and sectors.
Very often, what you think you will create at the
beginning of the U process is quite different from
what eventually emerges.
The co-evolving movement results in an
innovation ecosystem that connects highleverage prototype initiatives with the
institutions and players that can help take it to
the next level of piloting and scaling.
The five movements of the U apply both to the
macro level of innovation projects and change
architectures and to the meso and micro levels of
group conversation or one-on-one interactions.
In martial arts you go through the U in a fraction
of a second. When applied to larger innovation
projects, the U process unfolds over longer periods
of time and in different forms. Thus, the team
composition in such projects usually changes and
adapts to some degree after each movement.

A New Social Technology: Seven
Leadership Capacities
The U process feels familiar to people who use
creativity in their professional work. They say,
“Sure. I know this way of operating from my
own peak performance experiences. I know it
from people whom I consider highly creative. No
problem.” But then, when you ask, “How does
work look in your current institutional context”
they roll their eyes and say, “No, hell, it’s different.
It looks more like this downloading thing.”
www.theoryU.com
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Why is that? Why is the U the road less traveled
in institutions?
Because it requires an inner journey and hard
work. The ability to move through the U as a
team or an organization or a system requires a
new social technology. The social technology of
presencing is based on seven essential leadership
capacities that a core group must cultivate.
Without the cultivation of these capacities,
the process described above (five movements)
won’t deliver the desired results.
 (OLDING THE 3PACE ,ISTEN TO 7HAT ,IFE
#ALLS 9OU TO $O

“The key principle of all community organizing
is this,” L.A. Agenda’s Anthony Thigpenn once
told me. “You never hand over the completed
cake. Instead, you invite people into your
kitchen to collectively bake the cake.”
The trouble with this principle is that most
meetings in most organizations work the
other way around. You only call a meeting
once you have completed the cake and you
want to cut it and serve it. There is a reason,
however, why people often shy away from
convening conversational situations that are
more upstream, that start with the desire for a
cake rather than with the completed cake. Such
endeavors require a special form of leadership.
The leader must create or “hold a space” that
invites others in.
The key to holding a space is listening: to
yourself (to what life calls you to do), to the
others (particularly others that may be related
to that call), and to that which emerges from
the collective that you convene. But it also
requires a good deal of intention. You must keep
your attention focused on the highest future
possibility of the group. And finally, it takes a lot
of kitchen gear. It requires you to be intentionally
incomplete, to hand over the recipe, cooking tools,
and ingredients rather than the finished cake. Yes,
you can talk about why this is a particularly good
recipe, you can add some ingredients, and you
can help mix the batter, too. You can even go first
if you want to. But you must intentionally leave a
lot of open space for others to contribute. That’s
why building the U leadership capacity starts
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with the principle of incompleteness. You invite
others to help plan the menu, not to arrive after
the dessert is in the oven.
 /BSERVING !TTEND WITH 9OUR -IND
7IDE /PEN

The second capacity in the U process is to observe
with an open mind by suspending your voice of
judgment (VOJ). Suspending your VOJ means
shutting down (or embracing and changing)
the habit of judging based on past experience.
Suspending your VOJ means opening up a new
space of inquiry and wonder. Without suspending
that VOJ, attempts to get inside the places of most
potential will be futile.
Here is a case in point: In 1981, an engineering
team from Ford Motor Company visited the
Toyota plants that operated on the “lean” Toyota
production system. Although the Ford engineers
had first-hand access to the revolutionary new
production system, they were unable to “see”
or recognize what was in front of them and
claimed that they had been taken on a staged
tour—because they had seen no inventory,
they assumed they had not seen a “real” plant.
The reaction of the engineers reminds us how
difficult it is to let go of existing ideas and
beliefs, even when we find ourselves in the
place of most potential.
 3ENSING #ONNECT WITH 9OUR (EART

The third capacity in the U process is to
connect to the deeper forces of change through
opening your heart. I once asked a successful
top executive at Nokia to share her most
important leadership practices. Time and time
again, her team was able to anticipate changes
in technology and context. Time and again,
they were ahead of the curve. Her answer?
“I facilitate the opening process.” This is the
essence of what moving down the left side
of the U is all about—facilitating an opening
process. The process involves the tuning of three
instruments: the open mind, the open heart, and
the open will. While the open mind is familiar to
most of us, the other two capacities draw us into
less familiar territory.
To understand more about that territory, I once
interviewed psychologist Eleanor Rosch of

the University of California at Berkeley. She
explained the difference by comparing two types
of cognition. The first is the analytical knowledge
upon which all conventional cognitive science is
based. “In this state,” said Rosch, “the world is
thought of as a set of separate objects and states
of affairs and the human mind as a machine that
isolates, stores, and retrieves knowledge as an
indirect representation of the world and oneself.”
The other type of knowledge, the one that relates
to the open heart and open will, is gained “by
means of interconnected wholes (rather than
isolated contingent parts)…. Such knowing
is ‘open,’ rather than determinate; and a sense
of unconditional value, rather than conditional
usefulness, is an inherent part of the act of
knowing itself.” Action resulting from that type
of awareness, Rosch continued, “is claimed
to be spontaneous, rather than the result of
decision-making; it is compassionate, since it is
based on wholes larger than the self; and it can
be shockingly effective.”
To awaken this other cognitive capacity in
people, teams, and organizations, I have found
it productive to have people work on real
projects in real contexts that they care about
and to support them with methods and tools
that cultivate the open heart. The mind works
like a parachute, as the old saying goes—it
only functions when open. The same applies
to the intelligence of the heart. It only becomes
available to us when we cultivate our capacity
to appreciate and love. In the words of biologist
Humberto Maturana, “Love is the only emotion
that enhances our intelligence.”
 0RESENCING #ONNECT TO THE $EEPEST
3OURCE OF 9OUR 3ELF AND 7ILL

The fourth capacity in the U process is
connecting to the deepest source of your self
and will. While an open heart allows us to see a

situation from the whole, the open will enables
us to begin to act from the emerging whole.
Danish sculptor and management consultant Erik
Lemcke described to me his experience of this
process: “After having worked with a particular
sculpture for some time, there comes a certain
moment when things are changing. When this
moment of change comes, it is no longer me,
alone, who is creating. I feel connected to
something far deeper and my hands are cocreating with this power. At the same time, I feel
that I am being filled with love and care as my
perception is widening. I sense things in another
way. It is a love for the world and for what is
coming. I then intuitively know what I must
do. My hands know if I must add or remove
something. My hands know how the form
should manifest. In one way, it is easy to create
with this guidance. In those moments I have a
strong feeling of gratitude and humility.”
 #RYSTALLIZING !CCESS THE 0OWER OF )NTENTION

The back-stories of successful and inspiring
projects, regardless of size, often have a similar
story line—a very small group of key persons
commits itself to the purpose and outcomes
of the project. That committed core group and
its intention then goes out into the world and
creates an energy field that begins to attract
people, opportunities, and resources that make
things happen. Then momentum builds. The
core group functions as a vehicle for the whole
to manifest.
In an interview, Nick Hanauer, the founder of
half a dozen highly successful companies, told
Joseph Jaworski and me: “One of my favorite
sayings, attributed to Margaret Mead, has
always been ‘Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed citizens can change
the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever
has.’ I totally believe it. You could do almost

“While an open heart allows us to see a situation from the whole, the open
will enables us to begin to act from the emerging whole.”

www.theoryU.com
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anything with just five people. With only one
person, it’s hard—but when you put that one
person with four or five more, you have a force
to contend with. All of a sudden, you have
enough momentum to make almost anything
that’s immanent or within reach actually real.”
 0ROTOTYPING )NTEGRATING (EAD (EART
AND (AND

The sixth capacity in the U process is the
prototyping skill of integrating head, heart, and
hand. When helping a golfer who has lost his
swing, the master coach in the novel and film
“The Legend of Bagger Vance” advises, “Seek
it with your hands—don’t think about it, feel it.
The wisdom in your hands is greater than the
wisdom of your head will ever be.”
That piece of advice articulates a key principle
about how to operate on the right side of the
U. Moving down the left side of the U is about
opening up and dealing with the resistance of
thought, emotion, and will; moving up the
right side is about intentionally reintegrating
the intelligence of the head, the heart, and the
hand in the context of practical applications.
Just as the inner enemies on the way down the
U represent the VOJ (voice of judgment), the
VOC (voice of cynicism), and the VOF (voice
of fear), the enemies on the way up the U are
the three old methods of operating: executing
without improvisation and mindfulness
(reactive action); endless reflection without
a will to act (analysis paralysis); and talking
without a connection to source and action (blahblah-blah). These three enemies share the same
structural feature. Instead of balancing the
intelligence of the head, heart, and hand, one
of the three dominates—the will in mindless
action, the head in endless reflection, the heart
in endless networking.

An interesting detail during this stage is that
the sequence in which the new shows up in the
human mind is contrary to conventional wisdom.
(1) The new usually begins with an unspecified
emotion or feeling. (2) That feeling morphs into
a sense of the what: the new insight or idea. (3)
Then the what is related to a context, problem, or
challenge where it could produce a breakthrough
innovation (the where: the context). (4) Only then
do you begin to develop a form in which the what
and the where are framed by a rational structure
and form of presentation (the why: rational
reasoning). This sequence can be traced in
almost any type of breakthrough innovation. The
biggest mistake when dealing with innovation is
to first focus on the rational mind. In order for
a new insight to emerge, the other conditions
must already exist. In short, connecting to one’s
best future possibility and creating powerful
breakthrough ideas requires learning to access
the intelligence of the heart and the hand—not
just the intelligence of the head.
 0ERFORMING 0LAYING THE -ACRO 6IOLIN

The seventh capacity in the U process is learning
to play the macro violin. When I asked him to
describe presencing-type moments from his
music experience, the violinist Miha Pogacnik
told me about his first concert in Chartres. “I felt
that the cathedral almost kicked me out. ‘Get
out with you!’ she said. For I was young and I
tried to perform as I always did: by just playing
my violin. But then I realized that in Chartres
you actually cannot play your small violin, but
you have to play the ‘macro violin’. The small
violin is the instrument that is in your hands.
The macro-violin is the whole cathedral that
surrounds you. The cathedral of Chartres is built
entirely according to musical principles. Playing
the macro violin requires you to listen and to
play from another place, from the periphery.

“...connecting to one’s best future possibility and creating powerful
breakthrough ideas requires the intelligence of the heart and the hand
—not just the intelligence of the head.”
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7. PERFORMING:

1. HOLDING THE SPACE:

Play the “Macro-Violin”

Listen to what life
calls you to do

suspending

embodying
6. PROTOTYPING:

2. OBSERVING:
Attend with your
mind wide open

Integrate head,
heart, hand

redirecting

enacting

5. CRYSTALLIZING:

3. SENSING:

Access the power
of intention

Connect with
your heart

letting-go

letting-come

4. PRESENCING:
Connect to the deepest source of your self and will

Who is the Self?
What is my Work?

Figure 4. A New Social Technology with Seven Leadership Capacities: The ability to move through
a U process as a team, an organization, or a system requires a new social technology, presencing, an
inner journey and intimate connection that helps to bring forth the world anew.

You have to move your listening and playing
from within to beyond yourself.”

of coordinating—seeing and acting from the
presence of the whole (figure 2).

Most systems, organizations, and societies today
lack the two essentials that enable us to play
the macro violin: (1) leaders who convene the
right sets of players (frontline people who are
connected with one another through the same
value chain), and (2) a social technology that
allows a multi-stakeholder gathering to shift
from debating to co-creating the new.

In summary, the seven Theory U leadership
capacities are the enabling conditions that must
be in place for the U process and its moments to
work (figure 4). In the absence of these seven
leadership capacities, the U process cannot be
realized.

Still, there are many examples of how this
capacity to act and operate from the larger
whole can work. One is in disaster response.
When a disaster occurs, other mechanisms
(like hierarchy) don’t exist or aren’t sufficient
to deal with the situation (like markets or
networked negotiation). In these situations
we see the emergence of a fourth mechanism

These seven Theory U leadership capacities
are practiced today in the following examples
of multi-stakeholder innovation and corporate
applications. You are also invited to learn more
about the Presencing Institute, which is dedicated
to advancing these new social technologies by
integrating science, consciousness, and profound
social change into a coherent methodology of
sensing and co-creating the future that is seeking
to emerge.

www.theoryU.com
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Applications
Many projects using Theory U have been launched recently or are well under way.
Here are a few of the early examples and some of their first results.
I. Multi-stakeholder Innovation
4RANSFORMING A 2EGIONAL (EALTHCARE 3YSTEM
'ERMANY

In a rural area of approximately 300,000
inhabitants near Frankfurt, Germany, a network
of physicians applied the U process in several
ways, including in a patient-physician dialogue
forum. When negotiations between the
physicians’ network and the insurance company
stalled, the core group of physicians invited
other physicians and their patients to a oneday meeting designed around the U process. In
preparation for the meeting, a group of students
trained in dialogue interviews spoke with 130
patients and their physicians. Then they invited
all of the interviewees to a feedback session,
which 100 of them attended.
During this event and afterward, the patients
and physicians moved from politeness and
debate to real dialogue and thinking together.
The initiatives formed or crystallized during
this day had a profound impact on the region.
One group proposed a standard format for
transferring information between hospitals and
outside physicians and has since opened an
office for the outside physicians at the largest
hospital in the region. It is jointly run by the
clinic and residential physicians and works to
improve critical interface between the two.
The group also prototyped and then institutionalized a new program that provides better emergency
care for patients, incorporates cross-institutional
cooperation, and costs less. As a result, factor 4 cost
savings have been realized, and patient complaints
in that region have decreased to almost zero.
%,)!3 #REATING A 'LOBAL
%COSYSTEM
WWWELIAS GLOBALCOM

)NNOVATION

ELIAS (Emerging Leaders for Innovation
Across Sectors) is a network of twenty global
business, government, and civic organizations

dedicated to finding productive solutions to the
most confounding dilemmas of our time. Each
member is a powerhouse in its realm—BASF, BP,
Oxfam, Nissan, the Society for Organizational
Learning, Unilever, the UN Global Compact,
UNICEF, the World Bank Institute, and the
World Wildlife Fund, among others.
Together ELIAS members are examining
problems by combining systems thinking,
deepened personal awareness, and listening
skills with hands-on prototyping in order to
develop and test new cross-sector approaches to
some of today’s most difficult challenges. The
ELIAS pilot program convened a group of 25
high-potential leaders from these organizations
and sent them on an intensive learning journey
that included training in leadership capacity
building and hands-on systems innovation. After
shadowing each other in their work environments
(each fellow spent several days in the life of
one or more peers in another business sector),
the group traveled to China in the fall of 2006,
where they engaged in discussions with Chinese
thought leaders, consulted with sustainability
engineers, journeyed to rural China to observe
emerging challenges, and capped the trip with a
week of contemplative retreat.
• One of the prototyping projects
developed by the ELIAS pilot group
is the Sunbelt team, which is exploring
methods for bringing solar- and windgenerated power to marginalized
communities, especially in the global
South. This decentralized, distributive,
democratic model would significantly
reduce CO2 emissions and foster
economic growth and well-being in
rural communities.
• Another team is testing alternative
energy resources, such as the
indigenous development of renewable
and hybrid sources of power for the
Chinese automotive industry.
www.theoryU.com
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• An Africa-based team is testing mobile
community-based life education as a
way to uproot the HIV/AIDS pandemic.
• An ELIAS fellow from the Indonesian
Ministry of Trade applied the U process
to government policies for sustainable
sugar production in Indonesia. His idea
was to involve all key stakeholders in
the policymaking process. The results
were stunning: for the first time ever
the Ministry’s policies did not result
in violent protests or riots by farmers
or other key stakeholders in the value
chain. Now, the same approach is being
applied to other commodities and to
standards for sustainable production.
The Indonesia-based ELIAS team
plans to launch a country version of
the ELIAS cross-sector innovation
platform in early 2008 that will focus
on the severe flooding problems in
Jakarta.
• A Brazil-based team is focused on
integrating the whole demand-andsupply chain for organic agricultural
products. They are creating infrastructures, raising awareness, and
building skills and support networks of
small farmers using organic agricultural
methods. The goals include improving
contractual fairness and creating a
transparency that allows the entire
value chain, from the farmers to the
consumers, to see one another, connect,
and co-evolve. The ELIAS team from
Brazil also intends to launch a country
version of the ELIAS innovation
platform in Brazil in 2008.
• In the Philippines, one ELIAS
fellow of Unilever teamed up with
former colleagues who now work
in the NGO sector to form a venture
(MicroVentures) that advises and
finances women micro-entrepreneurs
in the Philippines by leveraging the
Unilever business and its network at
the community level.
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What started as an idea by a few people
two years ago has turned into a vibrant and
rapidly evolving global network of changemakers and prototyping projects. In addition
to company-city- and country-specific projects
and programs, ELIAS fellows have developed a
global ecology of prototyping initiatives and an
alumni network of high-potential leaders in some
of the most innovative institutions in business,
government, and the NGO sector. Together, this
global network hopes to use a web of activities
develop the capacity to respond to some of the
key challenges of our time in truly innovative
ways (Field 4 responses).
Other outcomes of participation in the ELIAS
program include:
1. Prototypes of cross-sector innovation that
address thte shared challenges of
• creating value for the triple bottom
line—the environment, society, and the
• economy—with the ultimate goal of
advancing global sustainability
2. A steadily growing network of leaders from
the public, private, and civic sectors
• that will enhance and accelerate the
benefits to individual members
3. Information and ideas for innovative
solutions to individual members’
• challenges
4. An enhanced capacity among leaders to deal
with the complexity of globalization
• and sustainable development through
practical innovations.
:AMBIA #ROSS SECTORAL ,EADERSHIP FOR
#OLLECTIVE !CTION ON ()6 AND !)$3

This initiative was formed by a cross-sectoral
group of leaders seeking to have a profound and
lasting impact on HIV and AIDS in Zambia.
Their goal is to shift the systemic undercurrents
that fuel the pandemic. They hope to achieve
a breakthrough in thinking and action that can
be applied to other areas and regions. Possible
prototyping projects being considered:

• changing the mind and heart of the
president of Zambia about HIV/AIDS,
perhaps by offering to provide him
with an HIV advisor;
• “waking up” other leaders and change
makers across society;
• changing the role of the media in Zambia;
• motivating people to get tested for HIV/
AIDS, perhaps by making counseling
mandatory for those who test positive;
• finding new ways to care for and
educate youth who must grow up
without parents.
4HE 3USTAINABLE &OOD ,AB
WWWSUSTAINABLEFOODLABORG

The Sustainable Food Lab (SFL) comprises leaders
from more than 100 organizations that represent
a microcosm of the stakeholders in food delivery
systems. The purpose of this large-scale intervention
is to make food systems more sustainable. Current
members include individuals from the following
companies: Carrefour, General Mills, Nutreco,
Organic Valley Cooperative, Rabobank, Sadia,
Costco, US Foodservice, SYSCO, and Unilever;
from governmental organizations in Brazil and the
Netherlands, plus the European Commission, the
International Finance Corporation, and the World
Bank; from civil society organizations including the
National Confederation of Agricultural Workers of
Brazil, Oxfam, The Nature Conservancy, the World
Forum of Fish Harvesters and Fishworkers, and
the World Wildlife Fund. The Lab’s prototyping
projects are addressing supply chain innovations,
demand pull for sustainability, purchasing standards,
and policy changes.
4HE !FRICAN 0UBLIC (EALTH ,EADERSHIP AND
3YSTEMS )NNOVATION )NITIATIVE

This initiative will develop a replicable model
for improving public health leadership and
system performance using an approach called
the Innovation Lab. The Innovation Lab
increases leaders’ effectiveness by cultivating
their managerial skills and by addressing the
attitudes, values, and relationships that drive
behavior. It stimulates system change by
enabling cross-sectoral leadership teams to take

advantage of new opportunities and to clear
bottlenecks.
The Innovation Lab in Namibia will convene
healthcare leadership teams from government,
business, and civil society. Teams will be guided
through an intensive leadership development
and project-based learning experience over two
years. The pilot project of this approach seeks to
benefit people who are underserved by current
healthcare systems, particularly those living
on less than $2/day. The proposal has been cocreated by the Synergos Institute, the Presencing
Institute, Generon Consulting, and McKinsey &
Company in collaboration with partners in the
global South and has been submitted to the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation for funding.

II. Corporate Applications
(EWLETT 0ACKARD

HP has applied Theory U in change efforts
within its digital photography business portfolio,
focusing on improving the customer experience
and cross-category business strategies. In 2005,
HP launched an effort to improve the value of
its digital photography products and services
by designing compelling customer experiences
across its broad portfolio. Although originally
designed to focus on customer experiences,
interviews with executives revealed that
delivering satisfying customer experiences
would require substantial cross-category and
cross-value chain strategy development and
alignment. A more holistic change effort was
then developed and launched, consisting of
four tracks: (1) an Executive Leadership track
to address executive learning and leadership,
including management of portfolio objectives
and leading interdependent cross-business
programs; (2) an Experience Design Operating
Model to address governance, decision-making,
collaboration, and lifecycle processes; (3) an
Experience Design track to develop the design
capabilities and capacity required to meet business
goals; and (4) an Organizational Development
track to grow the broader organizational
culture in support of the previous three tracks.
www.theoryU.com
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In the Executive Leadership track, an initial
workshop established a common ground
perspective of the digital photography
opportunities and challenges. This workshop
also established a learning agenda that served as
the foundation for executive learning journeys.
Based on the initial positive results of the
digital photography effort, HP is now pursuing
a broader use of Theory U in change efforts in
its Imaging and Printing Group.
2OYAL $UTCH 3HELL

Shell has applied some key elements of Theory
U in change efforts at Shell EP Europe. In 2005
the organization was experiencing significant
problems getting its new Plant Maintenance
process to work. One site, a gas plant in the
Netherlands, with about 60 staff members, was
selected to be the pilot site for diagnosing
what was going on. Interviews with Shell staff
revealed that the problems in the organization,
while being attributed to new SAP software,
were more likely symptoms of the way people
were working together.
The rich material gained from the interviews
allowed a team of internal consultants to develop
a number of “what’s in it for me?” propositions
as a way of tapping into people’s feelings. The
propositions, in the form of cartoons, were used
in two small focus groups of six or seven
people to help Shell staff visualize a different
future. In the focus group dialogues, Shell
employees were able to express some of their
deeper feelings about working at the plant and
about SAP. They expressed a desire for less
conflict during the workday, and they welcomed
ideas for a new approach to organizational
effectiveness. Instead of seeking any specific
business targets, the team sought to create a
better environment for learning, innovation, and
change. The results of that approach proved to
be powerful and sustainable. Says Jurry Swart
of Shell: “After a couple of months we saw the
output KPI’s [key performance indicators] of
the process improving. Furthermore we saw a
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cultural change in the whole organization, from
being negative and skeptical to one of inquiry
and keenness to move forward. A survey of the
Shell participants revealed greater motivation
and reduced frustration at the gas plant site.”
,EADERSHIP $EVELOPMENT
WWWOTTOSCHARMERCOM

With his colleagues, Otto Scharmer has
developed and conducted award-winning
leadership development programs based on
the U process in institutions around the world,
including Daimler, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
and Fujitsu. More than 150 leaders from
each organization have participated in these
programs to date, and together they function
as an important network for communication
and peer coaching on business innovation and
transformational change.
For example, at Daimler, all newly promoted
directors use the U method to deal with their
business and leadership challenges better and
faster. As they begin their new posts, they
explore their network leadership challenge
by conducting dialogue interviews with all of
their key stakeholders in order to see their new
jobs from the perspective of others. Each new
director is encouraged to ask four questions:
1. What is your most important objective,
and how can I help you realize it?
2. What criteria will you use to assess
whether my contribution to your work
has been successful?
3. If I were able to change two things
in my area of responsibility within
the next six months, what two things
would create the most value and benefit
for you?
4. What, if any, historical tensions and/
or conflicting demands have made
it difficult for people in my role or
function to fulfill your requirements
and expectations?

With the answers to these questions in hand, the
directors gather for a five-day U-based workshop
that helps them to connect more deeply to their
challenges, to one another, and to themselves.
The workshop and follow-up activities include
case clinics, dialogue, peer coaching, and a
room of intentional silence. Directors who
experienced this learning environment have
reported personal behavioral changes (such
as better listening skills and a greater capacity
to deal with pressure) that have led to new
leadership techniques, behaviors and results.
They have used many of these skills in their
own areas of responsibility and are beginning to
apply them to organizational and sustainabilityrelated change.

III. Presencing Institute
The Presencing Institute is a global community
of individuals, institutions, and initiatives that
apply and advance the U process of presencing
to collectively create profound innovation
and change. It is composed of key players
and leaders from business, government, and
civil society who are at the core of the rapidly
evolving project ecology described above. The
Presencing Institute focuses on refining the
social technology of presencing and making
it available to all change-makers who want to
operate from a future space of possibility that
they feel wants to emerge.
The Presencing Institute will offer regular public
capacity-building programs in the global North
and global South (North America, South America,
Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia) beginning in 2007
and 2008. It aspires to create a global constellation
of “power places” or “planetary acupuncture
points” that function as holding spaces and a
supporting infrastructure for an incipient global
movement that integrates science, consciousness,
and profound social change.

To join the Presencing Institute:
WWWPRESENCINGCOM

To order the book, Theory U: Leading from the
Future as It Emerges:
WWWTHEORY5COM or WWWAMAZONCOM

For additional copies of this Executive
Summary:
WWWTHEORY5COM

to download and print your own copy from a
pdf file, or leave your email address to receive
free printed booklets.

www.theoryU.com
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Dr. C. Otto Scharmer is a Senior Lecturer at MIT
and the founding chair of ELIAS (Emerging
Leaders for Innovation Across Sectors), a
program linking twenty leading global institutions
from business, government, and civil society in
order to prototype profound system innovations
for a more sustainable world. He also is the
founding chair of the Presencing Institute and a
visiting professor at the Center for Innovation
and Knowledge Research, Helsinki School of
Economics. Scharmer has consulted with global
companies, international institutions, and crosssector change initiatives in North America,
Europe, Asia, and Africa. He has co-designed and
delivered award-winning leadership programs
for client organizations including Daimler,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, and Fujitsu.
Scharmer holds a Ph.D. in economics and
management from Witten-Herdecke University,
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Germany. His article “Strategic Leadership
within the Triad Growth-Employment-Ecology”
won the McKinsey Research Award in 1991. A
synthesis of his most recent research has resulted
in a theoretical framework and practice called
“presencing,” which he elaborates in Theory U:
Leading from the Future as It Emerges (2007),
and in Presence: An Exploration of Profound
Change in People, Organizations, and Society
(2005), co-authored with Peter Senge, Joseph
Jaworski, and Betty Sue Flowers. With his
colleagues, Scharmer has used presencing
to facilitate profound innovation and change
processes both within companies and across
societal systems. More information about
Scharmer and his work can be found at:
WWWOTTOSCHARMERCOM

In a world burdened with too much information, we are occasionally blessed with a genuinely new idea about how to perceive, think about, and act on our overly complex world.
Scharmer’s Theory U model of how to open our mind, emotions, and will to moments
of discovery and mutual understanding is profound and much needed. Readers will be
impressed not only by the depth of theory in this volume but also by the very practical
approach that Scharmer provides us for enlarging our human capacity for growth. This
will be an important book.
— Edgar Schein, Sloan Fellows Professor of Management Emeritus,
MIT Sloan School Management
Though many agree with Einstein’s observation that “problems can not be resolved at
the level of consciousness, that created them, “the key question remains how to realize
such a shift. Otto Scharmer’s Theory U offers a unique integral perspective combined
with a practical approach to addressing the mega-issues facing our world today.
— Jack Jacometti, Vice President, Global GTL Development,
Shell International Gas Limited
Theory U is destined to be one of the defining paradigms of the 21st century.
— Nicanor Perlas, recipient of the 2003 Alternate Nobel Prize
and the UN Environmental Program Global 500
We are using the Theory U method with diverse leadership teams in the U.S., Europe,
and Asia. The impact on our organization is remarkable, but even more important is
the amazing personal growth many leaders have experienced. Scharmer’s work has
allowed them to experience a new approach to the world.
— Marcia Marsh, Senior Vice President Operations, World Wildlife Fund
Otto Scharmer has given us a brilliant, provocative, and important book on the leadingedge of the “next big thing”: integral thought. Highly recommended.
— Ken Wilber, author, A Theory of Everything: An Integral Vision
for Business, Politics, Science, and Spirituality
This book is a must-read for all who are interested in the emerging future of leadership
theory and practice. Otto Scharmer’s Theory U takes you on an exciting deep dive into
the true center of leadership as a process of inner knowing and social innovation. With
many tested and practical exercises drawn from a rich background of disciplines, this
book will help you to discover and follow the path towards mastery on your own leadership journey. It pushes the envelope of current leadership wisdom and invites you to
explore the strongest leadership tool there is: yourself.
— Ralf Schneider, Head of Global Talent Management, PricewaterhouseCoopers
This book is an inspiration. It gives definition to the mystery of the creative process. It
confirms and clarifies what we have been doing at our company. Thank you Otto for this
great work!
— Eileen Fisher, President and Chief Creative Officer, EILEEN FISHER Inc.

www.theoryu.com

Resource Guide
Appreciative Inquiry And Related Ideas
Websites-Australia’s AI Website
http://www.appreciativeinquiry.net.au/aidev/
Easy to navigate! Contains many case write-ups and other excellent resources.
The Appreciative Inquiry Commons
http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/
The original AI Community Site. Contains many case examples, downloadable guides,
and links to great video clips.
Presencing Institute
http://www.presencing.com/
This is the Institute that generates knowledge and literature related to Theory U, an
integrated movement in organization development.
Free Management Library
http://www.managementhelp.org/
A great resource to have for any topic. I typed “Appreciative Inquiry” into the topic search
on the right side of the page and found eight pages of links.

Books—
Appreciative Inquiry: Change at the Speed of Imagination, Bernard J. Mohr and
Jane Magruder Watkins (Jossey-Bass: Pfeiffer, 2001). Excellent book. Explains both the
theoretical basis of AI and how to apply it. Contains many process examples and
interview guides.
Appreciative Inquiry Handbook, David L. Cooperrider, Diana Whitney, Jacqueline M.
Stavros (Lakeshore Communications, Inc., 2003). FIlled with examples, PowerPoint
slides, and other useful information. Similar to the Watkins and Mohr book above,
however, contains more detailed case examples.
Encyclopedia of Positive Questions, Vol. One, Diana Whitney, Ph.D. et al (Lakeshore
Communications Inc., Euclid OH, 2002) Order from lakeshorepublishers.com or
www.Amazon.com. Just what its title says; lots of questions from a very large AI study at
GTE (now Verizon).
Appreciative Inquiry: A Positive Approach to Building Cooperative Capacity, F.
Barrett and R.E. Fry, Chagrin Falls, OH: Taos Institute Publishers, 2005. A quick
overview of appreciative inquiry.
Appreciative Inquiry Theory and Practice: The Resource Book, Williamsburg, VA:
Appreciative Inquiry Unlimited, 2007. Practical guide for applying appreciative inquiry
principles.
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Appreciative Moments: Stories and Practices for Living and Working
Appreciatively, Edward A. Jacobson, Ph.D., Tenacity Press, 2008. Beautifully written
vignettes applying AI principles to life and work. Contains practical exercises. Order a
signed copy at
http://www.edwardjacobson.com/whatwedo.aspx?SPID=79460&Title=New+Book&OrgID
=2216
Appreciative Living, Jacqueline Bascobert Kelm, Wake Forest, NC: Venet Publishers,
2005. Excellent presentation of the appreciative inquiry principles.
The Thin Book of Appreciative Inquiry, S. Hammond, Bend, OR: Thinbook
Publishers, 1998.
The Thin Book of SOAR: Building Strengths-based Strategy, Jacqueline Stavros,
Bend, OR: Thin Book Publishing, 2009. Appreciative, outcomes focused alternative
(Strengths-Opportunities-Aspirations-Results) to SWOT (Strengths-WeaknessesOpportunities-Threats) analysis.
Structure in Fives: Designing Effective Organizations, Henry Mintzberg, Prentice
Hall, 1993. This is an especially helpful book for those working in healthcare and higher
education. The chapter on the “Professional Bureaucracy” describes the structural
paradox that staff in these organizations often find themselves in, especially when they
are expected to lead change.
Managing Transitions: Making the Most of Change, 3rd Edition, William Bridges,
Philadelphia: Da Capo Lifelong, 2009. Bridges addresses the difference between
change and transition, and how to work with people in the “neutral zone.” Read sections
of the book on Google Books at:
http://books.google.com/books?id=_l49ZSAkTE8C&printsec=frontcover&dq=Transitions:
+making+the+most+of+change&ei=JbnZS6maGJXmzATJkM2RCQ&cd=1 v=onepage&q&f=false

Articles Available Online-Gervase Bushe: http://www.gervasebushe.ca/appinq.htm
I especially like Bushe’s work on AI. He’s also written an excellent book on leadership,
called “Clear Leadership.” The link above is to the page on Bushe's website that includes
links to his recent articles on AI. Articles recommend are:
“Appreciative Inquiry is not (just) about the Positive”
http://www.gervasebushe.ca/AI_pos.pdf
This is a "hot" dialog within the AI practitioner community. I find this especially relevant
to my work integrating AI and Quality approaches.
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Barbara Fredickson: http://www.unc.edu/peplab/barb_fredrickson_page.html
Site contains dozens of PDF’s. Fredrickson is a psychologist known for her clinical
studies of positive emotions. Her “Broaden and Build Theory of Positive Emotions”
(BBTPE) helps to explain why AI is so effective and pragmatic. Read her seminal article
(2001) at: http://www.unc.edu/peplab/broaden_build.html
“Generativity and the Transformational Potential of Appreciative Inquiry”
http://www.gervasebushe.ca/AI%20and%20generativity.pdf
“When Is Appreciative Inquiry Transformational? A Meta-Case Analysis”
http://www.gervasebushe.ca/ai-meta.pdf

DVDs and Videotapes—
“A fusion of strengths: A positive revolution in change leadership,” David
Cooperrider. Available at http://www.taosinstitute.net/video-audio-and-dvd - fusion
“Focus Your Vision,” and “Celebrate What’s Right with the World,” DeWitt Jones.
Available at http://www.starthrower.com/dewitt_jones.htm

Video Clips-Fairmount Minerals-Creating Sustainability: 10-minute video clip. Part of an AI
summit called, Business as an Agent of World Benefit (BAWB). Company has been
using AI for over a decade. Addresses working with multiple stakeholders.
http://media.mindgrabmedia.com/fairmount/Minerals/Fairmount%20Minerals.html
United States Navy-Leadership at all Levels: 20-minute video clip. Ironically, design
work for this AI Summit occurred in Camp David, September 10-11, 2001. The decision
was made to move forward because the US Navy needed leadership at all levels. You
may wish to skim the notes before watching the 20-minute video clip. Go to AI
Commons: http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/. Then, search for U.S. Navy Project
Pack. Skim introduction and scroll down to “Navy Leadership Summit Video. For more
on US NAVY AI, go to:
http://www.nps.edu/Academics/CPC/pastsummits.html
United Nations-The Global Compact: 21-minute video clip. Summit was held spring
2004 at the United Nations with Kofi Annan. Description of summit is at:
http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/intro/commentFeb05.cfm Scroll to bottom of article
and select “Additional Resources.” Click on "Watch Video." Good illustration of AI
application for global change.
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A Positive Revolution in Change:
Appreciative Inquiry
David L. Cooperrider and Diana Whitney
(Draft)

Introduction
Appreciative Inquiry (AI) begins an adventure. The urge and call to adventure has been
sounded by many people and many organizations, and it will take many more to fully
explore the vast vistas that are now appearing on the horizon. But even in the first steps,
what is being sensed is an exciting direction in our language and theories of change—an
invitation, as some have declared, to “a positive revolution”.
The words just quoted are strong and, unfortunately, they are not ours. But the more we
replay, for example, the high-wire moments of our several years of work at GTE the
more we find ourselves asking the very same kinds of questions the people of GTE asked
their senior executives: “Are you really ready for the momentum that is being generated?
This is igniting a grassroots movement…it is creating an organization in full voice, a
center stage for the positive revolutionaries!”
Tom White, President of what was then called GTE Telops (making up 80% of GTE’s
67,000 employees) replies back, with no hesitation: “Yes, and what I see in this meeting
are zealots, people with a mission and passion for creating the new GTE. Count me in,
I’m your number one recruit, number one zealot”. People cheer.
Enthusiasms continue, and they echo over subsequent months as lots of hard work pays
off. Fourteen months later --based on significant and measurable changes in stock prices,
morale survey measures, quality/customer relations, union-management relations, etc.-GTE’s whole system change initiative is given professional recognition by the American
Society for Training and Development. It wins the 1997 ASTD award for best
organization change program in the country. Appreciative inquiry is cited as the
“backbone”.
How Did They Do It?
This paper provides broad update and overview of AI. The GTE story mentioned at the
outset is, in many ways, just beginning but it is scarcely alone. In the ten years since the
theory and vision for “Appreciative Inquiry Into Organizational Life” was published
(Cooperrider and Srivastva, 1987; Cooperrider 1986) there have been literally hundreds
of people involved in co-creating new practices for doing AI, and for bringing the spirit
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and methodology of AI into organizations all over the world.1 The velocity and largely
informal spread of the ideas suggests, we believe, a growing sense of disenchantment
with exhausted theories of change, especially those wedded to vocabularies of human
deficit, and a corresponding urge to work with people, groups, and organizations in more
constructive, positive, life-affirming, even spiritual ways.
In this paper we hope to serve as conduit to this impulse as we touch on exciting
examples and concepts, and provide references for future study. And while the outcomes
and illustrations we have selected are often dramatic, we do want to emphasize,
throughout, that AI is clearly only in its infancy. Questions are many, and we believe they
will be a source of learning for many years.
Could it be, for example, that we as a field have reached “the end of problem solving” as
a mode of inquiry capable of inspiring, mobilizing and sustaining significant human
system change? What would happen to our change practices if we began all of our work
with the positive presumption—that organizations, as centers of human relatedness, are
“alive” with infinite constructive capacity? If so how would we know? What do we
mean by infinite capacity? What would happen to us, lets say as leaders or catalysts of
change, if we approached the question of change only long after we have connected with
people and organizations through systematic study of their already “perfect” form? How
would we talk about “it”—this account of the ideal-in-the-real? Would we, in our work,
have to go any further once we and others were connected to this positive core? How can
we better inquire into organization existence in ways that are economically, humanly,
and ecologically significant, that is, in ways that increasingly help people discover,
dream, design and transform toward the greatest good?
What is Appreciative Inquiry?
Ap-pre’ci-ate, v., 1. valuing; the act of recognizing the best in people or the world
around us; affirming past and present strengths, successes, and potentials; to
perceive those things that give life (health, vitality, excellence) to living systems 2.
to increase in value, e.g. the economy has appreciated in value. Synonyms:
VALUING, PRIZING, ESTEEMING, and HONORING.
In-quire’ (kwir), v., 1. the act of exploration and discovery. 2. To ask questions;
to be open to seeing new potentials and possibilities. Synonyms: DISCOVERY,
SEARCH, and SYSTEMATIC EXPLORATION, STUDY.
AI has been described by observers in a myriad of ways: as a paradigm of conscious
evolution geared for the realities of the new century (Hubbard, 1998); as a methodology
that takes the idea of the social construction of reality to its positive extreme-- especially
1
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with its emphasis on metaphor and narrative, relational ways of knowing, on language,
and on its potential as a source of generative theory (Gergen, 1996); as the most
important advance in action research in the past decade (Bushe, 1991); as offspring and
“heir” to Maslow’s vision of a positive social science (Chin, 1998; Curran, 1991); as a
powerful second generation OD practice (French and Bell, 1995; Porrras, 1995; Mirvis,
1993); as model of a much needed participatory science, a “new yoga of inquiry”
(Harman, 1991); as a radically affirmative approach to change which completely lets go
of problem-based management and in so doing vitally transforms strategic planning,
survey methods, culture change, merger integration methods, approaches to TQM,
measurement systems, sociotechnical systems, etc. (White, 1997); and lastly, as OD’s
philosopher’s stone (Sorenson, et. al 1996). Indeed it is difficult it is to sum up the whole
of AI—as a philosophy of knowing, a normative stance, a methodology for managing
change, and as an approach to leadership and human development. However for purposes
here, it might be most useful to begin with a pracitice-oriented definition of AI, one that
is more descriptive than theoretical and one that provides a compass for the examples to
follow:
Appreciative Inquiry is about the coevolutionary search for the best in people, their
organizations, and the relevant world around them. In its broadest focus, it involves
systematic discovery of what gives “life” to a living system when it is most alive,
most effective, and most constructively capable in economic, ecological, and human
terms. AI involves, in a central way, the art and practice of asking questions that
strengthen a system’s capacity to apprehend, anticipate, and heighten positive
potential. It centrally involves the mobilization of inquiry through the crafting of
the “unconditional positive question” often-involving hundreds or sometimes
thousands of people. In AI the arduous task of intervention gives way to the speed of
imagination and innovation; instead of negation, criticism, and spiraling diagnosis,
there is discovery, dream, and design. AI seeks, fundamentally, to build a
constructive union between a whole people and the massive entirety of what people
talk about as past and present capacities: achievements, assets, unexplored potentials,
innovations, strengths, elevated thoughts, opportunities, benchmarks, high point
moments, lived values, traditions, strategic competencies, stories, expressions of
wisdom, insights into the deeper corporate spirit or soul-- and visions of valued and
possible futures. Taking all of these together as a gestalt, AI deliberately, in
everything it does, seeks to work from accounts of this “positive change core”—and
it assumes that every living system has many untapped and rich and inspiring
accounts of the positive. Link the energy of this core directly to any change agenda
and changes never thought possible are suddenly and democratically mobilized.
The positive core of organization alive, we submit, is one of the greatest and largely
unrecognized resources in field of change management today. As said earlier, we are
clearly in our infancy when it comes to tools for working with it, talking about it, and
designing our systems in synergistic alignment with it. But one thing is evident and clear
as we reflect on the most important things we have learned with AI: human systems grow
in the direction of what they persistently ask questions about and this propensity is
strongest and most sustainable when the means and ends of inquiry are positively
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correlated. The single most prolific thing a group can do if its aims are to to liberate the
human spirit and consciously construct a better future is to make the positive change core
the common and explicit property of all.
Lets Illustrate:
The Appreciative Inquiry “4-D” Cycle
You have just received the following unsettling phone call:
My name is Rita Simmel; I am President of a New York consulting partnership. Our firm
specializes in dealing with difficult conflict in organizations: labor-management issues,
gender conflict, issues of diversity. We have been retained by a fortune 500 corporation
for the past several years. The contract is around sexual harassment, an issue that is
deeper and more severe than virtually any corporation realizes. The issues are about
power, the glass ceiling, and many things. As you know millions of dollars are being
expended on the issues. Our firm has specialized in this area for some years and now I’m
beginning to ask myself the Hippocratic oath. Are we really helping? Here is the bottom
line with our client. We have been working on the issues for two years, and by every
measure-- numbers of complaints, lawsuits, evaluations from sexual harassment training
programs, word of mouth—the problem continues in its growth. Furthermore people are
now voting with their feet. They are not coming to the workshops. Those that do seem to
leave with doubts: our post-workshop interviews show people feel less able to
communicate with those of the opposite gender, they report feeling more distance and
less trust, and the glass ceiling remains. So here is my question. How would you take an
appreciative inquiry approach to sexual harassment?
This was a tough one. We requested time to think about it, asking if we could talk again
in a day or two. We can do the same for you right now (give you a bit of time) as we
invite you to think about things you might seriously propose in the callback.
So before going further with the story lets pause and look at a typical flow for AI, a cycle
that can be as rapid and informal as in a conversation with a friend or colleague, or as
formal as an organization-wide analysis involving every stakeholder, including
customers, suppliers, partners and the like.
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Figure one shows, on the outside, four key stages in AI: Discovery—mobilizing a whole
system inquiry into the positive change core; Dream—creating a clear results-oriented
vision in relation to discovered potential and in relation to questions of higher purpose,
i.e., “What is the world calling us to become?” Design—creating possibility propositions
of the ideal organization, an organization design which people feel is capable of
magnifying or eclipsing the positive core and realizing the articulated new dream; and
Destiny—strengthening the affirmative capability of the whole system enabling it to
build hope and momentum around a deep purpose and creating processes for learning,
adjustment, and improvisation like a jazz group over time (see the excellent article by
Barrett, 1993).
At the core of the cycle, is Affirmative Topic Choice. It is the most important part of
any AI. If in fact if knowledge and organizational destiny are as intricately interwoven as
we think it, then isn’t it possible that the seeds of change are implicit in the very first
questions we ask? AI theory says yes and takes the idea quite seriously: it says that the
way we know people groups, and organizations is fateful. It further asserts the time is
overdue to recognize that symbols and conversations, emerging from all our analytic
modes, are among the world’s paramount resources.
Topic Choice
So back to our phone call. If inquiry and change are a simultaneous moment; if the
questions we ask set the stage for what we “find”; and if what we “discover” (the data)
creates the material out of which the future is conceived, conversed about, and
constructed—then how shall we proceed with an appreciative approach to sexual
harassment? Here is an excerpt from the response:
D.C.: Hello Rita. Before we get into our proposal we have an important question. What is
it that you want to learn about and achieve with this whole intervention, and by when?
Rita: We want to dramatically cut the incidence of sexual harassment. We want solve this
huge problem, or at least make a significant dent in it.
D.C.: O.K. Rita… But is that all?
Rita: You mean what do I really want to see? (Long pauses…then she blurts out). What
we really want to see is the development of the new century organization—a model of
high quality cross-gender relationships in the workplace!
DC: Great topic. What would happen if we put an invitation out in the company
newsletter, asking people in pairs to step forward to nominate themselves as candidates to
study and share their stories of what it means to create and sustain high quality crossgender relationships in the workplace? It might be interesting to do a large conference,
and really put a magnifying lens to the stages of development, contextual factors, tough
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questions of adult attraction, breakthroughs in terms of power relations, and so on. What
do you think?
To move fastforward, a relatively small pilot project was created which surpassed
everyone’s expectations. Hundreds, not dozens, of pairs nominated themselves. That was
surprise number one. Then other organizations got word of the pilot and a truly major
effort, moving through the 4-D framework, was conceptualized by another consulting
firm, Marge Schiller and Associates. The pioneering organization she worked with,
which now can happily be named, was the Avon Corporation in Mexico. The issues here
were not about harrasment but there were other hopes about women and men in shared
leadership contexts—including dealing with the glass ceiling at senior management
levels—but again there was interest in framing the whole thing in terms of an inquiry.
To begin, a hundred people were trained in the basics of AI interviewing. They in turn
went out into every part of the organization and over the next several weeks completed
many more interviews, about 300 in all. At the end of each interview the interviewers
asked the person interviewed if they too could help do some interviewing. A waterfall
was experienced. Stories poured in—stories of achievement, trust building, authentic
joint leadership, practices of effective conflict management, ways of dealing with sex
stereotypes, stages of development and methods of career advancement.
The second two “Ds”-- articulating the new century dream and creating designs for an
organization that maximally supported the development of high quality cross-gender
relationships-- came next. These were combined in a large group format much like a
future search. Using stories from the interviews as a basis for imagining the future,
expansive and practical propositions were created like, for example, “Every task force or
committee at Avon, whenever possible, is co-chaired by a cross-gender pairing”. The
significance of even this simple proposal proved to be big. Likewise propositions in other
areas of organization design were also carefully crafted. Soon literally everything in the
organization was opened to discussion: corporate structures, systems, work processes,
communications, career opportunities, governance, compensation practices, leadership
patterns, learning opportunities, customer connections, and more.
In the end some 30 visionary propositions were created. Marge Schiller has written about
the whole thing eloquently. Subsequent changes in system structures and behaviors were
reported to be dramatic (Schiller, 1998). As it turns out the story, like GTE’s, gets even
better. Avon Mexico was just recently singled out, several years later, by the Catalyst
organization. They were given the 1997Catalyst Award for best place in the country for
women to work.
It is a classic example of the power of topic choice. Affirmative topics, always
homegrown, can be on anything the people of an organization feel gives life to the
system. As a rule of thumb most projects have between 3-5 topics. Words like
empowerment, innovation, sense of ownership, commitment, integrity, ecological
consciousness, and pride are often articulated as worthy of study. Topics can be on
anything an organization feels to be strategically and humanly important. AI topics can
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be on technical processes, financial efficiencies, human issues, market opportunities,
social responsibilities or anything else. In each case of topic choice, the same premise is
firmly posited: human systems grow in the direction of their deepest and most frequent
inquiries.
The Phase of Discovery
The inquiry we are talking about is anything but wishful. If we were to underline one of
the two words-- appreciative or inquiry—our pen would immediately move to the later.
In Vital Speeches of the Day (1996) Tom White, President of what was then called GTE
Telephone Operations puts his interpretation of AI in executive language, months before
GTE’s change effort was recognized by ASTD:
Appreciative Inquiry can get you much better results than seeking out and solving
problems. That’s an interesting concept for me—and I imagine most of you—because
telephone companies are among the best problem solvers in the world. We trouble shoot
everything. We concentrate enormous resources on correcting problems that have
relatively minor impact on our overall service and performance (and which)…when used
continually and over a long period of time, this approach can lead to a negative culture.
If you combine a negative culture with all the challenges we face today, it could be easy
to convince ourselves that we have too many problem to overcome—to slip into a
paralyzing sense of hopelessness….Don’t get me wrong. I’m not advocating mindless
happy talk. Appreciative Inquiry is a complex science designed to make thing better. We
can’t ignore problems—we just need to approach them from the other side”.
What Tom White calls “the other side” we are describing as the positive change core. AI,
most simply, is a tool for connecting to the transformational power of this core. Willis
Harman (1991) talks about AI as a participatory science, a yoga of inquiry, where the
term yoga comes from the Sanskrit root yug which means link or bond. In that sense if
we remember something or someone, it can be said that there is a form of yoga
happening. Ai helps make the memory link by concentrating systematic inquiry onto all
aspects of the appreciable world, into an organization’s infinite and surplus capacity—
past, present and future. By concentrating on the atom, human beings have unleashed its
power. AI says we can do the same in every living system once we open this ever
emergent positive core—every strength, innovation, achievement, resource, living value,
imaginative story, benchmark, hope, positive tradition, passion, high point experience,
internal genius, dream-- to systematic inquiry.
The core task of the discovery phase is to discover and disclose positive capacity, at least
until an organization’s understanding of this “surplus” is exhausted (which has never
happened once in our experience). AI provides a practical way to ignite this “spirit of
inquiry” on organization- wide basis. Consider this example:
At Leadshare in Canada AI was used to help this big eight accounting firm make the
tough transition in the executive succession of a “legendary” managing partner. The
managing partner seized the moment as an incredible leadership development
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opportunity for all 400 partners. Everyone was interviewed with AI. An extensive
interview protocol was designed (it ended up taking about 2 hours per interview)
focusing on affirmative topics like innovation, equality, partnership, speed to market, and
valuing diversity (in Canada between francophone and anglophone). And not one outside
consultant did the interviews. All were done internally, by 30 junior partners as part of a
leadership development program. A powerful and instant intergenerational connection
was made, and organizational history came alive in face-to-face story. Instead of
amnesia, or a problem-to-be-solved, people began to relate to their history in a whole
new way. Like a good piece of poetry filled with endless interpretive meaning, people at
Leadshare ascended into their history as a reservoir of positive possibility. At the next
annual partners meeting with over 400 people in the conference hall, the material was
showcased and coupled to the future, as the strategic planning became one of the “best”
the partners could ever remember (Rainey, 1996)
Perhaps it is obvious but the process of doing the interviews is as important as the data
collected. When managers ask us how many people should be interviewed or, who should
do the interviews, we increasingly find ourselves saying “everyone”. It is not uncommon
in AI work to talk about doing thousands of interviews. A hospital in Seattle recently did
3 thousand interviews in preparation for an organization-wide Appreciative Inquiry
Summit (Whitney and Cooperrider, 1998). People themselves, not consultants, generate
the system-wide organization analysis using questions like this: “ Obviously you have
had ups and downs in your career here at GTE. But for the moment I would like you to
focus on a high point, a time in your work experience here where you felt most alive,
most engaged, or most successful. Can you tell me the story? How did it unfold? What
was it organizationally that made it stand out? What was it about you that made it a high
point? Key insights for all of us at GTE?”
In Chicago, in one of the most exciting AI’s we have seen, there is talk of over a million
interviews. And guess whose interviews have produced the best data—the most inspiring,
vision-generating stories? It is the children. It is happening through inter-generational
inquiry where the elders are valued and share hopes in settings with the young. On of our
favorite papers is about the Imagine Chicago story and the leadership of Bliss Browne. It
is titled “The Child as the Agent of Inquiry” (Cooperrider, 1996). It argues that the spirit
of inquiry is something all of us in change work need to reclaim and aspire to: openness,
availability, epistemological humility, the ability to admire, to be surprised, to be
inspired, to inquire into our valued and possible worlds.
What distinguishes AI, especially in this phase of work, is that every carefully crafted
question is positive. Knowing and changing are a simultaneous moment. The thrill of
discovery becomes the thrill of creating. As people throughout a system connect in
serious study into qualities, examples, and analysis of the positive core --each
appreciating and everyone being appreciated-- hope grows and community expands.
From Discovery to Dream
When an artist sits in front of a landscape the imagination is kindled not by searching for
“what is wrong with this landscape” but by a special ability to be inspired by those things
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of value worth valuing. Appreciation, it appears, draws our eye toward life, but stirs our
feelings, sets in motion our curiosity, and provides inspiration to the envisioning mind.
In his analysis of esthetics and the origins of creative images Nietzsche once asked of the
power of appreciation: “ Does is not praise? Does it not glorify? Does it not select? Does
it not bring {that which is appreciated} to prominence?” (In Rader, 1973, p. 12). Then in
the same passage he takes a next step, linking valuing (discovery) and imagination
(dream). He elaborates: “ valuing is creating: hear it, ye creating ones! Valuation is itself
the treasure and jewel of valued things”.
During the dream phase the interview stories and insights get put to constructive use. As
people are brought together to listen carefully to the innovations and moments of
organization “alive”, sometimes in storytelling modes, sometimes in interpretive and
analytic modes, a convergence zone is created where the future begins to be discerned in
the form of visible patterns interwoven into the texture of the actual. The amplified
interaction among innovators and innovations makes something important happen: very
rapidly we start seeing outlines of the New World. Some organizations turn the data into
a special commemorative report celebrating the successes and exceptional moment in the
life of the organization (Liebler, 1997). Others have created a thematic analysis—careful
to document rich stories and not succumb to “narrative thin” one line quotes (Ludema,
1996). In all cases the data onto the positive change core serves as an essential resource
for the visioning stages of the appreciative inquiry 4-D model.
Before their strategic planning session session in 1997, Nutrimental Foods of Brazil
closed down the plant for a full day to bring all 700 employees together for a day of
Discovery into the factors and forces that have given life the system when it had been
most effective, most alive, and most successful as a producer of high quality health
foods.With cheers and good wishes a “smaller” group of 150 stakeholders—employees
from all levels, suppliers, distributors, community leaders, financiers, and customers—
then went into a four day strategy session to articulate a new and bold corporate dream.
The stories from the day before were used just as an artist uses a palette of colors—
before painting a picture the artist assembles the red paints, blue, green, yellow and so
on. With these “materials” in hand people were asked to dream: “What is the world
calling us to become? What are those things about us that no matter how much we
change, we want to continue into our new and different future? Lets assume that tonight
while we were all asleep a miracle occurred where Nutrimental became exactly as we
would like it to be—all of its best qualities are magnified, extended, multiplied the way
we would like to see…in fact we wake up and it is now 2005…as you come into
Nutrimental today what do you see that is different, and how do you know?”After four
days of appreciative analysis, planning, and articulation of three new strategic business
directions the organization launches into the future with focus, solidarity, and
confidence. Six months later record bottom line figures of millions of dollars are
recorded—profits are up 300%. The co-CEOs Rodrigo Loures and Arthur Lemme Nettto
attribute the dramatic results to two things: bringing the whole system into the planning
process, and realizing that organizations are in fact “centers of human
relatedness”(Loures and Lemme Netto, 1998) which thrive when there is an appreciative
eye—when people see the best in one another, when they can dialogue their dreams and
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ultimate concerns if affirming ways, and when they are connected in full voice to create
not just new worlds but better worlds.
Design
Once the strategic focus or dream is articulated (usually consisting of three things in our
model-- a vision of a better world, a powerful purpose, and a compelling statement of
strategic intent) attention turns to the creation of the ideal organization, the social
architecture or actual design of the system in relation to the world it is part. What we
have found is that the sequencing is crucial, moving first through in-depth work on
Dream before Design, followed with back and forth iterations. In Zimbabwe we recently
worked with a partner organization of Save the Children. It was fascinating to observe
how easy it was to re-design the organization in terms of structures and systems once
broad agreement was reached on a powerful Dream. The articulation of the image of the
future was simple: “Every person in Zimbabwe shall have access to clean water within
five years”. The critical design shift, demanded by the large dream, was to a new form of
organization based on a network of alliances or partnerships, not bureaucracy’s selfsufficient hierarchy.
One aspect that differentiates Appreciative Inquiry from other visioning or planning
methodologies is that images of the future emerge out of grounded examples from an
organization’s positive past. Sometimes this “data” is complimented with benchmark
studies of other organizations creating a “generative metaphor” for circumventing
common resistances to change (Barrett and Cooperrider, 1988). In both cases, the good
news stories are used to craft possibility propositions that bridge the best of “what is”
with collective speculation or aspiration of “what might be”. In the working of the
material people are invited to challenge the status quo as well as common assumptions
underlying the design of the organization. People are encouraged to “wander beyond” the
data with the essential question being this: “What would our organization look like if it
were designed in every way possible to maximize the qualities of the positive core and
enable the accelerated realization of our dreams?”
When inspired by a great dream we have yet to find an organization that did not feel
compelled to design something very new and very necessary. Here is an example of a
possibility proposition, one of about twenty organization design visions that were created
at DIA Corporation, a rapidly growing distributor of consumer products. Today this
proposition is modus operandi at the corporation:
DIA has become a learning organization that fosters the cross fertilization of ideas,
minimizes the building of empires, harnesses the synergy of group cooperation, and
cultivates the pride of being a valued member of one outstanding corporation. DIA
accelerates its learning through an annual strategic planning conference that involves all
five hundred people in the firm as well as key partners and stakeholders. As a setting for
“strategic learning” teams present their benchmarking studies of the best five other
organizations, deemed leaders in their class. Other teams present an annual appreciative
analysis of DIA, and together these data-bases of success stories (internal and external)
help set the stage for DIA’s strategic, future search planning.
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Recently we have had the opportunity to team up with Dee Hock, one of the truly
visionary CEOs we have ever worked with. Dee was the founder of VISA, a
breakthrough organization that has over 20,000 offices, and since 1970 has grown
something like 10,000%; this year annual sales expected to pass $1 trillion. The whole
Visa system, from Calcutta to Chicago in over 200 countries is completely unmanageable
from the perspective of using centralized, command-and-control design principles.
If General Motors once defined the shape of the old model, perhaps Dee’s “chaordic
organization” –combining chaos and order in ways which interweave (like nature’s
designs) infinite variety and self-organizing order—is a foreshadowing of an emerging
prototype. What we have learned by working with Dee is how to move pragmatically and
substantively from appreciative Discovery and Dream to truly post-bureaucratic Design
that distributes power and liberates human energy in a way we have never seen. Most
recently we have collaborated on a re-constitution of the United Way of America as well
as an initiative to design something akin to a United Nations among the world’s great
religions and spiritual traditions (it is called United Religions). In each case helping
people agree on a set of design principles is crucial. That is “principles” as in “We hold
these truths to be self evident: that all people are created equal…” Again, this is not a set
of platitudes but a manifesto, what people believe in and care about in their gut.
Destiny
Of all the creatures of earth, said William James in 1902, only human beings can change
their pattern. “Man alone is the architect of his destiny”.
In our early years of AI work we called the 4th “D” Delivery. We emphasized planning
for continuos learning, adjustment, and improvisation in the service of shared ideals. It
was a time for action planning, developing implementation strategies, and dealing with
conventional challenges of sustainability. But the word delivery simply did not go far
enough. It did not convey the sense of liberation we were seeing, like the well
documented hotel case, where the system tranformed itself from a one-star to four-star
hotel by using AI and literally putting a moratorium on all the traditional problem solving
efforts that it had going (Barret and Cooperrider, 1989).
Executives like Jane Watkins (former Chair of the Board at NTL) and Jane Pratt
(executive at the World Bank and now CEO of the Mountain Institute) argued that AI
engenders a repatterning of our relationships not only with each other but also our
relationship to reality itself. Reminiscent of Paulo Friere’s concept of pedagogy of the
oppressed—where people move in their relationship to reality from “submergence” to
“reflexive awareness” to “co-participation”—these leaders insisted that Ai’s gift is at the
paradigmatic level. AI is not so much about new knowledge but new knowing. Indeed
people frequently talk, as they move through the pedagogy of life-giving Discovery,
Dream, and Design, that something suddenly hits home: that interpretation matters—
that the manner in which they/we read the world filters to the level of our imaginations,
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our relationships, and ultimately to the direction and meaning of our action. We create the
organizational worlds we live in.
What we discovered quite honestly was that momentum for change and long-term
sustainability increased the more we abandoned “delivery” ideas of action planning,
monitoring progress, and building implementation strategies. What was done instead, in
several of the most exciting cases, was to focus only on giving Ai away, to everyone, and
then stepping back. The GTE story, still unfolding but already attracting national
recognition, is suggestive. It is a story that says organization change needs to look a lot
more like an inspired movement than a neatly packaged or engineered product. Dan
Young, the head of OD at GTE, and his colleagues Maureen Garrison and Jean Moore
call it “organizing for change from the grassroots to the frontline”. Call it the path of
positive protest, or a strategy for positive subversion—whatever it is called it is virtually
unstoppable once “it” is up and running. Its structure is called the Positive Change
Network (PCN). One especially dramatic moment gives the sense:
The headline article in GTE Together described what was spreading as a grassroots
movement to build the new GTE. Initiated as a pilot training to see what would happen if
the tools and theories of appreciative inquiry were made available to frontline
employees, things started taking off. All of a sudden, without any permission, frontline
employees are launching interview studies into positive topics like innovation, inspired
leadership, revolutionary customer responsiveness, labor-management partnerships, and
“fun”. Fresh out of a training session on AI one employee, for example, do 200
interviews into the positive core of a major call center. Who is going say “no” to a
complementary request like—“would you help me out…I’m really trying to find out more
about the best innovations developing in your area and I see you as someone who could
really give me new insight into creating settings where innovation can happen… It is part
of my leadership development. Do you have time for an interview…I would be glad to
share my learning’s with you later!” Soon the topics are finding their way into meetings,
corridor conversations, and senior planning sessions—in other words the questions,
enthusiastically received, and are changing corporate attention, language, agendas, and
learnings. Many start brainstorming applications for AI. Lists are endless. Ever done
focus groups with the 100% satisfied customer? How about changing call center
measures? What would happen if we replaced the entire deficit measures with equally
powerful measures of the positive? How can we revitalize the TQM groups, demoralized
by one fishbone analysis after another? What would happen if we augmented variance
analysis with depth studies that help people to dream and define the very visions of
quality standards? How about a star stories program to generate a narrative rich
environment—where customers are asked to share stories of encounters with exceptional
employees? How about a gathering with senior executives so we can celebrate our
learning’s with them, share with them how seeing the positive has changed our work and
family lives, and even recruit them to join the PCN?
The pilot now had a momentum all its own. The immediate response—an avalanche of
requests for participation—confirmed that there were large numbers at GTE ready to be
called to the task of positive change. To grow the network by the 100s, even thousands, it
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was decided to do a ten region training session, all linked and downloaded by satellite
conferencing. A successful pilot of three sites—Seattle, Indianapolis, and Dallas—
confirmed the same kind of energy and response could happen through distance
technologies. Quite suddenly the power of a 1000 person network caught people’s
attention. Just imagine the 1000 “students” of organization life coming together in a year
at an AI Summit to share learning from 10,000 innovations discovered at GTE. Very
rapidly, by connecting and consistently noticing breakthroughs, new patterns of
organizing would become commonplace knowledge. Changes would happen not by
organized confrontation, diagnosis, burning platforms, or piecemeal reform but through
irresistibly vibrant and real visions. And when everyone’s awareness grows at the same
time—that basic change is taking place in this area and that area, it is easier to coalesce
a new consensus that fundamental change is possible. PCN was becoming a lightning rod
for energy and enthusiasm we all greatly underestimated. Then the unions raised
questions. There were serious concerns, including the fact that they were not consulted
in the early stages. We were told the initiative was over. There was to be a meeting of
the unions and GTE at the Federal Mediation Offices in Washington D.C. to put the
whole thing to rest.
But at the meeting with the IBEW and the CWA leaders from both groups said they saw
something fresh and unique about AI. They agreed to bring 200 union leaders together
for a 2-day introduction. Their purpose: “to evaluate AI…to see if it should have any
place in the future at GTE”. A month later, the session takes place. It looks like it is
going pretty well and then the moment of decision. Tables of eight were instructed to
evaluate the ideas and cast a vote as a group: “yes, we endorse moving forward with AI”
or “No, we withhold endorsement”. For thirty minutes the 30 groups deliberated. Dan
Young calls the vote. Tensions are felt. “Table one, how do you vote?” The response was
ready: “we vote 100% for moving forward with AI and feel this is a historic opportunity
for the whole system”. Then the next table: “We vote 100% with a caveat—that every
person at GTE have the opportunity to get the AI training, and that all projects going
forward be done in partnership, the unions and the company”. On and on the vote goes.
30 tables speak. 30 tables vote. Every single one votes to move forward. It was stunning.
Eight months later AI is combined with the “conflictive partnership” model of John
Calhoun Wells (1996) of the Federal Mediation Services at the kickoff session and
announcement of a new era of partnership. The historic statement of Partnership states:
“The company and the Unions realize that traditional adversarial labor-management
relations must change in order to adapt to the new global telecommunications
marketplace. It is difficult to move to cooperation in one quantum leap. However the
company and the Unions have agreed to move in a new direction. This new direction
emphasizes partnership…”
AI accelerates the nonlinear interaction of organization breakthroughs, putting them
together with historic, positive traditions and strengths to create a “convergence zone”
facilitating the collective repatterning of human systems. At some point apparently minor
positive discoveries connect in accelerating manner and quantum change, a jump from
one state to the next that cannot be achieved through incremental change alone, becomes
possible. What is needed, as the Destiny Phase of AI suggests, are the network-like
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structures that liberate not only the daily search into qualities and elements of an
organization’s positive core but the establishment of a convergence zone for people to
empower one another—to connect, cooperate, and cocreate. Changes never thought
possible are suddenly and democratically mobilized when people constructively
appropriate the power of the positive core and simply… let go of accounts of the
negative.
But then the question is always voiced: “What do we do with the real problems?”
Basic Principles of Appreciative Inquiry
To address this question in anything other than Pollyannaish terms we need to at least
comment on the generative-theoretical work that has inspired and given strength too
much of Ai in practice. Here are five principles and scholarly streams we consider as
central to AI’s theory-base of change.
The Constructionist Principle: Simply stated— human knowledge and organizational
destiny are interwoven. To be effective as executives, leaders, change agents, etc., we
must be adept in the art of understanding, reading, and analyzing organizations as living,
human constructions. Knowing (organizations) stands at the center of any and virtually
every attempt at change. Thus, the way we know is fateful.
At first blush this statement appears simple and obvious enough. We are, as leaders and
change agents, constantly involved in knowing/inquiring/reading the people and world
around us—doing strategic planning analysis, environmental scans, needs analysis,
assessments and audits, surveys, focus groups, performance appraisals, and on. Certainly
success hinges on such modes of knowing. And this is precisely where things get more
interesting because throughout the academy a revolution is afoot, alive with tremendous
ferment and implication, in regards to modernist views of knowledge. In particular, what
is confronted is the Western conception of objective, individualistic, historic
knowledge—“a conception that has insinuated itself into virtually all aspects of modern
institutional life” (Gergen, 1985, P. 272). At stake are questions that pertain to the
deepest dimensions of our being and humanity: how we know what we know, whose
voices and interpretations matter, whether the world is governed by external laws
independent of human choices and consciousness, and where is knowledge to be located
(in the individual “mind”, or out there “externally” in nature or impersonal structures)?
At stake are issues that are profoundly fundamental, not just for the future of social
science but for the trajectory of all our lives.
In our view the finest work in this area, indeed a huge extension of the most radical ideas
in Lewinian thought, can be found in Ken Gergen’s Toward Transorfrmation in Social
Knowledge (1982) and Realities and Relationships: Soundings In Social Construction
(1994). What Gergen does, in both of these, is synthesize the essential whole of the post
modern ferment and crucially takes it beyond disenchantment with the old and offers
alternative conceptions of knowledge, fresh discourses on human functioning, new vistas
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for human science, and exciting directions for approaching change. Constuctionism is an
approach to human science and practice which replaces the individual with the
relationship as the locus of knowledge, and thus is built around a keen appreciation of the
power of language and discourse of all types (from words to metaphors to narrative
forms, etc.) to create our sense of reality—our sense of the true, the good, the possible.
Philosophically it involves a decisive shift in western intellectual tradition from cogito
ergo sum, to communicamus ergo sum and in practice constructionism replaces absolutist
claims or the final word with the never ending collaborative quest to understand and
construct options for better living. The purpose of inquiry, which is talked about as totally
inseparable and intertwined with action, is the creation of “generative theory”, not so
much mappings or explanations of yesterday’s world but anticipatory articulations of
tomorrow’s possibilities. Constructionism, because of its emphasis on the communal
basis of knowledge and its radical questioning of everything that is taken-for-granted as
“objective” or seemingly immutable, invites us to find ways to increase the generative
capacity of knowledge. However there are warnings: “Few are prepared”, says Gergen
(1985, p. 271) “for such a wrenching, conceptual dislocation. However, for the
innovative, adventurous and resilient, the horizons are exciting indeed.” This is precisely
the call AI has responded to. Principle number two takes it deeper.
The Principle of Simultaneity: Here it is recognized that inquiry and change are not
truly separate moments, but are simultaneous. Inquiry is intervention. The seeds of
change—that is, the things people think and talk about, the things people discover and
learn, and the things that inform dialogue and inspire images of the future—are implicit
in the very first questions we ask. The questions we ask set the stage for what we “find”,
and what we “discover” (the data) becomes the linguistic material, the stories, out of
which the future is conceived, conversed about, and constructed.
One of the most impactful things a change agent or practitioner does is to articulate
questions. Instinctively, intuitively and tacitly we all know that research of any kind can,
in a flash, profoundly alter the way we see ourselves, view reality, and conduct our lives.
Consider the economic poll, or the questions that led to the discovery of the atom bomb,
or the surveys that, once leaked, created a riot at a unionized automobile plant in London
(see Cooperrider and Srivastva, 1987). If we accept the proposition that patterns of
social-organizational action are not fixed by nature in any direct biological or physical
way, that human systems are made and imagined in relational settings by human beings
(socially constructed), then attention turns to the source of our ideas, our discourses, our
researches—that is our questions. Alterations in linguistic practices—including the
linguistic practice of crafting questions—hold profound implications for changes in social
practice.
One great myth that continues to dampen the potential here is the understanding that first
we do an analysis, and then we decide on change. Not so says the constructionist view.
Even the most innocent question evokes change—even if reactions are simply changes in
awareness, dialogue, feelings of boredom, or even laughter. When we consider the
possibilities in these terms, that inquiry and change are a simultaneous moment, we begin
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reflecting anew. It is not so much “Is my question leading to right or wrong answers?”
but rather “What impact is my question having on our lives together…is it helping to
generate conversations about the good, the better, the possible… is it strengthening our
relationships?”
The Poetic Principle: A metaphor here is that human organizations are a lot more like
and open book than, say, a machine. An organization’s story is constantly being coauthored. Moreover, pasts, presents, or futures are endless sources of learning,
inspiration, or interpretation—precisely like, for example, the endless interpretive
possibilities in a good piece of poetry or a biblical text. The important implication is that
we can study virtually any topic related to human experience in any human system or
organization. We can inquire into the nature of alienation or joy, enthusiasm or low
morale, efficiency or excess, in any human organization. There is not a single topic
related to organization life that we could not study in any organization.
What constuctionism does is remind us that it is not the “world our there” dictating or
driving our topics of inquiry but again the topics are themselves social artifacts, products
of social processes (cultural habits, typifying discourses, rhetoric, professional ways,
power relations). It is in this vein that AI says lets make sure we are not just reproducing
the same worlds over and over again because of the simple and boring repetition of our
questions (not “one more” morale survey which everybody can predict the results ahead
of time). AI also says, with a sense of excitement and potential, that there can be great
gains to be made in a better linking of the means and ends of inquiry. Options now begin
to multiply. For example, informally, in many talks with great leaders in the NGO world
(Save the Children, World Vision) we have begun to appreciate the profound joy that
CEO’s feel as “servant leaders”-- and the role this positive affect potentially plays in
creating healthy organizations. But then one questions: is there a book on the Harvard
Business book-list, or anywhere for that matter, on Executive Joy ? And even if there
isn’t… does this mean that joy has nothing to do with good leadership, or healthy human
systems? Why aren’t we including this topic in our change efforts? What might happen if
we did?
The poetic principle invites is re-consideration of aims and focus of any inquiry in the
domain of change management. For it is becoming clearer that our topics, like windsocks,
continue to blow steadily onward in the direction of our conventional gaze. As we shall
soon explore, seeing the world as a problem has become “very much a way of
organizational life”.
The Anticipatory Principle: The infinite human resource we have for generating
constructive organizational change is our collective imagination and discourse about the
future. One of the basic theorems of the anticipatory view of organizational life is that it
is the image of the future, which in fact guides what might be called the current behavior
of any organism or organization. Much like a movie projector on a screen, human
systems are forever projecting ahead of themselves a horizon of expectation (in their talk
in the hallways, in the metaphors and language they use) that brings the future
powerfully into the present as a mobilizing agent. To inquire in ways that serves to
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refashion anticipatory reality—especially the artful creation of positive imagery on a
collective basis--may be the most prolific thing any inquiry can do.
Our positive images of the future lead our positive actions—this is the increasingly
energizing basis and presupposition of Appreciative Inquiry.
Whether we are talking about placebo studies in medicine (Ornstein and Sobel, 1987);
reviews of a myriad of studies of the Pygmalion dynamic in the classroom (Jussim,
1986); studies of the rise and fall of cultures (Boulding,1966; Polak, 1973); research into
the relationships between optimism and health (Seligman, 1998 ); studies of positive
self-monitoring and ways for accelerating learning (Kirschenbaum, 1984 ); analysis of
the importance of imbalanced, positive inner dialogue to personal and relational wellbeing (Schwartz, 1986 ); research on positive mood states and effective decision making
Isen, 1983; studies from the domain of “conscious evolution" (Hubbard, 1998 ); or
theories on how positive noticing of even “small wins” can reverberate throughout a
system and change the world (Weick, 1990 )—the conclusions are converging on
something Aristotle said many years ago. “A vivid imagination”, he said “ compels the
whole body to obey it”. In the context of more popular writing, Dan Goleman (1987), in
a well-written New York Times headline-article declares “Research Affirms the Power of
Positive Thinking”.
The Positive Principle. This last principle is not so abstract. It grows out of years of
experience with appreciative inquiry. Put most simply, it has been our experience that
building and sustaining momentum for change requires large amounts of positive affect
and social bonding—things like hope, excitement, inspiration, caring, camaraderie, sense
of urgent purpose, and sheer joy in creating something meaningful together. What we
have found is that the more positive the question we ask in our work the more long
lasting and successful the change effort. It does not help, we have found, to begin our
inquiries from the standpoint of the world as a problem to be solved. We are more
effective the longer we can retain the spirit of inquiry of the everlasting beginner. The
major thing we do that makes the difference is to craft and seed, in better and more
catalytic ways, the unconditional positive question.
Although the positive has not been paraded as a central concept in most approaches to
organization analysis and change, it is clear we need no longer be shy about bringing this
language more carefully and prominently into our work. And personally speaking it is it
is so much healthier. We love letting go of “fixing” the world. We love doing interviews,
hundreds of them, into moments of organization “alive”. And we are, quite frankly, more
effective the more we are able to learn, to admire, to be surprised, to be inspired
alongside the people we are working with. Perhaps it is not just organizations—we too
become what we study. So suggested, over and again, is the life-promoting impact of
inquiry into the good, the better, and the possible. A theory of affirmative basis of human
action and organizing is emerging from many quarters—social contructionism, image
theory, conscious evolution and the like. And the whole thing is beginning, we believe, to
make a number of our change-management traditions start to look obsolete.
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Appreciative Inquiry and Power in Organizations
We could have easily called this section “Eulogy for Problem Solving”. In our view the
problem solving paradigm, while once perhaps quite effective, is simply out of sync with
the realities of today’s virtual worlds (Cooperrider, 1996). Problem solving approaches to
change are painfully slow (always asking people to look backward to yesterday’s causes);
they rarely result in new vision (by definition we can describe something as a problem
because we already, perhaps implicitly, assume an ideal, so we are not searching to
expansive new knowledge of better ideals but searching how to close “gaps”); and in
human terms problem approaches are notorious for generating defensiveness (it is not my
problem but yours). But our real concern, from a social constructionist perspective, has
to do with relations of power and control. It is the most speculative part of this chapter;
and hopefully, it better illuminates the potentials advocated by AI. In particular is the
more conscious linking of language, including the language of our own profession, to
change. Words do create worlds—even in unintended ways.
It was an unforgettable moment in a conference on AI for inner city change agents,
mostly community mobilizers from the Saul Alinsky school of thought (Rules for
Radicals), in Chicago. After two days a participant challenges: “This is naïve…have you
ever worked in the depths of the inner city, like the Cabrini Green public housing
projects?. You’re asking me to go in and “appreciate” it…just yesterday I’m there and
the impoverished children are playing soccer, not with a ball, no money for that, but with
a dead rat. Tell me about appreciative inquiry in the housing projects!
A powerful question. It was one that made us go deeper theoretically. At one level we
were arguing typical approaches to problem diagnosis, including the Alinsky
confrontation methods, would work, but at about half the speed of AI. But then as we
explored the subject of the cultural consequences of deficit discourse we began seeing a
disconcerting relationship between the society-wide escalation of deficit-based change
methods and the erosion of people power. The analysis, from here, could proceed from
virtually any “professional” discipline—the diagnostic vocabularies of social work,
medicine, organization development, management, law, accounting, community
development, editing—but lets begin with psychology and the social sciences (ample
linkage will be made to our own field). Ken Gergen’s (1994) work, again, is at the
forefront for anyone wanting something more than a suggestive summary.
Consider the following characterizations of the self: impulsive personality, narcissism,
anti-social personality, reactive depressive, codependent, self-alienated, type-A,
paranoid, stressed, repressed, authoritarian, midlife crisis. These are all terms commonly
used by the mental-health professions and are now common among people in the culture
itself. But importantly these terms, and several thousand others (see the 1996 ) have come
into conventional usage only within the present century, many in only the last decade.
But something else is noteworthy: the terminology’s discredit, draw attention to
problems, shortcomings, and incapacity’s. Interestingly, the trajectory of the
“professional” development of vocabularies of human deficit is rising at geometric rates,
correlated as might be expected with the sheer growth in numbers of the profession. In
1892 when the American Psychological association was founded there were 31 members.
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By 1906 there were 181. The next thirty-one years witnessed an expansion of almost a
hundredfold, to over 3000. In the next twenty-two years the figure grew again by twenty
times, over 63,000. Add to this similar growth figures in social work, psychiatry,
community development, and organization development and one realizes that the
spiraling production of languages of deficit have become quite a growth industry. By
1980 mental illness was the third most expensive category of health disorder in the
United States at more then $20 billion annually. By 1983, the costs for mental illness,
exclusive of alcoholism and drug abuse, were estimated to be almost $73 billion. We
have no figures for the consulting industry, but we can guess. While intentions are good,
argues Gergen, some of the unintended consequences may not be.
From a constructionist perspective one realizes that words do not so much innocently
“mirror” a world out there as they become vehicles for coordinating our actions with one
another. Words in any profession function a bit like tools of the trade. When I used to
give my son Matt a hammer, inevitably everything in the house soon became a nail.What
happens when the “scientifically” legitimated vocabularies of human deficit become the
common and explicit tool kit of all? Gergen suggests not everything about it is healthy.
Such deficit discourse, when chronically used, “generates a network of increasing
entanglements for the culture at large. Such entanglements are not only self serving for
the professions, they also add exponentially to the sense of human misery” (1994 p. 142).
In particular deficit based change approaches have an unfortunate propensity to reinforce
hierarchy, wherein “less than ideal” individuals, who learn to accept what sometimes
becomes a lifelong label, are encouraged to enter “treatment programs” under expert
supervision; to erode community, wherein the the mental health professions appropriate
the process of interpersonal realignment that might otherwise (in other eras) have
happened in a nonprofessional contexts like the family or community; to instill a sense of
self-enfeeblement,wherein deficit terms essentialize the person and like a birthmark or
fingerprint, the deficit is expected to inevitably manifest itself into many aspects of their
lives (it is a “thing”); to stimulate endless vocabulary expansion wherein people
increasingly construct their problems in the professional languages (diagnosing each
other) and seek more help which in turn increased the numbers in the profession who are
rewarded when they expand the vocabulary—“to explore a new disorder within the
mental health sciences is not unlike discovering a new star in astronomy (p.159)”.
Gergen sums up: “As I am proposing, when the culture is furnished with a professionally
rationalized language of mental deficit and people are increasingly understood according
to this language, the population of “patients” expands. This population, in turn, forces the
profession to extend its vocabulary, and thus the array of mental deficit terms available
for cultural use (p.161). Is there no exit from such progressive infirmity?
After talking this over with the people in the inner city Chicago conference—and tracing
the vocabularies of human deficit not only to the rise of the professions but also to the
rise of bureaucracy, skeptical science, original sin theological accounts, the cynical
media—the Alinsky trained activist sat down in a gasp. He said: “in the name of
entertainment my people are being fed negative views of human violence—and they are
surrounded by endless description of their negative “needs” their “problem lives”. Even
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in my methods, the same. And what do I see? I see people asleep in front of their TVs.
Unable to move, like sleeping dogs. Yes they have voice in the housing project
assessments. But it is a certain kind of voice…it is visionless voice. They get to confirm
the deficit analysis; all the reports are the same. “Yes” they say, “The reports are true”.
What is hitting me right now is how radical the AI message might be. Marx could have
said it better: perhaps the vocabularies of human deficit are the opiates of the masses.
People have voice in the analyses—this involvement is what we fought for. But people are
not mobilized by it anymore. No, they are asleep. Visionless voice is probobly worse than
no voice.
Elsewhere we have cautioned, in our own discipline, that it is not so much the problem
solving methodologies per se that are of central concern but the growing sense that we all,
throughout the culture, have taken the tools a step further. It is not so much that
organizations have problems, they are problems (see figure two). Somewhere a shift of
this kind has taken place. Once accepted as fundamental truth about organizations,
virtually everything in change-management becomes infused with a deficit
consciousness. For example as French and Bell (1995) define it, “Action-research is both
an approach to problem solving—a model or paradigm, and a problem solving process—a
series of activities and events” (p. 88). Levinson, in the classic on Organizational
Diagnosis (1972) likens it to therapy—“like a therapeutic or teaching relationship it
should be an alliance of both parties to discover and resolve these problems…looking for
experiences which appear stressful to people. What kinds of occurrences disrupt or
disorganize people? (p. 37).
Chris Argyris, again in another classic, asserts: One condition that seems so basic as to be
defined as axiomatic is the generation of valid information…Valid information is that
which describes the factors, plus their interrelationships, that create the problem (1970,
pp.16-17).
Tough questions remain about power and deficit discourse. And of course there are an
array of new innovations in the field, many in this volume, that are signaling significant
departures. So at this point all we want to do is make a call for reflection and caution,
taking a lesson from the wisdom of anthropology—beware of the solid truths of one’s
own culture.
Conclusion
To be sure Appreciative Inquiry (AI) begins an adventure. The urge and call to adventure
has been sounded by many people and many organizations, and it will take many more to
fully explore the vast vistas that are now appearing on the horizon.
As said at the outset we believe we are infants when it comes to our understanding of
appreciative processes of knowing and social construction. Yet we are increasingly clear
the world is ready to leap beyond methodologies of deficit based changes and enter a
domain that is life-centric. Organizations, says AI theory, are centers of human
relatedness, first and foremost, and relationships thrive where there is an appreciative
eye—when people see the best in one another, when they share their dreams and ultimate
concerns in affirming ways, and when they are connected in full voice to create not just
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new worlds but better worlds.The velocity and largely informal spread of the appreciative
learnings suggests, we believe, a growing sense of disenchantment with exhausted
theories of change, especially those wedded to vocabularies of human deficit, and a
corresponding urge to work with people, groups, and organizations in more constructive,
positive, life-affirming, even spiritual ways. AI, we hope it is being said, is more than a
simple 4-D cycle of discovery, dream, design, and destiny; what is being introduced is
something deeper at the core.
Perhaps our inquiry must become the positive revolution we want to see in the world?
Albert Einstein’s words clearly compel: “There are only two ways to live your life. One is
as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though everything is a miracle”.
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Problem Solving

Appreciative Inquiry

“Felt Need”
Identification of Problem

Appreciating and Valuing
The Best of “What Is”

29

Analysis of Causes
Envisioning “What Might Be”
Analysis and Possible Solutions
Action Planning
(Treatment)

Dialoguing “What Should Be”

Basic Assumption:
An Organization is a
Problem to be Solved

Basic Assumption:
An Organization is a Mystery
to be Embraced
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Discovery
“What gives life?”
(the best of what is)

Appreciating

Destiny
“How to empower, learn
and adjust/improvise?”

AFFIRMATIVE
TOPIC CHOICE

Sustaining

Dream
“What might be?”
(What is the world calling for?)

Envisioning Results

Design
“What should be--the ideal?”

Co-constructing

Appreciative Inquiry “4-D” Cycle
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I Ching
Book of Changes
• The oldest and greatest Chinese classic.
• The foundation of Taoist and Confucian
philosophies of life.
• The main theme is the continuous change
and transformation underlying all
existence.

I Ching
A threefold purpose:
• a basis for meditation,
• as a lead for furthering man’s knowledge
of himself,
• for practical guidance on the everyday
problems of life.

I Ching
• Reflects all human situations as dynamic
patterns continuously changing and
transforming.
• The human changes are associated with the
changes of natural processes.
• These patterns structured into a system of the
trigrams and the hexagrams.

Yang and Yin

• The fundamental building blocks are the
ancient concepts of
Yang

Yin

Light
Creative
Heaven
Strong
Firm
Male
Positive

Dark
Receptive
Earth
Weak
Yielding
Female
Negative

• Change is the process of yin transforming
into yang and yang transforming into yin.

The Eight Trigrams (2^3)
• As the thinking matured over centuries this
basis Yang/Yin polarity was developed
into combination of Yang and Yin.
• The eight trigrams represent certain
processes in nature.

• They have manifold meanings.
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Feeling

social interaction

Heaven
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S

Awareness

The source of weather, the seasons,
the sun, moon, & stars by which measure
time.
It is time and the conditions that affect us.
Earth
Will

A place to live, food to eat, minerals, oil,
salt , clay, etc.
Earth teaches us to be patient & nurturing,
supportive & modest.
creation, nature

Water
Soul

We need
both
drink
&
warmth
to survive.
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Flowing –
the chilling & downward
Symbol of danger & life.
Water – beginning of life.
Fire

Thinking

Shooting –
The blazing & upward
Symbol of illumination, insight
intelligence.
forms of energy

Fire – beginning of civilization.

Thunder

Thunder represents
an arousing & forceful
movement,
a force of sound,
a beginning of change.

Wind represents
a gentle & steady
movement,
a steady growing tree.
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Spirit

Wind

Sensing

movement

Mountain
Body

Mountain represents
stillness, consolidation, solitary &
two types of behavior:
meditation (spiritual) & anger
(alienation).

Lake represents
gathering, a marketplace , festival,
a place of joy & a delight of friendship.
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Lake

Feeling

social interaction

The Hexagrams (2^6)
To achieve even greater multiplicity the eight trigrams are
arranged in pairs to form sixty-four hexagrams representing
different states of changes.
3. Resolving Chaos
Water over Thunder

The Upper
Trigram

The Lower
Trigram

The Outer
World

The Inner
World

64x6= 384

Hexagram
Each hexagram as an image/symbol
applies to a specific but complex social,
psychological and spiritual situation.

1.
Creative

9.
Quiet
Restraint

17.
Following

25.
Innocence

2.
Receptive

3.Resolving
Chaos

10.
11.
Following Peace
Path

18.
Decay

4.
Youth

12.
Stagnation

19.
20.
Approach Contemplation

26.
27.
Nourishment
Great
Restraint

28.
Inner
Strength

5.
Waiting

13.
Fellowship

21.
Biting
Through

6.
Conflict

14.
Inner
Wealth

22.
Grace

30.
29.
Dangerous Brightness

7.
Army

8.
Union

15.
Modesty

16.
Enthusiasm

23.

Disintegration

31.
Influence

24.
Turning
Point

32.
Marriage

33.
Retreat

34. Great
Strength

41.
Decrease

42.
Increase

49.
50.
Revolution Great Bowl

57.
Gentle

58.
Joy

35.
Progress

36.

Darkening

Light

37.
Family

38.
Opposition

46.
44.
45.
Breakthrough Temptation Community PushingUpward
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51.
Shock

52.
Keeping
Still

59.
Dispersion

60.
Limitation

53.
Development

61.
Inner
Truth

54.
Love

62.
Moderation

39.
Obstruction

47.
Exhaustion

55.
Abundance

63.
Order

40.
Liberation

48.
The Well

56.
Wanderer

64.
Transition

Theory of Positive Disintegration
• Unites existential and essential
philosophies.
• Existential philosophy – the meaning of
human existence – subjectivity (man’s
inside).
• Essential philosophy – objective process –
exploration of essences of man.

Positive Disintegration
A passage from existence to essence
is a consequence of a long and difficult
process of positive disintegration

Subject – Object relations emerge out of a
lifelong process of development.

I Ching

TPD

Hexagrams reflect all
human situations of
continual
transformation from
chaos to order, and
an order is replaced
by a new chaos, and
this goes on.

The human
development – process
of transition from lower
to higher levels of life
through the chaotic
state of tension,
internal and external
conflicts, anxiety and
despair.

CHAOS

3. Resolving
Chaos

6. Conflict

38. Separation

47. Oppression

21. Biting Through 23.Disintegration

49. Revolution

59. Dispersion

ORDER
8. Union

32. Marriage

11. Peace

37. Family

13. Fellowship

45. Community

20. Contemplation

58. Joy

TRANSITION
19. Approach

40.Liberation

25. Innocence

35. Progress

43. Breakthrough 53. Development

64. Transition

24. Turning Point

Authentic experiences
By authentic experiences of suffering,
pain, reflection, and contemplation we
become more complex and ordered
human beings.
Some hexagrams express these difficult,
challenging, and confusing experiences
which initiate and stimulate the process of
human self-development.

3. Resolving Chaos/
Initial Difficulties/ Sprouting
Water over Thunder

This is a time to get out of difficulties
The spiritual embryo has formed.
Gentle action
Water
Be flexible & seek solutions
Finding the proper guidance
Waiting for proper time

Thunder

Hesitation, obstacles, persevere

39. Obstruction

Water over Mountain
Again one has to turn inward
One’s spirit attracts helpers
Water
Gather trustworthy companion

Continue to seek solution inwardly

Seek out danger
Mountain

Turn inward, reflect, retreat

36. Darkening of the Light
Earth over Fire

It symbolizes a time when we
must hide our inner light in
order to survive during difficult
time.
We will emerge from such dark
periods much stronger if we
remain true to our self.
Example: Dr. Janusz Korczak

5. Waiting
Water over Heaven

Waiting is not empty hoping or
giving up an undertaking.
It has the inner certainty of
reaching the goal.
Waiting develops patience.
Patience strengthens our ability
to grasp opportunity.

The main aspect for
an individual development
by
positive disintegration
is
an enhanced psychic excitability.

Enhanced psychic excitability
creates:
a wider spectrum of feelings
a wider consciousness
a higher level of creativity
a greater power of penetration into both
the external and the inner world
ability to reflect upon them
a need for new experiences and desire for
realization of his/her abilities

1. The Creative
Heaven
over Heaven
It is active
within us & initiate
our action,
gives our life
meaning,
direction, and
creativity.
It is our
consciousness.

1. The Creative (Heaven over Heaven)
Maturation
Integration, highest point of creation
A bifurcation point:
• play an important role in the world
or
• withdraw into solitude and develop himself
Inner conflict, anxiety, differentiation
Set a goal, beginning of action

No action, concentration, meditation

14. Inner Wealth
Fire over Heaven

It symbolizes abundance.
The combination of the inner
strength of heaven with the
outer clarity of fire makes us
a person of great inner
wealth.

58. Joy

Lake over Lake

Joy is based on inner harmony
and authenticity.
It radiates from within and
inspires others.

30. Brightness
Fire over Fire

It represents a metaphor
for intelligence.
When we are guided by
the inner light, undesirable
external influences have
no power over us.

34. Great Strength
Thunder over Heaven

Great strength is essential & is
needed to accomplish anything in
life.
Flexibility, openness, and
perseverance are all requirements
of effective power.
But without sensitivity and moral
integrity, we can not expect fruitful
results.

57. Gentle
Wind over Wind

This expresses gentleness and
adaptability but also penetration.
Gentleness succeeds through
having a clear goals.
Penetration produces its effect not
by violence but subtle and
persistent action.

56. Wanderer
Fire over Mountain

This represents
the need that drives us to
keep on the move in
search for something
new that we are
unable to find at home.
It energizes our lives.

Inner Integration & Stability

•
•
•
•
•

In order to achieve some degree of inner
integration and stability we must remove
ourselves from active life and retreat to:
The world of dreams,
Nature,
Silent moments,
Solitude
Creativity

9. Quiet Accumulation
Wind over Heaven

This expresses the calm
movement of clouds across the
sky.

We should follow the example of
clouds and maintain our inner
strength while displaying
outward flexibility.

33. Retreat
Heaven over Mountain

In some situation in our
lives retreat is necessary.
We succeed if we able to
retreat at the right time
and in the right way.
Retreat is a sign of
strength.

20. Contemplation
Wind over Earth

We have to have special
moments when our mind is
calm and detached.
Only in these moments
we are able to adjust
ourselves
to our main goal in life &
to find a guidance for our
decisions.

22. Grace
Mountain over Fire

Appreciation of beauty
inclines us toward
harmony
rather that chaos.
It indicates the
advantage
of quiet contemplation
and rest.

48. The Well
Water over Wind
The hexagram expresses
the image of water
being drawn
from the depths of the earth
to
nourish all things that exist
on it.
It is also a symbol of our
inner nature.
In some special moments
of silence and concentration,
we become aware of our
inner self
and
able to awake our
creative energy.

The process of human
development

59. Dispersion
Wind / Water

60. Regulation
Water / Lake

We have to be aware
of our weakness and
work on their
elimination.
Only through
dispersion of our
egoism and rigidity,
we open up
ourselves to other
people and new
ideas.

Above water – danger
and below lake – joy.
Being capable of joy
in danger is a main
concept of this
hexagram.
We should act with
self-discipline and act
in the proper
moments.

61. Inner Truth
Wind / Lake

Below lake – inner
joy and
above windharmony;
It means we are going
our life with joyful
accord and gradually
reaching the state of
self-realization.

Process of making decisions

Negative Feedback

41. Decrease
Mountain/Lake

By decreasing
our egoism,
hate and anger,
we open
ourselves to
joy and
spirituality.

Positive Feedback

42. Increase
Wind/Thunder

The forces of
thunder and wind
are reinforcing and
increasing each
other.
We gradually
become capable of
the action.

Self-Organized Criticality

43. Break-through
Lake over Heaven

The flux of
decrease and
increase
precedes the
process of
making
decisions.

43. Breakthrough
Lake over Heaven

Attention, Examination, Awareness
Continuation, Diligence
Lake
Openness, sensitivity, flexibility

Persistence and remain true to yourself
Determination, caution

Heaven
Estimation & preparation

23.Splitting Apart/
Disintegration
Mountain / Earth

If our life Is dominated
by confusing
emotions,
our thoughts and
actions
will tend to be
irrational and things
might eventually get
out of control.

24. The Turning Point
Earth / Thunder

After disintegration,
there must be
a recovery and turn
to the normal state.

Positive Disintegration
as a passage
from Existence to Essence
Essences
Objectivity

Create
own identity
Deepen
emotional
bonds of
friendship
&
love

Existence

Subjectivity

Grow
empathy,
authenticity,
responsibility

Develop
own
interests,
talents,
aptitudes

Develop own interests, talents
and creativity

1. Creative

Heaven over Heaven

Creativity in the
clearest form.
Creativity brings
order, peace,
security and union
for all.

11. Peace

Earth over Heaven

Meaning – Realization of
creative ideas
Spring is a symbol of
creative achievement

Deepen emotional bonds
of friendship and family

13. Fellowship
Heaven over Fire

37. Family
Wind over Fire

45. Happy Union
Lake over Earth

37. Family

Wind over Fire

Wind created by fire,
represents influence
that goes out from
within.
The foundation of the
family is the relationship
between husband and
wife.
The important role of
wife.
When the family is in
order, all mankind’s
social relationship will
be in order.

13. Fellowship
Heaven over Fire

•This is an idea of union, free
from all selfish motives (the
sun shines on all equally).
•The one yin line represents a
leadership that is open,
modest, gentle, and flexible.
• Fellowship is vital and

growing entity in constant
movement, and constant
exchange energy and ideas.

Create own identity
Self-conscious identification with oneself,
with one’s development, & with one’s
perspective for the future

34. Great Strength
Thunder over Heaven

14. Inner Wealth
Fire over Heaven

This is a combination
Great strength is
of inner strength and
essential in our life.
outer clarity.
Flexibility, openness,
& perseverance are all
requirements of our strength.

55. Abundance
Thunder over Fire

This is a time when
clarity and action
bring greatness
and prosperity.

Grow
empathy, authenticity,
&
responsibility

10. Following Path
Heaven over Lake

The gentleness
of nature &
consistency of
manner bring
progress &
success.

61. Inner Truth
Wind over Lake

The shape of hexagram
suggests both an open
heart and the meeting
of lips in kiss.
Both images suggest that
we should be more
receptive to universal compassion &
the spiritual truth.

45. Happy Union
Lake over Earth
Our success or failure in life
is determined by the people
with whom we associate and
by kind of relationship
we cultivate with them.
The best friendships emerge
spontaneously, from a heart.
They cannot be create by
conscious effort.
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Advantages & Challenges
of Lifespan Intensity

Ellen D. Fiedler, Ph.D.
Wings for Education LLC
ellenfiedler@comcast.net

Do any of these sound familiar?
 You have so much energy! I can’t believe how much
you do. Don’t you ever slow down?
 Why are you always asking “why?” You’re analyzing
this to death!

 I can’t understand why you won’t even taste that! (or)
Why do you have to have tags cut out of your
clothes?
 Why are you always looking for another solution to
every problem? Why can’t you just settle on one good
answer and get on with it?
 You’re too sensitive! Why do you let all those things
bother you? Why do you always take everything to
heart?

Being a gifted adult often means…
 Being criticized for your intensity and
sensitivity throughout your life.
 Never quite understanding why others
don’t understand…
 who you are,
 how you think, and
 how you feel.

 But also, living life to a degree that
regularly rewards you with peak
experiences, great satisfaction and joy.

The paradox of lifespan intensity
Either:
Living life to the hilt,
immersing yourself fully in
whatever you are doing, or
Living a life of quiet
desperation, concealing who
you are and all your deepest
thoughts and feelings.

Considering the multi-faceted
aspects of intensity …
 Intensity is manifested throughout our lifespan.
 It can be viewed through the lens of Dabrowski’s
theory, especially the overexcitabilities:
 Psychomotor, Intellectual, Sensual, Imaginational, and
Emotional

 We also can take into consideration:





Erickson’s theory of psychosocial development,
Strenewski’s exploration of the lives of gifted grown-ups,
Sheehy’s views on the cycles (and crises) of adult life, and
Jacobsen’s concept of everyday geniuses.

Weaving ideas and concepts
together …
 We’ll be looking at the various ages
& stages of life … weaving together
ideas from Dabrowski, Erikson,
Strezniewski, Sheehy, and Jacobsen
(among others).
 For full details on which ideas came
from where, see my Chapter, Ch. 10,
in Living with Intensity, edited by
Daniels & Piechowski and published
in 2009 by Great Potential Press.

Besides Dabrowski, why those
four, in particular,?
 Erikson: insights for understanding
childhood and adolescence
 Streznewski: the mixed blessings of
extraordinary potential at each life stage
 Sheehy: predictable cycles of adult life

 Jacobsen: descriptions of gifted adults who
may be totally oblivious to their core identity

Stages of Life,

as classified by Erikson
 Young Adulthood:
 Approximately ages 18-35

 Middle Adulthood:
 Approximately ages 35-55 or 65

 Late Adulthood:
 Approximately ages 55 or 65 to death

What do you see as the
advantages & challenges
of the Stage of Life you
are in, right now?
 For the next 2-3 minutes.,
share ideas with someone
sitting near you.

Young Adulthood:
Approximately Ages 18 to 35
 Characterized by “intimacy versus isolation”
 Searching for kindred spirits; seeking companions &
life partners
 For gifted young adults, friendships and love
relationships may have an almost explosive quality.

 Chief complaint against them is that they think, do,
say, imagine or emote “too much.”
 Kindred spirits may be few & hard to find.
 Those who are gifted may have to search far & wide to find
others who share their sometimes esoteric interests or even
find someone who laughs at their jokes.

Young Adulthood
 Challenges follow young gifted adults into the
workplace.
 They can become lost in the crowd, unable to find a
sense of connectedness with anyone.
 They may decide to be “happy loners”, basking in
their solitude,

OR
 They may become cynical & scornful of others
The speed & complexity of their thought processes can
create barriers to communication & connection.

Young Adulthood
 Intensity may be a catalyst for either intimacy
or isolation – sometimes both, simultaneously.
 The intensity of gifted young adults raises
questions for them about their identity and
creates unique issues regarding their career
paths.
 Needs of gifted young adults in the workplace
include:
 Challenges & newness
 Opportunities to share their ideas & explore new
avenues in their work
 Being able to create their own work environments in
order to make all this possible

Young Adulthood
 Many gifted young adults now attempt to meet their
needs for challenge & newness through multi-tasking.
 Some of the daunting tasks for gifted young adults:
 To hear their own voice through all the noise of the outer
world, and
 To pursue vocations that feel right to them, that call to
them, and that help them discover and answer the questions
that they sense they were put on earth to answer.

 Intellectual & imaginational intensity are triggered
under these circumstances.
 Emotional intensity heightens their responses to either
the best or the worst of all possible situations.

Young Adulthood
 Sheehy characterized this stage as the “Trying
Twenties” – a time when individuals are concentrating
on what they feel they are “supposed to do.”
 Complicated for gifted young adults with high levels of
intellectual and imaginational intensity:
 Aware of all the possibilities available to them.
 Concerned about what they should be doing to use their
gifts & talents productively for society’s betterment.
 Desire to find one or more others with whom they can
relate.

Many gifted adults do make their way successfully –
Positive outcomes are found to apply the most to
those who had an appropriate education & had adults
who responded well to their intellectual intensity.

Middle Adulthood:

Approximately Ages 35-55 or 65
 Erikson called this stage “generativity versus
stagnation.”
 “Generativity”: a term coined by Erikson – all about
passing along what we deem important for future
generations.
 Adults at this stage are typically absorbed with
activities related to their “legacy”, e.g.:
 Guidance they provide for their own children
 Improving aspects of their profession through their work
 Volunteering to make a difference through involvement in
community organizations.

 Focus is on the “big picture” – a long-range
perspective. (More aligned with Level IV in Dabrowskian terms.)

Middle Adulthood
 Satisfaction is sought through meaningful
work & family involvements.
 Because of their intensity, gifted adults in
their middle years especially fear inactivity
and meaninglessness.

 Urgency to accomplish something
worthwhile
OR (at the very least)
to live life as fully as possible.
 Can become self-absorbed and stagnate.

Middle Adulthood
 May be faced with major life changes & struggle
with finding new meanings and purposes.
 Because of their intensity, gifted adults
experience everything at deeper and more
multifaceted levels.
 Gifted adults in their middle years feel far greater
pressure to change things for the better.
 Gifted adults typically move toward generativity at
much earlier ages than the general population.
 They also typically show considerable concern for
promoting the well-being of future generations.

Middle Adulthood
 The long-term pursuit of
generativity can lead to a deep
sense of satisfaction for gifted
adults who find their niche & can
see progress from their efforts.
 However, discovering and
fulfilling your life’s mission is a
painstaking task that may take
many years to accomplish.
 The down side of this stage of
life is stagnation.

Middle Adulthood
 Gifted adults, whose standards are
typically very high, are more subject
to depression than stagnation.
 The intensity of gifted adults is not
always appreciated.
 Nor are they supported by others who
don’t share their vision.
 Problems exist for gifted men & women
alike, each in their own way.

Middle Adulthood
 Sense of urgency for both men & women in their
middle years – exacerbated by intensity in those
who are gifted.

 Desire to do something (anything!) worthwhile.
 May lead to new & more relevant career paths, often
2nd or 3rd careers that are dramatically different from
those they pursued earlier.
 Seeking meaningful personal renewal.
 Often seek rewarding avocations that may turn into
vocations.

 For gifted adults, this may be an experience of
spontaneous multilevel disintegration.

Middle Adulthood
 Sheehy called this “the mortality
crisis.”
 The effect on gifted adults is:
 To make them stop short and take
stock of their lives.
 To ask those deep & penetrating
questions about the meaning of life.
 To agonize about what they are
meant to do (and are able to do) in
the years that they have left.

Late Adulthood:

Approximately Ages 55 or 65 to Death
 Erickson described this stage as being characterized
by “integrity versus despair.”
 Supposedly is one in which older adults reflect on
their lives either:
 With happiness & contentment (integrity), or
 With perceptions of failure and wondering whether it was
all worth it (despair).

 Earlier images of older adults leading sedentary
lives don’t gibe with what most gifted adults are
now like in their later years.
 These days, older gifted adults run a home-based
business, take art classes, go back to school,
volunteer, become active in politics, travel, etc., etc.

Late Adulthood
 Streznewski said,
“The high-powered brain/mind that
drives a gifted person’s life does not
switch to low gear simply because
the body ages or some chronological
milestone has been reached. The
persistence of curiosity, the need for
stimulation, and the drive to do
things does not fade” (p. 236).

 Erikson’s theory doesn’t ring true for
gifted adults in their later years.

Late Adulthood
 Regarding Erikson’s views on late
adulthood, Sheehy commented,
“I think of integrity as the work of
integration…What is the essence of
ourselves that we want to leave
behind?” (p. 355).
 Doesn’t this sound much more like
generativity than integrity versus
despair?

 Gifted children & youth do not
“outgrow” their intensity; neither do
gifted adults.

Late Adulthood
 Physiological changes affect outward
signs of some areas of intensity
(psychomotor, in particular).

 However, the minds, emotions, and
imaginations of gifted individuals in
late adulthood typically remain highly
active – due to a lifelong investment
in mental challenge.
 Sensual intensity may even increase,
especially sensitivity to touch,
textures, and smells.

Late Adulthood
 Many gifted individuals in late adulthood continue to:
 Seek, find, & and create challenges for themselves.
 Work tirelessly, using their gifts and talents in meaningful
ways toward making the world better.
 Be lifelong learners & seekers of truth.
 Find opportunities that connect them with others who share
their interests, their passions, their characteristics, &
perhaps their self-appointed missions to change the world.

 Their lives tend to be an extension of the experiences
of earlier phases, rather than a final chapter.

 Gifted older adults typically have greater appreciation
for who they are & can accept that only some of those
they encounter will be like them.

Late Adulthood
 Disadvantages of being an intense older adult:
 Often are extensions of issues that arose during earlier
stages of life.
 May become more problematical due to societal expectations
that “senior citizens” will slow down.

 Due to our culture’s rampant ageism, intensity may be
totally discounted or misinterpreted as senility.

 Being dismissed & treated as if they are too old to be
worthwhile contributors results in painful (and at time
enraging) experiences for them.
 The role of respected “elders” has the potential for
engaging the intensity of older gifted adults
appropriately.

Late Adulthood
 Physical implications of aging do exist and do affect
older gifted adults, too, of course.

 Their intensity typically comes into play as they deal
with issues related to whatever attention their bodies
demand, e.g.
• Intellectual Intensity: May decide to investigate everything
related to whatever they are experiencing physically.

• Imaginational Intensity: Some over-focus on symptoms and
may become hypochondriacs; others become proficient in
using creative visualization along with other healing methods.
• Emotional Intensity: Some find great satisfaction in
whatever they can do to prolong youthful vigor; others
experience extreme frustration when they can’t function at
the same levels as when they were younger.

Late Adulthood
 Jacbsen said:
“…intensity is the razor-sharp
edge upon which we must
balance most of our lives….
Mastering intensity is critical
because it facilitates the
fulfillment of our goals,
enhances our relationships,
and keeps the juices flowing in
the right direction” (p. 308).

Lives in Denial
 One group of gifted adults may experience all of this
but are in denial – denial of their intensity & denial
of their giftedness.
 Some spend their lives working at one menial job after
another, jobs that only occasionally challenge them.
 Some become lost in substance abuse – numbing their
intensity down to a tolerable level.
 Others turn to a life of crime; some of them end up in jail or
prison.
 Some live out their lives in mental institutions.

Specific reasons for why this happens are as complex
and diverse as the gifted individuals themselves.

In Conclusion
 Whether or not gifted adults go through the stages
the same way as Erikson described for others, the
issues at each stage are very real for them.
 However, for gifted adults, each stage will likely be
experienced with far greater intensity.

 Also, each of the stages may be revisited repeatedly
by adults who are gifted.
 Often, there is continuous disintegration and reintegration.

 As a result, gifted adults are often described as
“ageless.”

Giftedness: The exceptionality
that is the exception.
 Gifted individuals defy classification & expectations at
any age.
 Their individuality overrides any generalizations .
 Gifted adults deal with the advantages and challenges
of their overexcitabilities throughout their lifespan.
 Through greater self-understanding & by finding
kindred spirits to share life’s journey, the probabilities
are good that gifted adults can:
 Meet the challenges of their intensity,
 Enjoy the advantages of it, and
 Lead satisfying, meaningful, rich & fulfilling lives.

For a copy of this PowerPoint
presentation or further
information, contact:
Ellen D. Fiedler, Ph.D.
Wings for Education LLC
ellenfiedler@comcast.net
269.469.6225
or
773.882.4876

Session 12 - Laurence (Laurie) is having his paper published in Advanced Development. The
reference is below sans the page numbers.
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The Little Mermaid: Dąbrowski's Model Lived in Fairy Tale & Life

In “The Little Mermaid,” there is a yearning of “the most beautiful
voice” to rise from the depths of the sea. There is also a lie told--that soul
can only be gleaned through marriage to The Prince. The Little Mermaid’s
longing takes her on a painful journey. As she attempts to make her way
onto land, her loss of voice, and painful steps are emblematic of the “tragic
gift” many gifted voices experience.
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration comes alive through the
story of The Little Mermaid, and the parallel transformative journey of a
woman psychologist, who--amidst a profession increasingly devoid of soul-attempts to reconcile within herself the love of psyche, and the sterility of
pathology. As the tension builds between heart and mind in the darkest
night, a crucifixion occurs. The tertium non datur, also known as the
transcendent function, leads to disintegration. A certain surrender “costing
not less than everything” brings a new dawn, soul, and Secondary
Integration. “As above” becomes lived as “so below.”

Dr. Sandra Burke combines religion, psychology, and mythology in
understanding human development. Trained in Los Angeles at The Jung
Institute, and The Wright Institute, she also studied at The Jung Institute in
Zurich. Dr. Burke has a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology from Pacifica Graduate
Institute, and a M.A. in Culture & Spirituality from The Sophia Program at
Holy Names University.
Her private practice is in San Francisco and Mill Valley, and she is adjunct
faculty in the Clinical Psychology Program at Antioch University in Santa
Barbara. www.sandraburkephd.com

Deal or No Deal: The Validity of
Overexcitability
By R. Frank Falk and Nancy B. Miller
Institute for the Study of Advanced Development
Denver, Colorado
THE OVEREXCITABILITY QUESTIONNAIRES
The earliest measurements of OE were with the OEQ (the Overexcitability Questionnaire).
It provided rich examples of OE responses. Training coders was time consuming and some
would say difficult. The coding required two coders and some form of consensus. A second
coding system was developed to improve both the training and the coding. Both methods
showed adequate inter—rater reliability.

Average Inter-Rater Reliability

1

2

OEQ Original Coding1

.71

OEQ Updated Coding System2

.80

Lysy, (1979); Beach, (1980)
Falk, Piechowski & Lind, (1994)

2

Published Findings
Within Study Comparison of Gifted and Non-Gifted OE Means in OEQ Studies
Studya

a

Psychomotor

Sensual

Imaginational

Intellectual Emotional

Gifted Non

Gifted Non

Gifted Non

Gifted Non Gifted Non

1

7.93* 5.08

2.71 2.09

6.79

4.64

8.39* 5.77 11.94* 9.15

2

7.00 6.63

2.56 2.51

6.57

6.01

8.13* 6.31 10.96* 8.08

3

5.80* 4.40

2.00 1.20

5.40

3.70

7.10* 3.60

4

7.17 6.24

2.25 2.17

11.58* 6.66

15.41* 8.33 11.30* 5.50

5

4.86 3.49

3.23 1.92

5.31* 2.81

10.09* 4.24

6.80 4.70

6.09 4.68

1 = Ackerman (1997a), 2 = Breard (1994), 3 = Buerschen (1995), 4 = Gallagher (1985), 5 = Yakmaci-Guzel and

Akarsu (2006)
* = p < .05

We should point out that the earliest study was published in 1984 and the latest in 2006.
Subjects ranged from 4th to 11th grade students, and one study was carried out in Turkey using a
translation of the OEQ. Obviously, these factors can influence findings. Taking this into

3

consideration, however, our results showed gifted students scored numerically higher on all
OEs in all 5 studies.
Comparing only those means showing significant differences, we found that gifted
students scored higher on intellectual OE in all 5 studies; they scored higher on emotional OE in
3 studies. Gifted students were higher in 2 studies on imaginational OE and psychomotor OE.
A shortened version consisting of 12 items from the OEQ was created by Cheryl
Ackerman and myself in 1997. The purpose was to reduces respondent and coder time but still
have an instrument that allows self-expression of the OEs. You can find the OEQ Short Form as
in Appendix A of Living with Intensity (Daniels & Piechowski, 2009).
THE OVEREXCITABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE -- II
To facilitate larger samples and avoid the training and use of coders, an objective
questionnaire was developed: the OEQ-II. The instrument was developed with an eight-grade
reading level although most 12 year olds find the questions easy to understand. The internal
consistency reliability is above 0.70 for each OE . Similar reliabilities were found for a new
instrument the OEQ-2c designed for younger children.

Average Internal Consistency Reliability Generation III

4

OEQ-II3

.87

OEQ-2c4

.86

Published Findings
Within Study Comparison of Gifted and Non-Gifted OE Means in OEQ-II Studies
Studya

Psychomotor
Gifted Non

Sensual
Gifted Non

Imaginational
Gifted Non

Intellectual
Gifted Non

Emotional
Gifted Non

1

3.48

3.43

3.42

3.02

3.11

2.91

3.56* 3.15

3.87* 3.66

2b

3.50

3.48

3.18

3.15

2.97* 2.76

3.46* 3.27

3.32* 3.16

3

2.94

3.04

3.62* 3.45

2.68* 2.50

4.06* 3.72

3.60

3.62

4

3.22

3.60*

3.35

3.83*

3.38

3.45

a

3.45 3.25*

2.99

3.40

1 = Bouchet and Falk (2001), 2 = Tieso (2007a), 3 = Treat (2008), 4 = Pardo (2006)

b

estimated means

* = p < .05

3

Bouchet & Falk, (2001)

4

Daniels, Falk, & Piechowski,(2005)

5

Findings show gifted samples have numerically higher means in studies 1 and 2 than
those of non-gifted/non-identified samples for all comparisons. In study 3 gifted means were
higher for sensual, imaginational, and intellectual OEs, but psychomotor and emotional OEs
were higher for non-gifted. Study 3 also represents the most diverse population, selecting
subjects by sexual orientation. In study 4 gifted means are higher on imaginational, intellectual,
and emotional, but psychomotor and sensual were higher for non-gifted.
Comparing only those means showing significant differences, we found that intellectual
OE’s were higher for gifted on all studies and imaginational OEs on 3 of the 4 studies while
emotional was higher in 2 of 3 studies. Sensual OE was significantly higher for the gifted in
study 3. Psychomotor was significantly higher for the non-gifted in the Spanish study. As the
number of studies such as these increases, a larger, more comprehensive analysis will be
possible.
THE OVEREXCITABILITY QUESTIONAIRE – 2C
Another version of the OEQ for the self-report of children (OEQ-2c) is being validated
(Daniels, Falk, & Piechowski, 2005). This 25-item instrument was designed for elementary
school children.
Findings
Within Study Comparison of Gifted and Non-Gifted OE Means in OEQ-2c Studies

6

Studya Psychomotor Sensual
Imaginational
Gifted Non Gifted Non Gifted Non

1

4.02

3.69

3.29 2.57

3.13*

2.53

Intellectual Emotional
Gifted Non Gifted Non

4.07* 3.23 3.29*

2.67

a

1 = Van Langen, J., & Hoogevenn, L. (2010)
In exciting new study using a Dutch version of the OEQ-2c with children ages 7 to13

reports findings similar to study 1 and 2 in Table 2. Thirty gifted students scored higher on all
OE’s than a sample of thirty non-gifted children (Van Langer & Hoogeveen, 2010). Significant
differences were found for sensual, imaginational, intellectual, and emotional OE (p < .01).
New Directions
Based on OEQ-II items, a parent-report questionnaire has been developed to assess
young children’s OEs. Parents complete the Overexcitability Inventory for Parents (OIP)
indicating the signs of OE observed in their children (Institute for the Study of Advanced
Development, 2007). The OIP is being used at the Gifted Development Center in Denver as an
indication of children’s intensities and sensitivities. In some recent studies questionnaires have
been posted on-line and selected audiences have been solicited for participation (e.g., Treat,
2008).

7

SUMMARY
In reviewing three generations of research on OE covering more than 40 years, we found
that OE scores were consistently higher for gifted than non-gifted populations. This is true for
scores obtained from autobiographies, written responses to the open-ended OEQ, and the
objective OEQ-II questionnaire. The pattern is remarkably consistent across studies that involve
different investigators, different age groups of subjects, different sample sizes, and different
locations. The means for OEs were numerically higher for gifted than non-gifted samples in all
comparisons in studies using the OEQ. When considering only those findings where significant
differences are shown, gifted students were higher on intellectual OE in all studies in our
analysis. Emotional OE was higher for gifted subjects in more than half of the studies;
imaginational, psychomotor, and sensual scores were less likely to show significant differences.
Similar results were obtained from the 4 studies using the OEQ-II. Intellectual OE scores were
significantly higher in all studies. Imaginational for 3 studies and emotional scores were higher
in 2 of the studies; sensual OE was higher in 1 study.
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Background for
Research Approach
“ As a field of research, scholarship, and
application, transpersonal psychology
seeks to honor human experience in its
fullest and most transformative
expressions.”
( Anderson, 1998, p. xxi)

Transpersonal psychology moves beyond
the personally identified self; it delves
deeply into profound aspects of human
experience.

Intuitive Inquiry
(Transpersonal Methodology)
Sympathetic resonance (strike a tuning fork
and another tuning fork will vibrate a
distance away).
Resonance as a validation procedure for
researcher’s particular intuitive insights and
synthesis.
Research can function as poetry;
immediate apprehension and recognition
of an experience spoken by another.
(Braud & Anderson, 1998, p. 75).

Intuitive Inquiry
(Transpersonal Methodology)
Bring a compassionate heart to scientific inquiry;
how researcher asks questions, sets hypothesis,
conducts investigation, analyzes data, and
speaks to readers.
Asks significant questions with compassion,
compassionate listening, compassion assists in
seeing value of data, heartfelt compassionate
writing.
(Braud & Anderson, 1998, p. 71)

Purpose of the Study
To explore the perceptions of parents of
the gifted regarding their understanding of
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive
Disintegration.
To explore how parenting practices of
parents of the gifted may have changed
after learning about Dabrowski’s Theory of
Positive Disintegration.
To extend the research of Daniels
regarding parenting and TPD.

Daniels Study-2009
Focus: Impact of overexcitabilities on
development and family dynamics
How do these characteristics and traits emerge
within your family?
How has this affected your parenting and/or your
family dynamic?
Initial meeting with parents to discuss Dabrowski
and OEs then semi-structured interviews with 20
parents over two-year period

Research Questions:
How do parents of the gifted, who have
received gifted training in a MA in Gifted
Education program, perceive the
connection to family dynamics after
learning about Dabrowski’s Theory of
Positive Disintegration ?
In what way does an understanding of
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive
Disintegration affect subsequent
parenting?

Method
Participants
One parent with Master of Arts in Gifted
Education; three parents with significant
MA coursework in gifted education (30
plus hours)
Recruited from NEIU MAGE program
Parents of gifted children
Women
Three Caucasian; One Hispanic
Ages 30-48

Description of Participants
Number of
children
Parent A

2

Graduate
Training in
Gifted
Education
MA in Gifted

Marital Status

Married

Education
Parent B

1

33 sem. hrs.
(grad) in
Gifted
Education

Married

Parent C

4

33 sem. hrs.
(grad) in
Gifted
Education

Married

Parent D

5

33 sem. hrs.
(grad) in
Gifted
Education

Married

Method
Data Collection
Individual interviews with each parent; in
person or via telephone; email
responses
Email list of questions for reflection prior
to interview
Intuitive inquiry implies deep listening;
emotional connecting

Family Characteristics
I was born in Chicago IL and my husband was born in
Durango, Mexico (though he was raised here in Chicago
from the time he was nine). We have been married for 7
years, eight in September. I am a teacher in Chicago Public
Schools and my husband is a stay at home dad. We have
three kids: Girl, age 10; Girl age 8.5 and Boy age 3.
My children (two boys, now 19 and almost 22) were
identified as gifted a couple of times because we moved a lot
with the work. My oldest was first placed in a self-contained
gifted program when we lived in the east for third
grade. Second child was first identified at the end of second
grade when we lived in Illinois. Both boys were identified
again when we moved to Pennsylvania.
Our family emigrated to the US when I was in high school.
Our son, now a teenager, was born in the US and has been
raised with the best of both cultures. He is fortunate to have
grandparents close by who also are involved in nurturing
him.

Classic first child. Spoke early. Precocious. Easily
adaptable. Example: Several ear infections in her first 18
months of life had left fluid in her Eustachian tubes which
meant she was hearing as if she were underwater at all
times. We didn’t realize this until she was two as she had
become so adept at lip reading, she had us all fooled!
Having spoken early, with no affected speech, we had no
idea she wasn’t hearing well.
Identical twins (2&3): Their “twinship” was apparent from
early on. Though one was two pounds heavier at birth,
everything they did was in synch with each other. As soon as
they could crawl, they discovered gymnastic routines to
climb from crib, to dressing table, into the other crib and
loved each other’s company. The too spoke early and
owning a hundred family preschool at the time, they were
exposed to socialization with other babies and toddlers from
the start. Always behaved beyond their years. They were
also in the Primary Challenge pullout in primary years, and
began taking violin when they were five years old.

Child 4: He ran on endless energy from toddlerdom and
exhibited his Dad’s perfectionist tendencies from the earliest
stages, throwing many masterpieces away in preschool
because they didn’t turn out the way he saw them in his
head. He always had a hard time winding down at the end of
the day. He was the only eighteen month old that insisted on
seeing Coach and Murphy Brown after the 10:00 PM news!
He kept a black floor pillow in his bed and used glow-in-thedark chalk to write equations to lull himself to sleep. His zeal
was exhausting and inspiring at the same time. At six he
took piano to get a foundation for his percussion passions
and has written lyrics, composed songs and performed both
serious drama and music theater since then as well.
Child 5: Though not a perfectionist, she is focused and
independent, determined, creative and very musically gifted.
Another one with theater passions, she is probably the most
musically inclined in a natural, innate way. She can hear a
line of music and recreate it vocally or instrumentally after
the first time hearing it

Can you describe your parenting style and that
of your partner if you have one? Would you
describe your parenting styles as
complementary?
“My parenting style would probably be described
as Authoritative so would my husband's style. I
say this because we both have very high
expectations of ours kids. High, in that we expect
our kids to be good people and that is not always
easy to do. We don't spoil our kids (not rotten),
they don't always get what they want, they are
expected to do chores around the house and be
responsible. We discipline our kids if they are
disrespectful to us or anyone for that matter and
expect our kids to be able to explain their
reasoning for their actions. At the same time we
allow for our kids to be kids.”

“My husband is stricter than I am. He was raised in
a large family with one parent most of his life since
his father passed away when he was young. His
mother had to be strict. I tend to go with the flow
more. I think we complement one another fairly
well, although when the kids were
younger we sometimes butted heads because of
our opposite approaches. However, I think he has
generally learned to relax a bit over the years, too,
so he is better about talking to the kids before just
stating his desire. And, I hope I have learned that
there are times to be more firm when needed.”

“Though our youngest kids probably perceive me
to be the first one to seek for permission to do
something, all our kids know that my husband and
I have to be in agreement for their requests to be
answered. Dad is more hands-off on the school
issues and I’m the “go-to” for that due to his
attitude toward school since he never really had
his learning needs met. However, we’re both
earnestly involved in all our kids’ lives as they
choose for us to be. When one is in a show,
we’re there for the whole run- often, every member
attending every performance.”

How did you learn about TPD?
“I first learned about overexcitabilities in
parenting/advocacy class when working on my MA
degree. It was like a light bulb went on for me and
I understood my family members so much better!
Moreover, I finally understood myself! I was
always the “grandmother of my class” as teachers
would tell my folks and yearned to date, ogling my
mom’s jewelry and make-up as she and dad would
get ready to go out. I always argued with God
about how deeply I feel everything and how my
passion for everything would cause me to get
choked up and emotional, which I feared shook
my credibility. Though I came to grips with my
emotional expression and sensitivity to people’s
needs, I never really understood until I learned of
Dabrowski! I think you can see his theory
represented in each of my family members.”

“I had no idea who Dabrowski was, or
what his theory was until I was in
class for the MAGE program. I'm
getting my master's in gifted
education and so that was how I
found out about his theory. Wow did it
blow my mind...it was like "Ohhhhhh"

“When we moved to Illinois and I "fell" into
my job as gifted coordinator, I promised
that I would take courses in gifted
education. So, it was through my
coursework that I first heard about
Dabrowski. I may have taken classes for
my professional growth, but I remember
putting on my "mom" hat when I first heard
about Dabrowski and his overexcitabilities.
There were so many aspects of my family
that are now explained.”

“I learned about Dabrowski’s Theory
from the head of school for the gifted.
She had a strong understanding of
TPD and shared it regularly with
parents. It all made perfect sense to
me. At NEIU I broadened my
understanding with more in depth
readings and discussion.”

Dealing with Overexcitabilities
My own kids have different overexcitabilities. Both
show aspects of intellectual OE's but one child is
an avid reader who uses language with great
facility, including a wicked sense of humor. The
other is logical and mathematical. Both love to
argue. The younger one, however, has a GREAT
deal of Emotional OE's. He has always been very
sensitive emotionally; easy to cry, empathetic,
higher highs and lower lows. He also had
difficulties with certain textures (metal silverware
against his teeth, for example). Also, when
stressed or tired he has tics. They aren't as
prominent now that he is older, but he went
through a time when he was on medication.

“My daughter was always a very reasonable child. She was quiet
and smart and would sit for hours and talk with you. She still does
this but when she was younger she was so intense. She would talk
to you about anything but she had an "unreasonable" fear of
ponytails, especially the ones with hair on them- I mean she would
lose it. She would scream, run in the other direction, through a fit, it
just didn't jive with the person she was...it was frightening to see.
As a parent I did not understand and part of me was very worried
that she had OCD because she would literally be unable to walk
down the aisle of a store if she knew the ponytails were there. I can
remember her being six years old and I would get so upset because
I just didn't get it. My husband and I would try to reason with her, or
have her explain it to us but her "fear" was so great it was almost
insurmountable. I was afraid we would have to seek help for her.
Slowly, I began the process, on my own, to try to desensitize her. I
would talk to her and ask her about rubber bands (which she had
no fear of) and ask her to hold one, then slowly she was able to
hold the black ponytail rubber bands but not look at them. I would
hold her hand and help her pick one up if she saw one and slowly
she was able to cope. Today, she still cringes if she sees a ponytail
with hair on it, but she can pick it up and put it in the accessory
basket we have at home.”

“At the time though I had no name for what she was
experiencing and it was scary because I wasn't sure if it
would get worse as she got older. Then I'm sitting in my
class and my professor starts talking about over-excitabilities
and I swear to god it was like everything I had experienced (
I wanted to cry because I was so happy). It was profound for
me because I finally understood my daughter. I understood
that what she was seeing was overloading her mind. When I
ask her now what it felt/feels like she says to me that when
she used to see a ponytail with hair on it made her brain
"zuzz". She said it felt like electricity in her body. Now she
says that she was really thankful that we didn't force her to
wear ponytails (she still doesn't) because she said it was just
too awful. She said that the talking and making her touch
them was hard at first but that it helped her "ignore the zuzz"
eventually but that she was glad we understood her.”

“Our son was sensitive from the early days.
He had colic but loved to be read to. He
enjoys activities that many of his age peers
aren’t interested in exploring and it was
really difficult when he was young. We
tried private school for the gifted and even
some of those teachers didn’t really
understand his needs. He is energetic,
curious and passionate about learning
what interests him.”

“My daughter refused to wear socks, she
used to say she could feel the bumps-This
was a big pet peeve of mine. It was winter
and she would flat out refuse to wear them
She would cry and cry and cry and cry and
cry. Oh could my daughter cry. After I read
and understood Dabrowski's theory I never
pestered her about the socks anymore and
we were all the better for it. She still hates
socks and will only wear what she calls
"smooth socks"...point is I choose my
battles and the truth is I really get it.”

“My older daughter cries if her things are
out of the order she has put them in. The
other one is very sensitive and if you let her
she gets overwhelmed really easily but
she's also super social, no one that meets
her ever forgets her, she's very sweet and
super charismatic but if you blow
raspberries she will cower. She says that
her brain melts when people do that.”

“Without a doubt aspects of Dabrowski's
theory are aligned differently in different
children. What is prominent in one, may
not even be present in another. I can think
of children who are so sensitive and others
who are so imaginative. There is one
common link many gifted kids usually
because they are in gifted programs for
academic talent, is that of the intellectual
overexcitability. But, even saying that, it
manifests itself differently in different
children.”

“During 9/11 our child was really affected by what
was happening. He is very intuitive and knew that
something serious was happening. We didn’t
allow him to watch TV and our family discussed it
typically when he was not within earshot.
However, he learned about it from the
environment and his own sensitivities. He was
traumatized by the event and in retrospect he may
have suffered post-traumatic stress. The way we
found to calm him was for him to be in water for
several hours a day. That lasted for over 4-5
months.”

In what ways, if any, have your parenting
practices changed after learning about TPD?
“Learning about Dabrowski's theory was a
validation. I was doing right by my child by
accepting and respecting those qualities of his that
now had a name. The theory opened up another
layer of communication between me and my child
in a sense that I could better explain to him what
he was experiencing; it provided a set of tools to
reassure him that his intensities were perfectly
normal. Therefore, I believe that learning about
Dabrowski's theory enhanced my parenting. In
addition, being familiar with the theory was
tremendously helpful in advocating for my son
during his early middle school years.”

“I'm more sensitive to my kids’ quirks. I'm
less hard on them about those things, it's
taught me to let go and to understand that
my kids aren't crazy...they're just gifted. I
actually really meant that. I take what my
kids say about things like that seriously and
I always make sure to let them know that
they are not "weird" which they will
sometimes now call their OEs. I don't know
I'm just more sensitive whereas before I
would get upset now I just let go.”

“Knowing about Dabrowski earlier would have
helped explain things about our
children. Once I knew about Dabrowski, I was
able to see that some of the things I observed
in them that could be OE's. It just helped to
know that that was the way they were wired
and be more accepting of some of the
behaviors we saw. It also helped to explain to
my husband about Dabrowski and his
theories. I think over the years being able to
share this information with parents has been
huge, too. Even though I present Dabrowski's
OE's as a professional, I relate some stories
about my kids to help explain how the OE's
might be seen.”

Conclusions:
Learning about TPD affected
parenting practices in many ways:
Helped to explain child(ren) to
themselves and others including other
parent
Created more understanding of self
More tolerant of certain behaviors in
children and others
Affirmed the need to advocate for
child(ren) at school

Aided in job performance by
connecting personal experiences to
those of students and their parents
Authoritative parenting style is
pervasive

Final thoughts…
“With understanding and enlightenment
comes a better person. I believe I am a
better person, wife and mother for
understanding Dabrowski and those
attributes in each of my family members! If
you live with folk who have
overexciteabilities, be sensitive to their
needs and perceptions. Don’t assume, but
actively listen and love unconditionally!
Enjoy life and its intensities! ☺”
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Who are the Gifted?
“The most important things are the hardest things to say. They
are the things you get ashamed of, because words diminish
them. Words shrink things that seem limitless when they were in
your head, to no more than living size when they’re brought out.
But it’s more important than that, isn’t it? The most important
things lie too close to wherever your secret heart is buried, like
landmarks to a treasure your enemies would love to steal away.
and you may make revelations that cost you dearly only to have
people look at you in a funny way, not understanding what you
said at all, or why you thought it was so important that you
almost cried while you were saying it. That’s the worst, I think.
When the secret stays locked within, not for the want of a teller
but for the want of an understanding ear.” (Stephen King)
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Agenda
 Introduction
 Issue, research purpose & question, anticipatory

schema, methodology & approach, conclusion

 The Holland Opus ~ A Portrait





Teacher Effectiveness
The Holland Opus TE Lens
Theory of Positive Disintegration
The Holland Opus TPD Lens

 Discussion
 Salient Findings, Implications, Future Research, So

What?

 Questions

Issue
 Because gifted children have special educational, social

and emotional needs that differ from other children,
certain personal and professional characteristics are
essential for effective teachers of the gifted.
 As teachers, who do we need to be and what do we need
to know to act in the best interest of gifted students?
 Although competency based empirical studies have moved
the field forward, there has been little in-depth research
that illuminates “the kind of teaching that inspires,
connects with the minds and hearts of students, and
celebrates the joy of learning” (Towers and Porath, 2001, p.
202).
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Research Purpose
 The purpose of this interpretive inquiry was

to examine and depict the lived experience of
becoming or being an inspirational teacher of
gifted students and applied Dabrowski’s
Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) to
further understand the phenomenon.
 Particular focus on specific teacher personality

and emotional characteristics, competencies, and
behaviours.

Research Question
 What is the lived experience of becoming or being an inspirational

teacher of gifted students?







How have the personal, biographical, educational, and experiential factors shaped
the teacher’s life?
What is the significance of the teacher’s lived experience when the narrative is
applied to the teacher effectiveness literature in gifted education and TPD?
How does the information presented by the identified teacher reflect the
dynamisms and developmental potential (DP) evident in a person who is moving
toward multilevelness through personality development as described in TPD?
What is the essence of becoming or being an inspirational teacher of gifted
students and what are the essential components of inspirational teaching as
evidenced in the teacher’s story and reported by students and parents?
How may the illustrative experiences of 1 teacher be useful in providing insight and
further understanding to our assumptions and thinking about teacher effectiveness
in gifted education?
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Anticipatory Schema ~ 6 Beliefs







Inspirational teachers and gifted students share similar inherited and acquired
characteristics. They think and feel differently than others and live complex inner
lives.
The most significant aspect of human development is emotional development.
Although a high level of cognitive functioning does not guarantee a high level of
emotional functioning, the reverse may not be true.
Teaching is an art guided by educational values, personal needs, and a variety of
beliefs that the teacher holds to be true. Inspirational teaching is sensitive, intelligent,
creative; calls our attention to the aesthetic experience in education.
Inspirational teachers~ wisdom, a tacit knowledge not only for their own benefit but
also for the benefit of others, in order to attain a common good.
Learning communities are always moral communities because they offer contexts in
which ethical discourse makes sense and where authentic identity is found.
Inspirational teachers of gifted students possess many of the ideal characteristics and
competencies cited in the research; however, they may be inadequately captured by
current terminology in gifted education. It may not necessarily follow that an
exemplary – or gifted – teacher is an inspirational teacher of the gifted.
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Methodology
 Framework
 Dabrowski’s TPD

 Design
 Interpretive inquiry, phenomenological approach,

portraiture

 Participant
 1 secondary humanities teacher most frequently

nominated in the GATE Program by school administration

 Methods
 Observations, interviews and document analysis to

describe and analyze the phenomenon of being an
inspirational teacher of gifted learners and how this was
understood from teacher, student and parent perspectives
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Approach
 Focus
 Essence of inspirational teacher
 Essential components of inspirational teaching

 2 Lenses
 Teacher Effectiveness (TE) literature in gifted

education
 TPD with specific focus on dynamisms and
developmental potential

 No previous research that explores the
application of TPD to personality structure of
teachers of gifted students.
9

Conclusion
 TPD’s moral lens presented a view of an

inspirational teacher of the gifted that
otherwise would be invisible.
 This study found the teacher to be an
authentic individual mindfully involved in an
inescapably moral undertaking in his
pedagogical endeavor, indicative of his
advanced developmental potential.
 For him, moral educational practice was the
goal.

Conclusion
 This inquiry contributes to the development of a
more composite picture of an inspirational

teacher of gifted students
 By applying the Theory of Positive Disintegration to

examine the phenomenon
 By using qualitative methodology to move beyond
the competency list approach in the teacher
effectiveness literature in gifted education.
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The Holland Opus ~ A Portrait
 The summary of one teacher’s educational
journey was composed as a portrait.
 Appropriating the title of the film, Mr. Holland’s
Opus, permitted the presentation of David
Holland’s story as a symphony of life.

 In this portrait, the implication is that

David Holland has created his life as a
musical composition – an opus – with
irony at its core
(personal communication, Jane Piirto, June 25, 2006).

Teacher Effectiveness











Knowledge, understanding, empathy for the gifted
Commitment to personal, social, intellectual development
Self-awareness, belief in self, emotional maturity, wisdom
Creativity, imagination, intuition, flexibility, high energy
High intelligence, intellectual honesty, sense of humor
Strong belief in individual differences and individualization
Self-directed in learning; passion for advanced knowledge
Highly developed teaching skill
Reflectiveness and resiliency to overcome adversity
Desire to effect change and to touch lives
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The Holland Opus ~ TE Lens
 Fluid ability to think/act with wisdom
 Vast tacit knowledge

 Highly motivated to ensure appropriate identification of

intellectual ability when puzzled by student profile
 # 1 educator competency for gifted students, including those

who may have dual exceptionalities

 High standards with high levels of support

 Advances learning
 Through mutual and dynamic exchange of ideas and concerns
 Within the context of authentic relationships

 By hosting meaningful conversations that generate deep insights

and actions, and a strong sense of community
14

Important Gifted Teacher
Traits According to Holland
 Strong sense of the ironic + creativity, flexibility,

tolerance of ambiguity allows teachers of the gifted to
feel less overwhelmed
 Extensive general knowledge & focused curriculum
expertise allows teachers to find points of connection
with those high potential learners whose esoteric
passions may place them on the fringes of society
 A solid grounding in philosophy and discussions including
modernism & postmodernism are helpful for students in
their quest to understand
 Teachers should share traits of the gifted; they need to
be intelligent, intense, aware, and connected; they need
to be the mature versions…
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The Holland Opus ~ TE Lens
 Demonstrates teacher characteristics, competencies and

behaviors attributed to exceptional teachers of gifted
students.
 Knows how to actualize triadic relationship~

content/pedagogy/student population.

 Empathic regard for students and unfailing attention to

human need have led his 26 year practice
 Permeates what he does/ who he is in his fearless pedagogy
 Firmly embedded in deeply held values and beliefs.

 David Holland is one who possesses gifted traits and is

gifted at the profession of teaching. It seems you can’t be
one without the other.
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Theory of Positive
Disintegration
Maybe relieving the pain will prevent the formation of a pearl –
C. Whitaker
 Theoretical context to examine interplay between
intellectual/emotional development
 How personality develops through adversity
 What is
What can be
What ought to be
 Realism
Imagination
Idealism
 Critical Elements~
 Positive Disintegration
 Levels of Development
 Developmental Potential
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Levels of Development
 Level 1 ~ Primary Integration
 Self Interest~ What is

 Level 2 ~ Unilevel Disintegration
 Group Values~ What is

 Level 3 ~ Spontaneous Multilevel Disintegration
 Evaluating the Self~ What is vs. What ought to be

 Level 4 ~ Organized Multilevel Disintegration
 Process of Self-Actualizing~ What ought to be will be

 Level 5 ~ Secondary Integration
 Personality Ideal~ What is – is – what ought to be
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Developmental Potential
At the stillpoint of the turning world…there the dance is.
– T.S. Eliot



Developmental Potential (DP)









The original endowment which determines what level of
development a person may reach if the physical &
environmental conditions are optimal (Dabrowski, 1996,
p. 10)
DP = Overexcitabilities + Dynamisms + Special Interests,
Abilities & Creative Pursuits
Facilitator of advanced development to levels beyond the
norm
DP can be assessed on OEs and dynamisms as observable
signs of its presence.
To advance development, some disintegration is
necessary
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Overexcitability ~ 5 Dimensions
A consistent over-reaction to external and internal stimuli in
a variety of domains.
 Psychomotor
 heightened capacity for being active and energetic

 Sensual
 expanded and enriched sensory experience

 Intellectual
 persistence in pursuit of knowledge and search for truth

 Imaginational
 fantasy, dreams and inventions

 Emotional
 depth and intensity of emotional life
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Dynamisms
There is a crack in everything ~ that’s how the light gets in.
– Leonard Cohen

 Shaping forces controlling behavior and its
development
 Self evaluative processes; energies that are
observable and analyzable in a person’s verbal
behavior.
 Specific dynamisms activated at each level
 Level I~ no dynamisms = no disintegration
 Multilevel dynamisms
 Common dynamisms work at several levels
 Dynamisms essential for advanced growth
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Theory of Positive
Disintegration
 Positive disintegration extends the discussion

of moral development and moral action by
providing a comprehensive approach where
high level morality is seen as a function of the
total person and is “something chosen,
striven for, and indeed the result of some kind
of disintegration” (Hague, 1998, p. 170).

The Holland Journey
 Educational Journey
 Misunderstood and underserved; the most important learning

experiences took place outside the classroom; self-taught

 Teaching Journey
 Commitment to students, capacity to reflect critically on student

needs; “breaking down the boxes” is a mission in his life; & the
human need, unconditionally, comes first.

 Critical Incidents/Role of Conflict
 Increasing consciousness through positive disintegration
 Personal challenges, pain, resilience; misunderstood and

underserved as a learner and teacher
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The Holland Opus ~ TPD Lens
 Advanced Development & an Inspirational

Teacher of the Gifted: What is the Fit?
 Critical factors in the shaping of a life
 A strong developmental potential points to a

moral educational endeavor
 Advanced development, conceptions of
giftedness & teacher effectiveness

The Holland Opus ~ TPD Lens
Advanced Development & an Inspirational Teacher of the Gifted: What is the Fit?

 Critical Factors in the Shaping of a Life
 First Factor: heredity
 external motivation
 Second Factor: social environmental
 external motivation
 Third Factor: dynamism of conscious choice &

valuation
 internal motivation in behaviour & development

The Holland Opus ~ TPD Lens
Advanced Development & an Inspirational Teacher of the Gifted: What is the Fit?

 A Strong Developmental Potential Points to a
Moral Educational Endeavor
 5 Overexcitabilities
 Specific abilities & talents
 Level 3 – 4 & level 4 dynamisms, indicators of positive

disintegration & increasingly higher multilevelness

 Although development proceeded uniformly,
intense crises occurred
 Separation of parents when in grade 3
 Falling in love in adolescence with future wife
 Personal epiphany in grade 12

Positive Disintegration:
According to Holland
 For me the disintegration/reintegration process
is more like deep open waves. There are highs
and lows and the surface may show some

disturbance (spindrift), but the mass of the
waves are more curvilinear, less noticeable, and
have a longer wavelength. Observers (in a boat)
may not even notice how large the waves are. I
think that a lot of what I have read dealing with
Dabrowski implies a focus on the events that are
more like the waves that crash onto a shore. The
waves peak and break as they pile up on the
shallows of the crisis.

The Holland Opus ~ TPD Lens
Advanced Development, Conceptions of Giftedness & Teacher Effectiveness

 Advanced Development & an Inspirational Teacher of the

Gifted: What is the Fit?



Teachers of gifted students should possess characteristics similar to
those they teach & teacher behaviours must indicate an understanding
of students’ affective & academic needs.
 High DP is analogous to intelligence
 Genetically determined
 Significantly influenced by environment
 Captures affective & cognitive elements of giftedness (Mendaglio, 2002).



DP = added value to conceptions of giftedness
 Higher levels, increased awareness & critical reflection, empathy, autonomy &
authenticity



Central to TPD ~ the most significant aspect of human development is
emotional development
 Emotions rather than cognition shape thinking & yield surer knowledge by
motivating action & directing development (Grant, 1988)
 Emotional development is the source of objective valuing (Hague, 1976).

The Holland Opus ~ TPD Lens
Advanced Development, Conceptions of Giftedness & Teacher Effectiveness

Congruence: ~ Dynamisms & Teacher Effectiveness Traits
Dynamisms~

Third factor and level three & four dynamisms~ empathy, creative instinct,

Identification; hierarchization, dissatisfaction with oneself,

Inferiority toward oneself, positive maladjustment; subject-object in
oneself

Inner psychic transformation, self-awareness, self-control, education-ofoneself; responsibility, authentism, and autonomy
Teacher Effectiveness Traits~

High intelligence, empathy, creativity, imagination, self-awareness

Strong belief in self, emotional maturity interpersonal understanding

Connectedness, responsibility, reflectiveness, collaboration and
community

Resiliency in overcoming adversity, altruism and identity related
motivations

Desire to effect change, wisdom, appreciation and understanding of
giftedness, capacity to meet personal and social needs of gifted students

The Holland Opus ~ TPD Lens
 The application of Dabrowski’s concept of
developmental potential to current definitions &

that of dynamisms to the current competency
list approach in the teacher effectiveness
literature in gifted education provides us a
deeper & more holistic understanding of what it
means to be an extraordinary or inspirational
teacher – as a person and in the profession of
teaching gifted students.

The Holland Opus ~ TPD Lens
 TPD offers deeper understanding of the lived experience & essence

of being an inspirational teacher of gifted students than that offered
by the teacher effectiveness literature in gifted education
 David Holland holds a strong DP comprising special abilities &

talents, 5 psychic overexcitabilities & pertinent dynamisms
indicative of level 3-4 & level 4 – indicators of positive disintegration
& increasingly higher multilevelness
 “I see a society/human world filled with pathologies. I know that

my criticism of society makes others uncomfortable and that it is
comforting to them to be able to dismiss my ideas. My favorite
dismissal is when I am told that I am being too idealistic – i.e. sick
because there is not enough reality in [my ideas]. The sickness is in
accepting a pathological reality as being unchangeable. Who
wants to mould themselves to fit a crippled vision?”

Salient Findings & Conclusions
 Authentic Educational Practice
 Essence of 1 inspirational teacher of the gifted

 Essential components of inspirational teaching
 Toward the good: being, knowing, acting

Salient Findings & Conclusions
 The application of TPD to the inspirational teacher
of gifted students exists in its provision of a
context within which to understand
 Multilevel emotional and moral development
 Personal growth

 Inner transformation & the creative personality.
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Salient Findings & Conclusions
 David is an inspirational teacher of the gifted because he

acts in their best interest by “moving the intellect or the
emotions” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 205).
 In so doing, he inspires students to aspire toward the better
as individuals and in the greater community by providing
standards that help them to determine who the better me
can be.
 It follows that such a commitment to intelligent
understanding, authentic identity, and relational ethics in a
learning environment that encourages ethical discourse,
may differentiate the inspirational teacher from the
exemplary or gifted teacher of gifted students.

The Iceberg Metaphor
 In the iceberg metaphor, the

teacher effectiveness literature
describes what one sees on the
surface and the Dabrowskian
perspective exposes the critical
mass – the essence – that is
typically hidden to the observer
 The theory’s moral lens presents
us a view of an inspirational
teacher of the gifted who
otherwise would be invisible
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Authentic Educational Practice:
Holland’s Essence
 David Holland is an autonomous & authentic

individual mindfully involved in an inescapably
moral undertaking who creates educational
communities that foster gifted learners.

 “I have not met any students who do not want to learn.

What we as teachers need to do is to find ways for them to
show us what they are learning and to help them connect
what they want to learn with what they are expected to
learn. Also, we must trust that our students are learning.
Therefore, it is imperative that we make our trust that they
are learning obvious to them: we give them choices, and
we trust the choices they make.”

Authentic Educational Practice:
Holland’s Essence
 David Holland possesses a high degree of
consciousness & unity in this thinking, emotions
& activity. He demonstrates an empathic

understanding of the developmental potential of
his gifted students.

“Much of good learning, not directly measurable, is tied to asking
important questions and is significantly more than an
intellectual exercise – there is an emotional component that
cannot be ignored… Gifted students’ heightened ability to
perceive connections means that I extensively use their empathy
for others to teach broad concepts with depth. That empathy
makes the abstract very personal.”

Authentic Educational Practice:
Holland’s Inspirational Teaching
 With creativity & wisdom, David acts in the best
interest of his students by inspiring them to

aspire toward the higher good.
“Seeing perfection is really nothing more than a failure of the
imagination to see other possibilities. Each imperfection is
an invitation to live the process again…
If students have learned to ask the questions that shape the
direction learning takes, I have hope for replacing our
political system, because these young individuals will ask
the questions that can’t be answered.”

Authentic Educational Practice: Toward
the Good ~ Being, Knowing, Acting

 David possesses higher-level intellectual,

emotional and moral development, artistry in
action, and wisdom.
 As an authentic teacher, he holds a desire and
inclination not only for knowing the good, but
also for doing it.
 When I asked him “What does it mean to act
in the best interest of gifted students?”
his immediate reply was, “Being a teacher.”

Authentic Educational Practice: Toward
the Good ~ Being, Knowing, Acting

 As a teacher, David acts with intentionality,

takes responsibility, reflects upon and learns
from experiences, aligns his behaviors with
his values, and activates community. This
makes him trustworthy.
 As an educator, his autonomy and
authenticity are evident in his on-going
endeavor to neutralize institutionalized
educational agendas that have little to do
with learning.

Authentic Educational Practice: Toward
the Good ~ Being, Knowing, Acting

 The development of his personality has been

“a matter of deliberate, conscious choice,
followed by deliberate, conscious action”
(Kawczak, 2004, p. 44).
 The findings of this study indicate that to
know and to act in the best interest of gifted
students, as a teacher you have to be
advancing in your development toward who
you ought to be.

TPD Lens: Toward the Higher
Good…

 BEING

KNOWING

ACTING
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Implications ~
TPD and Gifted Education
 Reframes perceived negative behaviors to those







demonstrating great richness and intensity of inner
searching and refusing to compromise ideals
Means for helping students and teachers discover
potential
Particularly applicable to gifted and creative individuals
who exhibit higher levels of developmental potential and
positive disintegration
Objective assessment~ dynamisms and levels of
development
Practical implications
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Future Research
 This preliminary research indicated the need
for further investigation ~
 Are these findings transferable?

 How applicable is TPD to teacher preparation,

professional development, and teacher selection
for programming in gifted education?
 How relevant is TPD to understanding creativity
and underachievement in gifted education?
 How do we encourage teachers to develop
empathy for gifted learners?

So What?
 Informed Approaches and Decision Making~
 Definitions of giftedness

 Student identification and programming criteria
 Teacher identification and selection criteria
 Program and performance assessment

 Professional development
 Leadership development
 Policy development

 Teacher training and certification in gifted education
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What does it mean to act in the
best interest of students?
An inspirational teacher of the gifted
may say,
“For what I have experienced and
understood, I answer with my life.”
(M. M. Bakhtin, 1981)

Authentic Educational Practice: Toward
the Good ~ Being, Knowing, Acting

 Positive maladjustment has been the route to

David’s autonomy and authenticity in its
fullest sense because he has been able to take
into account what his social environment has
to teach, parcels out the higher from the
lower, and lives according to his higher
principles (Hague, 1995).

RUNNING HEAD: Negative Developmental Potential

Negative Developmental Potential: Understanding the absence of transformation
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Abstract
Negative Developmental Potential: Understanding the absence of transformation
Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration (TPD) explains various forms of human
experiences ranging from what may be described as egocentric-automatic, to authentic-altruistic.
Specifically, TPD concerns itself with the entire range of ways of being from the lowest level
driven by self-preservation instinct to the pinnacle achievement of personality. Developmental
potential is essential in the transformative process by which individuals transcend biological
drives and need for social approval. This positive outcome of developmental potential is often
described by Dabrowskian scholars in gifted education. However, Dabrowski differentiated
between positive developmental potential and negative developmental potential. The former
leads to development; the latter does not. This paper contrasts positive and negative
developmental potential, with particular focus on the outcomes of negative developmental
potential.
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Negative Developmental Potential: Understanding the absence of transformation
With the recent interest in depicting the actual comprehensive scope of Dabrowski’s theoretical
brain child (e.g., Ackerman, 2009; Jackson & Moyle; Mendaglio, 2008; Moroz, 2009; Daniels &
Piechowski, 2009), this paper focuses on a distinction not often found in discussions of the
theory, namely between positive and negative developmental potential. The lack of attention to
this distinction may be due the fact that the majority of scholars in North America who write and
conduct research in the area are primarily interested in its application to giftedness, emphasizing
the higher levels of human functioning. Dabrowski’s goal, of course, was much broader.
Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration explains various forms of human
experiencing ranging from what may be described as egocentric-automatic way of living, to an
authentic-altruistic way (Mendaglio, 2010). In TPD, this range is exemplified by the well-known
five levels of development. Developmental potential, a biological endowment, is depicted as
chiefly responsible for transformation or development, that is, movement to level two and
beyond; or lack of it, that is, remaining at level one.
As is well known by students of TPD, developmental potential includes overexcitability
(often termed “mental hyperexcitability” by Dabrowski, e.g., 1970, p. 29) which has five forms
(psychomotor, sensual, intellectual, imaginational and emotional), special abilities and talents
and the Third Factor (Dabrowski, 1970). Transformation from a lower to a higher way of being
requires developmental potential with certain forms of overexcitability (OE). Dabrowski made it
clear that the higher forms of OE—intellectual, imaginational and emotional—are a sine qua non
of the developmental force. He noted that these three forms serve to transform sensual and
psychomotor forms, which are considered of lower value (Dabrowski, 1972). This conception of
developmental potential is well established in our literature. Such developmental potential
sparks transformation within individuals. What is not so well documented is Dabrowski’s
concept of negative developmental potential. In this paper, I contrast Dabrowski’s concepts of
positive and negative developmental potential as represented in Dabrowski’s books such as
Dabrowski (1972, 1973). To provide a context for the reader, I begin with some general
comments on the theory of positive disintegration (TPD).

Negative Developmental Potential
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Theory of Positive Disintegration: Dabrowski’s Theory of Personality Development
Before proceeding, I need to emphasize—in particular for those readers who are new to the
theory--that Dabrowski used terms in an idiosyncratic way that proves challenging to
individuals, especially psychologists. Development is a prime example. In TPD, development is
anchored to morality and universal values. This requires the transcendence of biological drives
and conformity needs. In the Dabrowskian sense, not every individual develops. Similarly,
personality is used in a unique way: personality represents the pinnacle of development,
becoming truly human. Personality is not a given; it is an achievement, and a rare one at that.
The process by which personality is achieved is positive disintegration, which, even Dabrowski
noted, sounds oxymoronic but its paradoxical nature disappears once the fullness of the theory is
understood.
TPD is a grand theory of personality akin to the theories of Freud, Jung and Adler.
Dabrowski provided explanations for various forms of human experiencing ranging from the
lowest to the highest level of human functioning. To explain whether and how the highest level
was achieved, Dabrowski proposed several concepts: factors of development, levels of
development and positive disintegration. In addition to biology and environment that are
typically proposed as factors influencing development, TPD includes an overarching
autonomous dimension called the third factor. Dabrowski placed great emphasis on the
biological factor. In a sense, it sets limits on development. The second factor of development is
the environment, with emphasis on the social environment. As we shall see later, varying
amounts of developmental potential interact differentially with the social environment. The
emergence of the third factor is operative with individuals in the course of advanced human
development. The third factor is part of developmental potential, giving it some grounding in
biology: developmental potential consists of overexcitability, special talents and abilities and the
third factor.
In TPD there are five levels of development: primary integration, unilevel, spontaneous
multilevel, organized multilevel and secondary integration. For development to occur
individuals need to dissolve the mental organization underlying primary integration. This can
occur only with a certain, though unspecified, amount of developmental potential. Biological
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milestones such as puberty may and social environmental crises may serve to trigger
disintegration processes and propel the person to unilevel disintegration. Spontaneous multilevel
is largely composed of dynamisms that complete the disintegrating process began in second
level. In the third level, dynamisms such as dissatisfaction with self, feelings of guilt and shame
serve to destroy mental organizations that emerged to serve individuals’ drives and needs. A
hallmark of this level is inner conflict. With organized multilevel organization, level four,
individuals create mental organizations to guide behaviour reflecting higher values. For
example, intelligence that was in the service of satiation of drives and social approval, at this
level, becomes the servant of one’s altruism and autonomy. At level four, individuals take
control over themselves and their development. Secondary integration, level five, represents the
achievement of personality. At the pinnacle of human development, individuals’ live their lives
motivated by such values as altruism, responsibility for self and other. At this level, which is
rarely achieved, individuals are not characterized solely by moral reasoning but by persistent
moral living.
In TPD, there are two broad categories of development: biologically determined and
autonomous. Biologically determined represents a conformity to “universal laws of development
to the human species” (Dabrowski, 1970, p. 29). In biologically determined development,
individuals go through the human life cycle, acquire abilities associated with humanity such as
intellectual development, engage in pursuits associated with a particular culture and generally
engage in societal adjustment. In stark contrast, autonomous development is characterized by
transcendence of biological determination, transformation of mental organization,
disintegrations, social maladjustment and overexcitability. Dabrowski used overexcitability to
differentiate between the two forms of development. In biologically determined development,
overexcitability may be observed but it is transitory, often seen when individuals confront crises.
However, once the crises pass, overexcitability also vanishes: individuals return to their ways of
experiencing prior to the crises. In contrast, overexcitability is a persistent feature of
autonomous development: overexcitability enables individuals transform themselves moving
them from a lower level to a higher level of experiencing.

Negative Developmental Potential
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Developmental Potential: Positive and Negative Types
Dabrowski also used the concept of overexcitability to distinguish between positive and negative
developmental potential. Overexcitability is the key component of developmental potential.
Overexcitability is a property of the central nervous system which produces greater than
expected responses to internal and external stimuli that we encounter. In short, everyone one has
an excitable central nervous system, but according to TPD, not everyone has an overly excitable
one. To be faithful to the theory, I must add that overexcitability is inherited by some
individuals. “How many individuals?” is an empirical question, yet to be investigated. The
presence of the five forms of overexcitability is termed positive developmental potential
(Dabrowski, 1972)
Positive Developmental Potential
Descriptions of the five forms of overexcitability are presented here by using Dabrowski’s
description of them (Dabrowski, 1972, p. 7).
Sensual
•

Possesses a more or less superficial sensitivity to beauty, is suggestible, is more exposed
to the difficulties of life.

•

Sensual hyperexcitability is the ground for perpetual sensual hunger, continual and
excessive satiation and dissatisfactions.

Psychomotor
•

restless, curious, cannot sit still in one place, wanders around, has an insatiable need of
change and of "wandering into space“

•

The main cause of violent reactions, motor unrest, and the need for action.

Intellectual
•

Shows strong interests early in inner and in external life, has strong nuclei of analysis and
synthesis. Early in life he is capable of asking questions and demanding logical answers.

Negative Developmental Potential
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Causes a whirl, a stream of problems, thoughts, multidimensional mental attitudes, and a
richness of associations and methods of work.

Imaginational
•

Sensitive toward "imaginational realities", is usually creative, has vivid fantasy and is
often full of ideas and plans. [displayed in] abilities in poetry, art or music. He has his
"kingdom of dreams and fantasy“

•

Plays a great role in forming the hierarchy of aims and in the development of
retrospection and prospection.

Emotional
•

Sensitive, takes everything to heart„ is syntonic and even more often empathic though not
necessarily in a highly developed manner. …a need of exclusive and lasting relationships,
of help and protection, of understanding suffering.

•

Constitutes the ground for compassion, pity, anxiety about others and about one's own
thread of life in connection with recollection and on analysis of the past.

Developmental potential is deemed positive when the five forms of overexcitability are present.
Such overexcitability, which Dabrowski at times termed hyperexcitablity, is positive because
first it
…provokes conflicts, disappointments, suffering in family life, in school, in professional life,
in short, leads to conflicts with the external environment. Hyperexcitability also provokes
inner conflicts as well as the means by which these conflicts can be overcome. Second,
hyperexcitability precipitates psychoneurotic processes, and third, conflicts and
psychoneurotic processes become the dominant factor in accelerated development.
(Dabrowski, 1970 , p. 38)
Inner conflict and psychoneurotic processes are essential for advanced development (Dabrowski,
1972).

Negative Developmental Potential
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Negative Developmental Potential
Whereas positive developmental potential consists of all forms of overexcitability,
negative potential consists of only the psychomotor and sensual forms. According to
Dabrowski’s descriptions of the five forms quoted above, sensual and psychomotor have a dark
side to them. Sensual includes being suggestible, perpetual sensual hunger, continual and
excessive satiation and dissatisfactions. Suggestibility may be interpreted as being under the
influenced of the second factor of development (social environment). Perpetual sensual hunger
continual and excessive satiation may be seen as being under the influence of the first factor
(biology). Violent reactions and inability to focus are part of psychomotor overexcitability.
Dabrowski noted that the presence of only sensual and psychomotor overexcitability is a
component of negative potential:
In a significant number of cases of isolated forms of sensual or psychomotor overexcitability
(i.e. when there is no admixture of other forms of overexcitability), in cases when the nuclei
of the inner psychic milieu, wider interests and abilities, and sharp awareness of one's own
developmental path are lacking, we are dealing with a negative potential …. (Dabrowski,
1972, p. 11)
Further, Dabrowski stated that, under certain conditions, the combination of psychomotor
and sensual leads to serious negative outcomes: “When enhanced psychomotor and sensual
overexcitability is combined with strong ambition, tendency to showing off and lying, it
constitutes a nucleus of psychopathy with some neuropathic components” (1972, p. 11 ).
Psychomotor and sensual, on their own, cannot contribute to individuals’ development.
When combined with the higher forms, these two forms contribute to the occurrence of inner
conflict as individuals are engaged in a tug of war between these lower forms and the higher
forms of overexcitability. In the process, the negative dimensions of psychomotor and sensual
are attenuated; when combined with the higher forms of OE, psychomotor and sensual forms
served to energize them.
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Developmental Potential and Environmental Influence
For both types of developmental potential discussed in this paper, the social environment has
little influence. In the case of positive developmental potential, the influence of the environment
is legible—even a negative social environment will not impede the growth of individuals.
Individuals’ biological endowment is sufficient to propel individuals towards advanced
development. Similarly, social environmental influence has no significant effect on negative
developmental potential. The presence of only psychomotor and sensual is not deemed sufficient
to spark the developmental process. Transformation, transcending the influence of biology and
the social environment, is not possible regardless of the most favourable environmental
conditions. It must be remembered, however, that I am discussing development in a
Dabrowskian sense, not a commonly used psychological sense.
Conclusion
In general, discussions and research on Dabrowski’s theory have focused on the five
forms of overexcitability, which Dabrowski termed positive developmental potential. Interest
seems to be on the higher levels of development, at the exclusion of other parts of TPD. As is
being increasingly acknowledged, Dabrowski proposed a complex, comprehensive theory as his
attempt to explain the broad scope of human experiencing and behaviours. TPD is not simply a
theory that explains transformation: TPD also explains the absence of transformation. Negative
developmental potential is one concept that explains the absence of transformation: the lack of
the development, in the Dabrowskian sense.
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